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N SECTION I

INTRODUCTION - OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM
GOAL AND PROGRESS

- The goal of our Multi-Investigator Research Program (MIRP) is to

*" achieve an understanding of the science of ultrastructure processing of

ceramics glasses and composites. Ultrastructure processing as used in

our program and in this report refers to the manipulation and control of

surfaces and interfaces for the purpose of attaining a new generation of

high performance materials with predictable properties and environmental

insensitivity or control.

There are three primary approaches that we are taking to control

surfaces and interfaces. The first is a systematic investigation of

environment-surface interactions of silicate glasses and glass-ceramics,

and non-oxide ceramics. The second major thrust of the MIRP is the

- "" production of unique ceramics, glasses, glass-ceramics, and composites

n by use of what we term "transformation processing". It is essentially

making materials directly from chemical conversions in contrast to traditional

.5. imethods involving large particulates which are compacted and densified

into objects. The third ultrastructure processing area of the MIRP is

what we term "micromorphology processing". There are three aspects to

the concept of micromorphology processing: 1) production of submicron

spherical powders, 2) control of powder surface chemistry, and 3) controlled

: :assemblage of the particulates into either ceramic or composite bodies.

By manipulation of all three aspects of micromorphology processing it

Ushould be possible to tailor-make the microstructure, grain boundaries,

.i
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interfaces, and surfaces of ceramics and composites to meet unique

combinations of property-environment requirements.

By understanding the deterioration mechanisms of several classes of

materials we are establishing how processing must be controlled to eliminate

or minimize the impact of environmental deterioration. Simple, binary

alkali silicate glasses are the model systems for these studies. Aqueous

corrosion of these glasses is now reasonably well understood and the

corrosion mechanisms are applicable to a very wide range of silicate glass

compositions and types of environmental exposures, as reviewed in Section

III (Plenary Lecture at the Physics of Amorphous Solids International

Conference). As indicated in the review, work in this and many other

laboratories is concentrating upon understanding the behavior of type III

glass surfaces, possessing dual or multiple protective surface films.

Details of the mechanisms of atmospheric weathering of glasses are

less known than for aqueous corrosion. Consequently, an effort in our

program for several years has been to develop models for atmospheric

weathering. We have extended this work to include hydrothermal reactions
of glasses and two phase glass-ceramics as well. Comparison of aqueous

hydrothermal corrosion of two phase lithia-silicate glasses and glass-

ceramics (Section IV) and hydrothermal vapor attack of the same materials

shows enhanced resistance to vapor phase attack due to surface crystallization

of glassy phases. Stability of the glass-ceramics improves with increases

in the volume fraction of crystal phase.

Understanding the influence of environmental exposure on the mechanical

behavior of glasses and ceramics is essential if performance lifetimes

are to be improved. We are using 33L lithia silica glasses and glass-

ceramics as a model system to attack this difficult problem. Work reported
Ie

pm

*-' . . .
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during several years of this program has determined the effect of the

distributed glassy phase in aqueous corrosion, weathering, and hydrothermal

* attack (Section IV) of the materials. The same materials have now been

tested using both dynamic fatigue and crack growth methods to determine

their environmental sensitivity to lifetime predictions (Section V). This

effort shows that stress corrosion susceptibility is more sensitive on

aging in water than on percent of crystallinity. This is due to the

importance of interphase attack in two phase systems. Important differences

occur in the environmental sensitivity determined by dynamic fatigue vs

crack growth methods leading to major differences in lifetime predictions

for the same materials. This finding shows that materials with a reactive

secondary phase need to be tested with more than one method to make reliable

lifetime predictions.

Use of electron beam techniques is essential for understanding surface

layers formed on glasses (Section III). Thus understanding the nature

of the electron beam interaction with a glass surface is critical for

achieving an accurate chemical analysis. Also, impingement of electrons

on a glass surface is an important class of environmental interaction in

* :its own right. Several years of experiments in this area have culiminated

in a general model of alkali desorption and diffusion during electron

bombardment of glass, presented in last year's report. The model is based

upon experiments that show alkali ions being converted to a new activated

state within the solid by interaction with the incident electron beam.

Either diffusion or desorption of the altered alkali ions can follow this

process. This concept of an electron-induced surface complex satisfactorily

4explains both incubation times and Auger electron signal decay processes

observed for glasses.

° m , . . - - - . - . .. . .-:'.." .. , ,"... . . ..-. *." *. .: , '- : .'., .- . .-- .. - . -.,... -. .. . . -.. '. ... " .
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Additional work in this area (Section XIV) has shown that Na+  I
04 and Si+ desorb from soda-silicate glass surfaces and involve both

inter-atomic and intra-atomic Auger de-excitations. Sit desorption occurs

only after electron bombardment creates a Si-rich surface. -

Because of the extremely small scale of secondary phases in SiC and

Si 3N4 ceramics it is difficult to understand their contribution to

", environmental sensitivity. Auger electron spectroscopy and Fourier

transform IR reflection spectroscopy (FTIRRS) have been used to characterize

surfaces and interfaces of polycrystalline and single crystal SiC. Scanning

AES of polycrystalline SiC fracture surfaces formed in-situ showed that

*,. boron does not segregate to or precipitate at a-$ phase boundaries, in

contrast to many hypotheses (Section XIII). However, low temperature

(1100 0C) oxidation of polycrystalline SiC does implicate segregation of

boron to the oxide.
'I

9FTIRRS analyses of the same polycrystalline SiC samples quite clearly

shows evidence of formation of an intermediate Si-O-C phase forming under

the surface Si02 phase during 1100*C oxidation in pure 02 (Section XII).

*' A critical incubation or nucleation time is required for the mixed oxycarbide

phase to form. Both the structure and kinetics of this intermediate phase

differ from single crystal SiC. Sequential oxidation, exposure at 1100C

followed by cooling then reheating, results in very different mechanisms

than continuous oxidation.

Our efforts to relate these environmental effects to the electronic

* behavior of SiC are only just beginning. However, considerable progress

has been made in characterizing the electronic behavior of the anisotropic

-* sub-mini bands associated with SiC polytypism boundaries (Section XI).

-7I

'I
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By use of anisotropic noise measurements it has been possible to quantify

the nonuniform distribution of mobile carriers along the c-axis direction

'-' of a SiC single crystal. Majority carrier injection occurs at the high

resistivity boundary and electron conduction mechanism in the resistive

region controls current-voltage, impedance, and noise characteristics of

the crystal. Quantitative comparison of these experimental results with

a polytypin band theory model is well underway.

For advanced electrical applications such as batteries or fuel cells,

ionic transport in glasses are as important as electrons. During the last

two years we have enjoyed a collaboration between our MIRP and Prof. Abe's

glass research group at Nagoya Institute of Technology. This has led to

several publications, including a major study on protonic conduction in

phosphate glasses (Section VII). Other investigations leading to publication

include photo and thermo coloring of phosphate glasses, and intriquing

. physical phenomena (Section IX) and also an important extension of the

standard IR method for determining water content in glasses (Section X).

The latter work is of special interest to us because of our program

* redirection during the last year to pursue a vigorous effort in sol-gel

processing of glasses, ceramics, and composites (Sections VI and VII).

Materials made from such chemically based processing can possess a significant

concentration of residual organic and aqueous constituents. Quantitative

analysis of the kinetics of drying and gel-glass conversion Is one of otur

prime emphases in this area. %

*-Our efforts in sol-gel or chemical transformation processing have

been primarily concentrated on alkali-silicate glass systems. We have

established some general principles regarding the compositional dependent

of Na2O-SiO2 gel formation and their environmental sensitivity (Section VI).
2 2
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Thermal processing diagrams have been developed for these compositions

as well (Section VII). Of particular importance to eventual applications*'t

is the discovery of a broad compositional range where very low temperature

(460-520°C) full densification can be obtained.

Our second direction in transformation processing has been directed

towards development of SiC or Si N ceramics from organometallic percursors.
3 4

Three different methods are being explored (Section XVI). RF plasma

polymerization has been used to produce thin, conformable, crosslinked

polymer coatings up to I im thick. Upon pyrolysis the coatings are converted

to ceramic-like SiC or Si N layers. Such coatings exhibit superb corrosion
3 4

protection of steels.

A second method of forming SiC involves pyrolysis of polysilastyrene

polymers, produced by Prof. West of the University of Wisconsin. Extrusion

of fibers and pyrolysis to a SiC-like ceramic has been demonstrated. The

third method is a chemical vapor deposition process for forming uniform,

spherical 0.2 to 10 Um powders of SiC. Patent applications are being

prepared for the RF plasma and CVD processes.

The third major emphasis of the MIRP is what we term "micromorphology

processing". During the last several years we have made progess in the

preparation of submicron spherical powders of SiC (Section XVI) and Al 203

and SiO2 (years 01 and 02). In order to manipulate such powders into

controlled assemblages though requires a complete understanding of their

surface chemistry. During this year a major development has been achieved

in the theoretical framework for understanding electrochemical reactions

at oxide-water interfaces (Section XV). This new theory involves a variable

point of zero charge model and incorporates two surface charging mechanisms, .

.1 * *• * .. . ..
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one fast and one slow. These modifications make it possible to understand

aging and dehydration effects as well as the influence of various electrolyte

on surface potentials. It may be possible with this theoretical basis

* to understand the consequences of aging of gel-derived glasses and ceramics

(Sections VI and VII) and the effects of prolonged aqueous exposure on

- lifetimes (Section V).

An eventual goal of the MIRP is to design controlled ceramic or glass

filled polymer or co-polymer systems with chemically bonded interfaces.

Section XVII describes the results of a study of the compatibility range

of random copolymer of varying composition with each homopolymer, especially

poly(styrene), poly(n-butylmethacrylate), and poly(styrene-co-n-butylmethacrylate

.* Work to introduce glass particles with modified surfaces into these polymer

-" systems is underway and will be reported next year.

-u
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GLASS SURFACE - 19S2

L. L. Hench, Professor, Depart 't of Materials Science and

Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611

Re~sume

-Une nouvelle categorie de surface des verres est

decrite. Les surfaces du type IIIB sont constituees par de

couches multiples d'oxydes, hydroxides et des silicates

hydrates, provenant des reactions de precipitation entre la

surface du verre et la solution de lixiviation. Les trs

faibles vitesses de lixiviation ainsi que les faibles

4paisseurs d'erosion pour certains compositions des verres

complexes de dechets nucleaires sont principalement dues a

une surface du type IIIB. Les limites de solubilite qui

tablissent l'quilibre des concentrations ioniques pour les

.5, .. eaux d'immersion, tablissent aussi les muliples barrieres

de couches du type IIIB qui prot~gent les verres de dechets

nucleaires en contact avec ces eaux d'immersion.

Abstract

A new category of glass surface is described. Type

3 IIIB surfaces are composed of multiple layers of oxides,

hydroxides, and hydrated silicates resulting from a sequence

, of solution-precipitation reactions between the glass

-% "- surface and leaching solutions. Very low leach rates and

then ion depletion depths of certain compositions of complex

" nuclear waste glasses are due to Type IIIB surfaces. The

solubility limits that establish the equilibrium ionic

concentrations for burial ground waters also establish the

multiple barrier Type IIIB films, to protect nuclear waste

P. glasses in contact with those ground waters.

Introduction

Understanding and controlling the surface reactions of glass is a subject

of major technical importance. It has long been recognized that glass

performance, such as the durability of glass containers, the useful life of
windows and optical glasses, pH electrode lifetime, and static fatigue is

related to glass surface - environment interactions. During the last fim.

-. years there has been a growing awareness that the reliability of glasses

developed for immobilization of high level radioactive wastes is alsn

dependent on glass surface chemistry. We now know that the mechanisms of

nuclear waste glass leaching comprise an important new category of glazs
surface behavior.

Understanding the kinetics and mechanisms of the new type of glass-
environment interaction characteristic of nuclear waste glasses is important
for several reasons. First, the quantity of nuclear waste glass required fox
immobilization of defense and commercial radioactive waste is millions of
kilograms and the estimated cost is billions of dollars. Secondly, there must

be reasonable assurance that the glass surface will ne stable in contact with



10 ground waters during getycio i c buri.i flr thrr ,i'nd; to hundreds of thotv.,ilulh- of
L. years. Thirdly, the mechanisms responsible for stabilization of nuclear wast,

glasses might he applied in the design of qlasso.. for redox-sensing (Flh)
electrodes or glasses with unique gradients in opt ical properties. IastIy,
our ability to generalize glass-environment interactions is expanded with thlin

new category of surface behavior.

Thus the primary objectives of this paper are to review the evidhence for
a new class of glass surface behavior, compare this behavior with other
categories of glass surfaces, and relate the significance of the surface
structure and reaction kinetics of these glasses to the geologic performance
of nuclear waste glasses.

back ground

Previous efforts to generalize the surface behavior of silicate glasses
proposed five types of glass surfaces to represent a broad range of glass-
environment interactions, Figure I.(112 )  It was suggested that any silicate

*" glass could be described in terms of one of the five surface types at any
particular instant in its processing and environmental history. Recent
studies indicate however that another type of surface, IIIB, must be added to
this scheme. Figure 1 incorporates this change.

The ordinate in Figure I represents the relative concentration of SiO2
(or other oxides in Type III surfaces), in the glass and the abscissa

corresponds to the depth into the glass surface. If species are selectively
dissolved from the glass surface the relative SiO2 concentration will increase
producing a SiO2-rich surface layer. If all species in the glass are
dissolved simultaneously (congruent dissolution) the relative concentration of

TYPE I TYPE II
0 gloI glass soluion Interfece A:

1 I-- 'BULK'--" .S-lye ,eacma

A I so

--ISTANNCE ' ' - -

TYPE III A TYPE 11I 8 Fig. 1. Five types of glass

A-si $102  surfaces and six surface
CO P0 conditions resulting from glass-
coo $cos environment interactions.

1 oa a 2 I\ Nvo

I I~ fils on so .(i

1 FI~ S10 2

I-0STANgCE----- C
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SiO 2 will remain the same as in the original glass. When combinations of
selective dissolution, congruent dissolution and precipitation from solution
occur then any one of the 6 surface conditions shown in Figure I is possible.

Type I glasses have undergone a surface reaction that is only a monolayer
thick and no compositional profile is measureable. High purity vitreous
silica exposed to neutral solutions is an example of a Type I surface.
Exchange of alkali and alkaline earth ions with hydrogen and/or hydronium ions
(i.e., selective dissolution) results in Type II glass surfaces if there is
sufficient concentration of network formers in the surface film to stabilize
it. Type III surfaces will be described later. If network formers are not

lpsufficient, or if the environment is rich in OH- or other species which can
break Si-O-Si network bonds, the surface layer is unstable and a Type IV
surface is produced. A glass that is undergoing total network attack (also
referred to as congruent dissolution) is described as having a Type V
surface. Often from the perspective of average surface compostion there is
little distinction between Type I and Type V surfaces. However, large
quantities of ions are being lost from a Type V surface during corrosion and
consequently extensive surface pitting can result due to localized
heterogeneous attack. Additionally, large dimensional changes often accompany
corrosion of glasses wtih Type V surfaces.

Surface Reaction Kinetics

Studies of the kinetics of the above processes show that Type II surfaces
are present when

c1 M k 1 /2

where C1 is the concentration of species in solution, t is reaction time and
k1 is the rate constant for the diffusion controlled process. Type V surfaces
correspond to a regime of kinetics where

C2  k 2tl  (2)

where C2 and t have the same meaning as in Equation 1 and k2 is the rate
constant for the interface controlled network dissolution process. Type IV
surfaces result when both processes occur together; e.g.

1/2C 3 kIt/ +k 2t (3)

C+ kt k t  (4)
4 1 2 3

Continued exposure of a glass to many chemical environments leads to
progressive changes in both compositon and thickness of the surface films.
Figure 2 describes such a change under static corrosion or various flow rates
where the ions from the glass are permitted to build up in solution and
increase the pH. Selective leaching (dissolution) behavior results in
formation of a silica-rich surface film and a Type II surface . With
increasing time in static conditions or slow flow rates, dissolution of the
surface film network occurs due to buildup of OH- in the solution leading to a
Type IV surface. Eventually at high pH's the surface film network Jtj totalIy
destroyed and the glass is corroding congruently (i.e., Type V behavior).
Congruent dissolution proceeds until complete dissolution of the glass occurs
or untli the solution in contact with the glass becomes saturated with respect
to the individual species. Fast flow rates prevent a pH excursion and limit
the onset of congruent dissolution.
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A glass dissolution parameter (a) and a film formation parameter (C) can
be calculated to describe these processes. (3' 4 )  The relation of these
parameters to glass surface type and reaction sequence is shown in Figure 2.

-' moles SiO2 in solution moles SiO 2 in glass

moles alkali in solution moles alkali in glass

(5)

when a. 0, incongruent dissolution and film formation;

a p 1, film destruction;
a - 1, congruent dissolutiony

-a
C- - ppm SiO2 (in solution) a (6)

2 Aa
:2"- when - + film deformation

when AC = -, film destruction
At

when C 0 0, congruent dissolution

The film formation parameter, C, is related to the quantity of excesR
silica available for formation of a surface film. However, the density of the

silica-rich film can vary considerably. Consequently, there may be a
considerable quantity of excess silica on the glass surface of a thickness of

*" 10-100 jjm, but because of porosity and low density the film is not a barrier
to diffusion (Type IV). In contrast, a thin (01nt) film of dense SiO 2

remaining after selective ion exchange can serve as a highly protective

surface (Type 1I).

. * *
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A number of studies of qiasses of various compositions have shown depth
compositional profiles for Type I, IV, and V surfaces. The techniques kIO-,l

include Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) secon(i) i5 -8 ss
(9) (spectroscopy (SIMS) resonant nuclear reactions (RNR) )

, electrot
spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA)( 11'12 ), secondary ion photoemission

(1,4 (15-17)spectroscopy (SIPS)(13' 14 ), infrared reflection spectroscopy (IRRS)
Film depths in the range of 0.01-1.0 Pm are generally observed for Type II
glasses. Type IV glasses typically exhibit films of 1.0-100 Wi depth. Adding
network modifiers of high electric field strength to the glass changes Type IV
surfaces to Type II, greatly decreases the thickness of the silica-rich films
and increases the film density.

Type III Glass Surfaces

Previous surface studies of biologica ly active invert silicate glasses
containing CaO and P205 (bio lasses) ( 18 '19 1 and certain compositional ranges
of Li2O-A1203-SiO 2 glasses showed that dual films developed on the
glass. The secondary films were either hydrated CaO-P205 or Al203-SiO 2
layers. Chemical depth profiles using AES showed that the dual films formed
on top of a silica rich film which resulted from rapid ion exchange of alkali
for protons (or hydronium ions). Other work showed that such a dual film
could be formed by addition of either phosphate ( 19 ) or aluminum ions in

- solution (2 1 ) as well as through release of phosphate or aluminum ions from the
glass.

Analysis of anion concentrations of the dual apatite film formed on
bioglasses show d some exchange of C03

2- ions for Ot- ions similar to that
found for bone. This study also showqd-that incorporation of CaF 2 in the
glass results in a fluorapatite film (2 2 ) forming on the glass. Previous
dental implant studies suggested a favorable tissue response to the fluoride
containing glasses (2 3 ) and recent results show excellent biocompatibility of
the fluoride anion doped surface layers.

(2 4 )

Studies also show that the effectiveness of a number of alkaline
corrosion inhibitors (2 5 ), such as soluble calcium or beryllium salts, are due
to formation of dual films composed of insoluble alkaline earth-silicate

compounds (26 '2 7 ).

* - This type of glass surface is designated type III A, dual protective

" "film, in Fig. 1. The thickness of the secondary films can vary considerably,

from as little or 0.01 pm for A1203-SiO 2 rich layers or as much as 30 Um for
CaO-P205 rich layers.

Studies in a number of laboratories have shown that alkali borosilicate
glasses designed to immobilize high level raadioactive wastes have an even

* more complex surface behavior than Type III A glasses. There is considerable
evidence that such glasses develop multiple layers of oxides or hydroxides on
their surface when exposed to water. This behavior is designated Type III P

|. in Figure 1.

The theoretical basis for Type III A glasses is the recent investigation
'. of B. Grambow which predicts the formation of a series of insoluble reaction

products on glass surfaces.(20) lie shows that the strong pit dependence of
. Inuclear waste glass leaching can be explained in terms of the pl! dependent

solubility limits of simple reaction compounds of many constituents in the
" glass. In low and high pH leachants glass dissolution is controlled by

* congruent dissolution (eq. 2) but at intermediate pil values solubility of
reaction species such as Fe(OH)3 , Zn(OH)2, Nd(OH)3 SrCO3 , CaCO3, or CaSiO3
control the surface reactions. Thus k3 in eq. 4 involves a summation of the
solution-precipitation reactions of all of the above constituents.

- - . - -- - -- - - ~I . -' A . -- *---a- - - X7.



14 A mathematical model has been recently developed which attempts to

describe some of the above processes. ( 29 )  It is based on the empirical
observation that the concentration ratios of various elements in four

different waste glass systems were independent of time in static leach tests

after 3 days; however, the elemental ratios in solution differed from the
corresponding ratios in the glasses throughout the 28 day static leach
period. Thus, the model assumes that the glass corrodes congruently and the

rate of corrosion is controlled by the rate of reaction of amorphous silica
with water as well as the rate of diffusion of soluble silicates through an

insoluble layer between the glass and bulk solution. This leads to the stable

incongruency in the leachants. The thickness of the insoluble layer is
proportional to the amount of glass that has dissolved from the start of the
experiment with a silicate concentration gradient in the layer equal to the

difference in silicate concentration at the glass layer interface and that in
the leachrate divided by layer thickness.

Wicks and Wallace conclude,(29 ) "The model predicts that the slope of log

concentration vs. log time plot should be initially I then shift to 0.5 at a

later time and finally approach 0 as the leachate becomes .-aturated with

silicates. The point at which the transition from a slope of I (matrix
dissolution controlled) to 0.5 (diffusion controlled) occurs depends primarily

on the ratio of the reaction rate constant to the diffusion coefficient. The

point at which saturation becomes important depends primarily on the ratio of
surface area of glass to volume of leachant. For large values of this ratio,

saturation may become important before the shift from matrix dissolution to

diffusion controlled kinetics occurs. In open systems where the products of

*? leaching are not allowed to accumulate (but surface layers are formed) the

slopes should shift from 1 to 0.5 but not drop below that value. A simple

matrix dissolution model (involving no protective surface layers) predicts a

slope of I which remains near that value until saturation becomes important

when it then drops toward zero.

Experimental values of the slopes in four sets of static tests varied

between 0.5 and 0.25. The estimated fractional saturation of silicates in

these tests was sufficient to account for slopes from 0.48 to 0.41 for the

surface layer model." Even lower values approaching 0.05 are observed in long

term tests. (
3 0 ,3 1)

:Oxi 4 m 1: 2 :1M3 :M44 M5 :146 : H7

SiO2  47.6 : 42.7 : 51.13 45.6 50.0 48.4 46.1

Al 20 3  : 8.6 : 4.05 : 4.9 3 : 2.0 : 5.0

t 20 : 12.4 : 14.2 : 13.19 : 8.8 : 12.5 : 11.28 : 12.5
" : " " " : " :Table 1. Nuclear

,: 03 : 18.6 : 17.8 : 13.56 : 22.0 : 14.41 : 18.47 : 14.2 :
23: : : : : : : : : Waste Compositions

Feo203 6.4 : 4.0 : 1.601 : 2.8 : 2.96 : 2. : 2.96 (Weight6g . . . . .- (W ih % .

Cii) : - : - : 4.10 : : 2 : 3.76 : 4.1

: t O : - : - : 0.348: : : : - :

: M 3 : 2.47 : 2.09 : 1.592: 2.62 : 1.7 : 1.7 : 1.7

Lip 2.0 : . 2.0

S.W.P. 15 12.7 10.9 15.9 12.22 12.22 12.22 :

N Sinlated Waste Prodcts
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The solubility limited-multiple layer models imply that certain

compositional ranges may exist where glasses can form a sequence of stable and

continuous films capable of greatly inhibiting diffusion of other species

through them or dissolution of the matrix underneath them. Results of several

nuclear waste glass compositional studies show tlat tre is a critical range

of glass comppW ion where leaching in minimal.' 2- 3  For example, one of

the studies comparing seven glasses (Table 1) for solidification of

French nucq.ear wastes showed that glass surface attack and leach rates were

strongly dependent on the concentration of network formers in the glass,

Fig. 3. On the ordinate of Fig. 3 is plotted the number of days required for

a glass surface to be attacked sufficiently for its IRRS spectrum at 950 cm
-

(Si-O-alkali region) to be decreased by 1S%. The abscissa is the sum of

various combinations of glass network formers. The graph shows that a

critical concentration of SiO2 + Al2 03 + Fe2 03 > approximately 55% (by weight)

or SiO2 + A12 03 > 53% must be present in the glass for the surface to be

resistant to leaching. Comparison of pH changes and ion solution

concentrations after 28 days, 900C yield the same conclusion.

- NI --- E

6

C di

X UI

'4 Fig. 3. Time required for IRRS

spectra of nuclear waste glasses

to degrade 15% during static 90C

- ~- x leaching.

Ux

N *X 0

j
a I/

P.,l.J ,-, _ •

X (aNOItE rOpEPS)

.4

Another study investigated the relative importance of ZnO and Fe2 03 in

stabilizing the surface film on alkali-zinc-borosilicate glasses
(3 4 ) . For the

composition studied, replacement of half of the 6% ZnO with Fe2 0 3 degraded the

leach resistance by 3X. Both glasses appeared to be protected by dual
films, one rich in Si02 and a second very thin film rich in multivalent

species. The second film containing the mixture of ZnO and Fe203 was less

stable than ZnO alone, suggesting critical concentrations of film formers are

necessary to produce a film sufficiently dense and continuous to serve as an
effective diffusion barrier.

McVay and Buckwalter have shown that the role of Fe in leaching canbe

especially complicated when iron silicate colloids form in the leachant. 3 6 )

Formation of iron silicate precipitates effectively removes many elements from

4- -"*. *".'-" -" " 
"

-
' , ' ' .

." " "" " / , .. '- - - "
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solution and therefore eliminates many of the effects of ground water
chemistry. Since the precipitates retard the saturation effects by removinq
species from solution, higher sustained glass leach rates and greater total
elemental removal from the glass is observed. Leaching in the presence of
solid pieces of ductile iron give rise to this effect and excessive
concentrations of Fe in the glass may also, since high waste glasses
containing lare ionic Fe concentrations leaches more than l0x faster than a

S"high Al waste.

' In order to generalize composition effects of Type III B glasses a

computerized comparison of the compositional dependence of 27 nuclear waste
glasses studied worldwide has been conducted. Figure 4 illustrates the
findings. All 27 glasses were leached in DI water using 1CC-1 static leach
procedures at 900C for 28 days. The glass compositions were divided into 3
groups; the weight percentage of oxides of Si, B, and Na are located at the
top and right corners of the ternary plot. The oxides of Al, Fe and all other
constituents, labeled as WP ("waste products") are added together and comprise
and 3rd axis. All of the glasses in the data file were enclosed within the
compositional space labelled 45.0 in Fig. 4. Thus all nuclear waste glasses
stored have a leach rate for Si at 28 days of less than 45 g/m /day. A
narrower field of compositions, but still extensive, possess leach rates of
0.1 to 0.2 g/m /day. However, only a few compositions exhibit the very low

2
range of 0.02 g/m /day and these all contain nearly equivalent 51-53 w/o SiS 2
and ±2% of the other constituents.

NUCLEAR WASTE GLASS CONSTITUENT OXIDES

Si

WP. SIMULATED WASTE PRODUCTS
CONTAINING ALL ELEMENTS
NOT INDIVIDUALLY SHOWN

AIF.WP
Glass Composition (weight %) for Glasses with

-), Leach Rates at 28 Days of not More Than:
45.0. 02, 0.1. 0.02 j/mlday for Elemnent Si
at a Temperature of 90 1C and SAN of 10 m -

S.i Fig. 4. Compositional dependence of nuclear waste glass leaching.
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The results of Fiqure 4 for Si in solution are similar to the qeneral
findings of this study; i.e., there in a ntirrow L-ompo.ttindl 5141iq whj~jo
nuclear waste glasses achieve leach rates as low as 0.02 9/m2/dOY in A stAl it
MCC-1, 900C leach test. However a much broader range of glass compositions
will yield leach rates of 0.1 9/m /day. The best compositional range tends to

be approximately 51-53% (SiO2) , 24-28% (Na20 + B203), and 21-25% (A120 3 +
re203 + WP). Analysis of the time dependent changes of the compositional
space for lowest leach rates leads to the conclusion that a critical

* concentration of A1203, Fe203, and waste product constituents are needed to
produce low leach rates. This is consistent with surface analyses that showI. many of these species being incorporated in surface films which serve as
diffusion barriers ( 3 1'3 6 4 0 ) slowing down long term release rates.

It has also been shown that the thickness of the Type IIIB films
decreases with increasing percentage of waste constituents and multiple
valence oxides. (29 )  Leach rates for all elements are much lower for the
glasses with thinner films which indicates not only that the films formed
quickly but that they were sufficiently continuous and dense to prevent

. congruent attack of the glass. it is especially important that burial studies
of nuclear waste glasses in deep Swedish granite with 900C centerline heaters
have shown that Type IIIB surfaces form under conditions expected in long term
geologic repositories. ,42) The presence of metallic overpack interfaces
such as Pb, Ti, or Cu, accelerate formation of the multiple layers apparently
due to high surface area to solution volum 2 )ratios which lead to rapid

* precipitation of insoluble metallic compounds.

Summary

3 Type II, multiple barrier surfaces constitute an important new class of
glass surface reactions. A number of alkali borosilicate nuclear waste
glasses that exhibit Type IIIB surface behavior have elemental leach rates a
low at.0.02 to 0.2 g/m /day with a time dependence of static leaching of t
to t 2 or less after 28 days at 909C. A discussion of the variables
controlling formation of Type 1I11 surfaces follows.U

Although a short (several days) period of alkali-hydrogen ion exchange
may occur for IIIB glasses, the dominant, long term mechanisms controlling
corrosion is a combination of matrix dissolution followed by incongruent
dissolution and solution/precipitation reactions. The extent of matrix
dissolution and onset of surface precipitation will depend on the time
required for various species in the glass to reach saturation in solution.
Saturation of species (i) will be a function of the initial solution pH,
amount of alkali in the glass and rate of alkali release, temperature, initial
concentration of species (i) in the solution, SA/V which influences solution

*. concentration, or flow rate which also affects solution concentration. Until
saturation of some species in soluti in is reached, the glass dissolves
congruently at a rate proportional to kt

* When solution saturation of species i) is reached there is no longer any
driving force for that species to leave the glass surface. Consequently
species i) will accumulate at the glass-solution interface as the matriv
dissolves, leaving species (i) behind in the glass. If the matrix dissolution
releases alkali ions, as will be the case for most glasses, there will be a
concomitant rise in pH proportional to the flow rate or SA/V of the system.
An increase in pH can have several simultaneous effects on the glass, the
solution, and the glass-solution interface. At the new pH, a second species
(J) may reach solution saturation and subsequently h- retained in the glass
surface along with species (i) The extent of incongruent dissolution of the
glass is thereby increased. In addition, the pH can have either one of
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three effects on species (i), previously in saturation; 1) it remains
saturated but at a higher concentration; 2) it becomes supersaturated and
precipitates either on the glass or other surface or as a colloid; or 3) it
becomes undersaturated and species (i) in the glass surface once again begins
to be released. The sequence of events that occurs is predictable based yo
the solubility limits of each species at a gAiven pH, as shown by Grambow
Figure 5, based upon Grambow's work, shows that the Fe(OH) solubility limit
should be exeeded over a broad range of pH and therefore nuclear waste glasses
containing Fe oxides should concentrate Fe within surface layers. Zinc, Nd.
Sr, and Ca should be concentrated as well in nearly neutral or slightly
alkaline solutions with Na an' B depleted. Figures 6 and 7 obtained by
electron micro robe analysis and AES profiling of corroded nuclear waste
glasses,( shows the concentration of Fe (Fig. 6) and other heavy metal
species (Fig. 7) in the glass surface. Ma7 other studis confirm the

prediction of solubility limited surface layers. 1,29-31,6-42A

A consequence of the formation of the multiple barrier, IIIB films is low

overall leachability of many nuclear waste glasses over a pH range from 4.5 to
9.5. Figure 5 superimposes a plot of Si leachability from a Savannah River
Lab composite waste glass immersed in a 5 day4atic 236C solution buffered to
various pH values from 3.5 to 10.7. Wicks data shows that over the pH
range expected for repository ground waters, (43) shown by arrows, glass

leachability is lowest. Thus, we can conclude that the solubility limits that

establish the equilibrium ionic concentrations for the ground waters should
also establish the multiple barrier films to protect nuclear waste glasses in
contact with those ground waters.

0.1- \/ ZnO)
"S + Fig. 5. Correlation

.Sr Fe(OH)7 between solubility

0.01 Nlimits of nuclear waste

N aglass surface reactionNS\n.C Cn(O}O1 3 products and 23*C glass
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Abstract

-4 Hydrothermal corrosion of lithia disilicate (33L) glass-ceramics having

four volume fractions of crystallinity (0, 0.2, 0.6 and 0.9) was carried outU
at 2000C in both vapor and aqueous phases. In general, the stability of the

glass-ceramic is improved with increases in the volume fraction of

crystallinity. Corrosion was more extensive on the glass samples exposed to

the aqueous phase than those exposed to the vapor phase. A crystalline film

consisting mainly of lithia metasilicate was formed on 33L glass after 10-hr

exposure of the sample to the vapor phase. This compound is thought to be an

. intermediate phase during devitrification of the 33L glass. The enhanced

resistance of 33L glass and glass-ceramics to vapor phase attack is partially

attributed to surface crystallization of the glassy phases in these samples.
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Introduction

Glass-ceramics possess unique physical and chemical properties due to

their fine crystalline microstructures.1 ,2  Understanding the chemical

durability of these materials in a wide range of environments is essential for

predicting their long-term performance. The aqueous corrosion behavior of 33L

glass has been studied extensively at temperatures below 1009C. 3- 6  Recently,

McCracken et al. have studied the aqueous corrosion of lithia-disilicate (33L)
3

glass-ceramics at 900C in acidic, neutral and basic solutions. In addition

to the well-established ion exchange and network dissolution mechanisms of

corrosion found in glasses, they recognized the importance of phase boundary

and intracrystalline attacks in 33L glass-ceramics.

The 33L system was chosen for this study because the corrosion behavior

of a binary system is much less complex than that of a multicomponent

*: system. Furthermore, 33L glass-ceramics offer the advantage that their

compositions are stoichiometric with respect to both the crystalline and

Sglassy phases. 33L glass and its glass-ceramics (20%, 60% and 90% volume

fractions of crystallinity) were invebtiq-tted under hydrothermal conditions of

2000C and about 185 psi in both vapor and liquid phases. These conditions, j
which are much more severe than those normally encountered in everyday uses,

are expected to result in accelerated corrosion of the samples. Increases in

-" temperature are known to cause marked rises in the rates of reactions.

Increases in pressure, likewise, accelerate corrosion, but to a lesser degree

than increases in temperature. 7 , 8  However, it has also been observed that

* hydrothermal conditions promote the devitrification of amorphous silica. 7  If

*i a glass undergoes surface crystallization under hydrothermal conditions, it

could become more resistant to corrosion since crystallinity improves chemical
Z3

durability.3

.1.. . ... : .;.;' .7 .:.; ,: . : . -- ; - : .- . -' ':: - .: .. .' : , : :- - - ,7 ;; . :
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Experimental Procedure

MN The Li20-2SiO 2 (33L) glass and its glass-ceramics were prepared from

reagent grade Li2 CO3 and 5 pma Kin-u-sil. The glasses were melted in a Pt

crucible inside an electric furnace maintained at 13500C for 24 hrs. Glass

patties were cast onto a graphite mold and annealed at 4500C for 6 hrs. 33L

S"glass cylinders were nucleated at 4750C for 24 hrs and crystallized at 5506C

. for various times to form cylinders having 0.2, 0.6 and 0.9 volume fraction

crystallization. Quantitative stereology was used to determine the percentage

9volume fractions of crystallization. Corrosion samples were obtained by

slicing the glass rods with a diamond wafering saw into pieces having

approximate dimensions of 1 x 0.5 x 0.3 cm. These specimens were poli*hed

with 180-, 320-, and 600-grit SiC papers, rinsed with acetone, and dried in

air.

Corrosion of the specimens was carried out at 2000C and about 185 psi in

an autoclave illustrated schematically in Fig. I. It took approximately 50

min. for.the autoclave to reach the specified values of temperature and

_ pressure. As shown in the top of Fig'. 1, the sample was placed horizontally

on teflon matting below the water for aqueous corrosion, and placed vertically

."" in teflon matting above the water level for vapor phase corrosion. The bottom

portion of the diagram shows the configuration inside the autoclave in which

the teflon cells containing the specimens were placed on a steel support and

immersed about halfway in water.

." Specimens were corroded above and below deionized water in teflon cells

(30 ml) placed in the autoclave for periods of I and 10 hrs. For comparison,

33L samples also were corroded aqueously at room temperature for 10 hrs, 33L

glass at 900C for 9 hr., and 33N glasses (33 molt Na20 - 67 molt SiO 2 ) in the

autoclave in both vapor and aqueous phases for 10 hrs. All runs were in
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deionized H2 0 and had a SA/V (surface area of sample to volume of solution

ratio) = 0.1 cm- 1. After the cells were taken from the autoclave, the samples

were rinsed, dried with acetone, and stored in a desiccator until analyzed

with IRRS (infrared reflection spectroscopy), SEN and X-ray diffraction. The

pH values of solutions in the cells were measured after cooling to room

temperature, and the concentrations of alkali ions and SiO2 were determined

using atomic absorption, emission spectroscopy and colorimetry.

Results and Discussion

Scanning electron micrographs of 33L glass and glass-ceramics corroded

under autoclave conditions for 10 hrs are shown in Figs. 2-8. Fig. 2 shows

the severely corroded surface of 33L glass that was immersed in D.I. H2 0. The

porous morphology is indicative of extensive alkali leaching and corresponds

° to a non-protective Type IV surface as discussed by Hench and Clark. 1 0  A

similar sample exposed only to the vapor phase exhibits a film with plate-like

10
crystals (Fig. 3), corresponding to a Type III surface. Smaller crystals

are formed on the 33L-0.2 glass-ceramic exposed to the vapor phase as shown in

Fig. 4. The relatively smooth upper portion of the micrograph in this figure

was the area of the sample in contact with the teflon matting during

corrosion. When the volume fraction of crystals was increased to 0.6, only

sparsely isolated corrosion products were formed on the surface as can be seen

in Fig. 5. Figs. 6-7 are micrographs of 33L-0.9 glass-ceramic corroded in

aqueous and vapor phases, respectively. The surface morphology of Fig. 6 is

characteristic of 33L glass-oramic after aqueous corrosion showing both phase

3boundary and intracrystalline attack. Fig. 7 shows the vapor phase corroded

surface of the 33L-0.9 sample, which is very similar to that of a freshly

. . . . -. -. . . . .-
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abraded sample with visible polishing streaks. Thus, the SEM micrographs of

the vapor phase samples (Figs. 3-5 and 7) show that the degrees of surface

crystallization (resulting from hydrothermal exposure) of samples is

proportional to the amount of glassy phase they contain.

Fig. 8 is the IRRS spectra of 33L specimens exposed to 2000C in the

S. autoclave and 250C, both for 10 hour periods. Due to surface roughness caused

by extensive surface degradation, samples placed above and below water at

2000C do not give good reflectance peaks. In contrast, the sample corroded at

256C gives rise to a large peak due to Si-O-Si bridging stretching bonds at

approximately 1100 cm- 1, and a Si-O nonbridging stretching peak at

approximately 900 om-1. The shape and position of these peaks, compared to

the equivalent ones for the uncorroded samples, indicate that significant ion

exchange reactions between alkali ions and H30+ ions have occurred in this

specimen. Fig. 9 is the IMRS spectrum of the 0.9 volume fraction 33L glass-

ceramic corroded under the same conditions. Due to the better chemical

"i stability of the 0.9 glass-ceramic compared with that of glass (33L), there is

little change in spectrum of the sample corroded above water compared with

S.that of the uncorroded sample. The spectra of the samples immersed in water

at 250C and 2000C show marked decreases in peak intensities compared to the

uncorroded samples, again due to surface roughness.

Table I gives the experimental X-ray diffraction data for the crystalline

film on the 33L glass shown in Fig. 3, and literature data (JCPDS) on lithia

metasilicate Li2O.SiO Based on comparison of the peak positions, the major

component of the film is Li2O"SiO2 * Minor constituents could not be

identified unambiguously from the remaining peak positions, but a likely

candidate is LiOH-H20.

--- " : . . . . . .. . . . .- .
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Hench et al. have reported that a metastable lithium metasilicate appears

as a precursor to equilibrium crystallization of lithium disilicate glass in

*11 6
air. Furthermore, Sanders and Hench have shown that devitrification of the

33L glass can be achieved in an autoclave at 2106C for 93 hrs, which is at

least 2000C lower than required in air. Crystalline lithium disilicate was

shown to be formed more rapidly than would be possible without steam.

However, in the present study a crystalline film consisting mostly of Li2 0

, SiO 2 appeared on 33L glass corroded in the vapor phase at 2000C for 10 hrs

based on the X-ray data in Table I. Thus, it appears that Li2SiO 2 is an

intermediate phase in the crystallization of 33L glass at 2000C in steam.

Table II summarizes the solution data after corrosion. The initial pH of

D.I. water was about 5.7. The relatively unchanged pH values associated with

samples corroded at room temperature suggests little corrosion. The tabulated

solution concentrations of SiO 2 of these samples are probably not accurate due

to the relatively large variations in measured values caused by lower

sensitivity of the colorimetric method at these low SiO2 concentrations. The

.- % weight loss data of these samples are also not accurate for the same

.. reason. On the other hand, samples exposed to the solutions having high post-

corrosion pH values ( '111) have undergone considerable corrosion. The

• negative weight loss associated with some samples indicates that those samples

" have gained weight. The weight gain of 33L glass in vapor phase at 200*C for

- 10 hr is probably due to trapping or inclusion of water in the corrosion film

* on the glass. The 40.94% wt loss of 33L glass corroded at 2006C for 10 hrs

- was due to both aqueous dissolution and subsequent mechanical deterioration of

the sample prior to weighing. The solution analysis, together with SEK and

IRRS data of 33L glass and glass-ceramics, show that aqueous-phase attack is

- more severe than that in vapor phase, and that the degree of corrosion of a
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sample in a particular phase is proportional to time and temperature and

inversely proportional to volume fraction of crystallinity (with the exception

that the 0.6 glass-ceramics being more durable than the 0.9 glass-ceramics

after 10h exposures). 33N samples were obviously much less durable than those

of the 33L system since these samples were completely dissolved, but some

powdery residues were found in the corrosion cells after cooling to room

S"temperature.

The magnitude of the parameter, a (as defined by Sanders4), is indicative
of the rate-controlling corrosion mechanism.4'5'12  Sanders '4 equation of ais

Sanders equationn of is

in error and should be multiplied by a factor of 2. Selective leaching is

operative when Otis close to 0 and congruent dissolution is operative when it

is close to 1 for glasses. Values of ot>1 are thought to be due to either

preferential adsorption 13 or precipitation during glass corrosion. For

glass-ceramics, the value of may be additionally influenced by other modes

of attack. Small compositional variations in the parent glass may become

increasingly important as the volume fraction of crystallization increases,

resulting in a phase boundary glass that is compositonally much different from

the parent glass. Since a values are calculated based on the parent glass

composition, large errors in amay be obtained for glass-ceramics containing

large volume fractions of crystallization where phase boundary attack is

usually the rate controlling mechanism.

Previous studies involving corrosion behavior of silicate glasses in both

vapor and liquid phases have shown that vapor-phase attack is more
""14,15 1

severe., Charles1 attributed the faster hydration of a soda-lime glass

in steam than that in water to the more rapid increase of pH in vapor phase.

Clark and Ethridge 15 explained the vapor-phase attack of a glass enamel in a

* -boiling 20% HCl solution in terms of the high SA/V ratio together with a
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continuously replenished condensate which enhanced network dissolution, and

minimized solubility effects. However, for 33L glass and glass-ceramics an

opposite effect (i.e., the samples are more resistant to vapor-phase attack)

is observed as illustrated by the above SEM, IRRS and solution data.

Comparisons of these data suggests that surface crystallization (due to

hydrothermal conditions) plays an important role in the marked corrosion

resistance in the vapor phase. This is illustrated by contrasting the

* solution data of 33L and 33N glasses at 2000C for 10 hrs. in Table II. 33N

glass samples dissolved completely in both aqueous and vapor phases. 33L

glass also has undergone considerable corrosion in the aqueous phase, but not

- in the vapor phase due to the formation of the crystalline, protective

surface. If limited transport to and away from the vaor phase samples were

' the major reason for the reduced corrosion rates in the vapor phase, then both

the 33L and 33N vapor phase samples would be expected to behave similarly.

Therefore, surface crystallization must be responsible for the improvement in

chemical durability.

When comparing the effects of surface crystallization in aqueous and

vapor phases with respect to the volume fractions of crystallinity, quite

larqe differences are observed for s3L samples at 200*C for 10 hrs in Table

-• II. The effect is most pronounced for 33L glass where a large difference is

, observed either in Li+ and SiO2 concentration or % weight loss data between

- the two phases. However, this effect decreases rapidly as the % volume

*- fraction of crystallinity increases as can be seen in the 33L-0.6 or 33L-0.9

glass-ceramics. Therefore, the effects of surface crystallization become less

important as the volume fraction of bulk crystallization is increased.

io " o 
-

• " o ° ' . . .. . * • . . " . _ . • .. . * -
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Conclusion

Hydrothermal corrosion of binary alkali silicate systems in both vapor

and aqueous phases has been investigated. Time, temperature, and

crystallinity are varied for comparisons. In vapor phase corrosion of 33L

glass the formation of a crystalline film comprised mainly of Li 20.SiO2 is

formed and is considered as an intermediate in the devitrification process of

33L glass. Values of a greater than one are attributed to adsorption of ions

or compositional deviations in the parent glasses. Vapor phase attack is less

severe than that of aqueous phase for 33L glass and glass-ceramics under

hydrothermal conditions. This behavior is reverse to that observed for

glasses containing sodium ions and can be attributed to the surface

crystallization of the former samples at high temperatures. The resistance to

both vapor phase and aqueous phase attack generally increases as the volume

fraction of crystallization increases up to 0.9. The one exception appears to

be that the 0.6 glass-ceramic was more durable than the 0.9 glass-ceramic

after 10h exposure.
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Table I. Comparison of X-ray Diffraction Data on 33L Glass
with the Standard Powder Diffraction File (JCPDS)

33L Glass Sample JCPDS CARD #29-829
-4 Vapor Phase, 2000C, 10h for Li SiO2 3

d, I** d, A° I/1o

"'" 4.595* S 4.696 82

4.297 WW 3.302 100
4.092 W 2.708 57
3.983 WW 2.698 28
3.252* SS 2.341 22
2.957 M 2.330 47
2.673* S 2.091 7
2.499 S 2.087 5
2.313* SS 1.7740 4
2.070* W 1.7662 10
1.7539* M 1.7636 13
1.6461* M 1.6557 9
1.6014 M 1.6521 8

1.5653 10

*Peaks that correspond closely to those on JCPDS card.
" **SS - very strong, S " strong, M medium, W = weak,

" and WW - very weak.q,
4qD

J.

4

.4!. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . .
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CORROSION CELL CONFIGURATION

AQUEOUS CORROSION VAPOR PHASE CORROSION

! PEA
* DEIONIZED DEIONIZED

WATER SAPEWATER
-" TEFLON

LAB MATTING

CORROSION CELL-PRESSURE CONTAINER CONFIGURATION

TEMPERATURE 8 PRESSURE PROBE
_ _ _ I __

PRESSURIZED
CONTAINER

(316 STAINLESS STEEL)

*- TEMP RANGE:
UP TO 2500 SAMPLE CELL

: rI1-SUPPORT

PRESSURE RANGE- ' - SP
UP TO 700 PSI

inH i

~WATER

Fig. 1. Corrosion cell configuration.
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Fig.2. caning lecronmicrgrah o 33Lglas ater 0-hexpsur
in.I t20%wt A4.~ m (10)

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of 33L glass after 10-h exposure

aboie D. I. H 0 at 200 with SA/V=.l cm- (X00).
2
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Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrograph of 33L-20% crystalline glass-ceramic

after 10-h exposure above D.I. H2 0 at 200*C with SA/V'0.lcm (Xl000).

Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrograph of 33L-60% crystalline glass-ceramic

after 10-h exposure above D.I. H20 at 2000C with SA/V-O.l cm1 (X1000).
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Fig. 6. Scanning electron micrograph of 33L-90% crystalline glass-ceramic

after 10-h exposure in D.I. H2 0 at 2000C with SA/V0.l cm-1 (X1000).

Fig. 7. Scanning eectron mtcrogyr , of ',,L-90% crystalline glass-ceramic
-1

after 10-h expos~ure above D. I. T1.,C, at 200' with SA/V.0.lcm (X1000).

"41I
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SECTION V

FRACTURE MECHANICS AND FAILURE PREDICTIONS
FOR Li2 0"2Si0 2 GLASS AND GLASS-CERAMICS

R.A. Palmer
L.L. Hench

ABSTRACT

s..

Fracture mechanics techniques are used to determine the fatigue

parameters for the lithium disilicate glass/glass-ceramic system. Glass-

ceramics are ideal materials for examining the effects of crystallization

on fatigue behavior. Two methods (dynamic fatigue and slow crack growth)

L% are employed and are found to produce different values for the fatigue

parameters. These parameters are used to design lifetime prediction

Ei diagrams and, theoretically, should be independent of the method of

determination.

The limitations of the present fracture mechanics theory are discussed

in the light of the inconsistencies found between these methods. It is

recommended that a combination of techniques be used when reliable lifetime

predictions are required. A matrix of tests, including static and dynamic

* fatigue and proof tests, is proposed as an improved method of characteriz-

ing the fatigue behavior of a brittle material.

St'i
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I. INTRODUCTION

For over ten years now, semi-empirical equations derived from linear

elastic fracture mechanics have been employed in devising proof tests

to ensure a minimum service life for components made of brittle materials.

The critical parameters in these equations are determined by experiment

and are assumed to be constant. This study uses two techniques (dynamic

fatigue and slow crack growth) and aging in water to show the variability

possible in these constants.

.- Subcritical crack growth in a brittle material has been shown to

follow the exponential equation

V = A KN (1)

where V is the crack velocity, K is the stress intensity factor (for

Mode I failure in this case), and A and N are experimentally determined

constants. The parameter N, termed the stress corrosion susceptibility,

will be the main object of scrutiny in this work.

Derived from Eq. (1) is the equation for dynamic fatigue analysis,

N+l N-2S B (N+l) o (2)
c

where a is the failure stress at stressing rate ', ac is the strength

of the material in an inert atmosphere, and

2
B = AY (N-2)K

c

where Y is a geometric constant and Kc is the critical stress intensity

factor. 1-5

These equations have been discussed frequently in the literature

and will not be enlarged upon here. The slopes of the logarithmic plots

of Eqs. (1) and (2) yield values of N.

.... . - , . -,,. , . -. *.. , . -.. - .. .- - .. .. -,. . .. .-. ,.. - . . . . . . -; i ., " -
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Having experimentally determined the parameters N and B, a proof test

3 design diagram may be constructed by the formula

2 B(a )N, (3)

min a p a

M where tmin is the minimum time to failure under the applied stress a and

a is the proof test stress. Using this diagram, a proof test can be de-

signed for specific cases of applied stress and expected lifetime.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

(1) Sample Preparation.

The parent glass was made by mixing reagent grade Li2CO3 and 5pm

silica sand for one hour on a roller mill in a plastic jar. Each batch

weighed 200-250g and was melted for 24 hours in a covered platinum cru-

5 cible in an electric muffle furnace at 1350°C.

Casting was done in a graphite mold or graphite forms. Discs re-

quired for the biaxial flexure test were made as follows: Cylinders 25mm

q in diameter and about 50mm long were formed and subsequently cut into 2mm

slices with a diamond saw. For double cantilever beam specimens, bricks

20mm x 25mm x 80mm were poured and subsequently cut into plates with a

diamond saw.

The completely glassy specimens were annealed immediately after casting

for four hours at 350C and allowed to furnace cool. Qualitative analysis

of residual stresses was made using a polariscope with a tint plate. Samples

showing excessive stress were remelted and recast.

Those samples to be crystallized were placed in a tube furnace directly

after casting and held at the nucleation temperature. For all levels of

crystallinity, the nucleation treatment was 24 hours at 4750C. This treatment
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was selected on the basis of the work of Freiman.6  The size of the samples

was also a factor. Because they were so large, a long nucleation time was

. desired to assure a consistent microstructure throughout the specimen as well

as from specimen to specimen. Two cylinders or one brick could be treated at

a time. To minimize thermal gradients, the specimens were held in steel wire

mesh boats and set on an aluminum block in the center of the furnace.

To crystallize the specimens, the furnace was turned up to 550C and

left for various periods of time. The furnace reached the upper temperature

in 15-20 minutes. Two hours resulted in about 10% crystallinity; four hours

gave about 60%; fully crystallized specimens were obtained by leaving them

at 550C for 24 hours. However, the fully crystalline material was replete

with microcracks which resulted in about 8% porosity (quantitative micro-

scopy techniques7 were used to measure the percent crystallinity).

After crystallization, the specimens were removed from the tube furnace

and placed in a small furnace at 200°C to prevent thermal shock and allowed

the furnace to cool to room temperature.

Discs for biaxial flexure were cut from the cylinders with a high speed

-] diamond saw. Water was used as a coolant. Because of the rough finish and

the reactivity of the materials with water, each disc was polished dry with

SiC paper to a 600 grit finish. The final discs were about 2.5mm thick and

- were kept in a desiccator to prevent atmospheric water attack before testing.

Plates for double cantilever beam (DCB) testing were cut from the bricks

to the approximate dimensions 1mm x 12mm x 75mm. These were cut using a low

speed diamond wafering saw, with mineral oil or similar fluid as a coolant.

Although the surface finish is not important in this test, care was taken to

avoid contact with water. A groove roughly half the thickness of the specimen

was machined down the center. This gives the propagating crack an easy path

. to follow. The groove was made using a milling machine with a SiC wheel.
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(2) Test Techniques.

.IIn Figure 1 is shown the test jig for the biaxial flexure test. The

sample cup, which is mounted on the load cell of an Instron testing machine,

has three press-fitted ball bearings which define a support circle for the

disc samples and also allows liquids or gases to be added for testing in

various reactive or non-reactive environments. The loading pin is mounted

* on the crosshead of the testing machine and is centered with respect to the

circle defined by the ball bearings. This method has been proposed as a

standard ASTM test and evaluated by Wachtman et al. 8

- Samples were tested in biaxial flexure at five crosshead speeds over

three decades (0.2, 0.1, 0.02, 0.01, and 0.002 inches per minute which

correspond to 158, 79, 16, 7.9, and 1.6 MPa-s I stressing rates) in three

atmospheres (air, water, and liquid nitrogen). Some samples were also tested

after aging one day or one week in water.

. Testing in air was straightforward (220C, 65-70% relative humidity).

Care was taken when testing in water to ensure that the samples tested at

* the fastest rate were in water for about the same length of time as those

tested at the slowest rate (about two minutes).

In the aging experiments, samples were placed in plastic vials with

- sufficient water to achieve a surface area to volume ratio (SA/V) of 1 cm1l

* " . Discs were then tested in the same water in which they were aged.

Samples tested in liquid nitrogen were pre-cooled to avoid thermal

shock failure. The test jig was cooled with liquid nitrogen and filled

-'. with the liquid during testing. Because of the absence of fatigue caused

by aqueous attack at liquid notrogen temperatures, testing was done only

Instron Corp., Canton, MA

J°.
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at one rate of 0.02 inches per minute. The average strength from this

testing was used as the a value in Eq. (2).

9.Freiman et al. give a detailed analysis of the constant moment

double cantilever beam technique. The test apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.

The test specimen is cemented using epoxy to the loading arms in pair of

slotted inserts to ensure proper alignment. All the pivot points have

suitably low friction provided by bearings. The load is applied by means

of a weight pan connected through a triangular piece (assuring equal load

distribution) to the loading arms. A constant load provides a constant

moment applied by the arms to the specimen. This yields a constant stress

intensity factor defined by

L-i' TL
=K - (4)

V-it

where T is the applied load, L is the length of the moment arm, I = T-bh3

which is the moment of inertia of the beam, and t is the web thickness.

These terms are further described in Fig. 3.

A starter crack is initiated at the base of the slot in the groove by

tightening a sharp screw against the ungrooved side. The crack will grow

at a constant velocity under a constant load. The range of velocities

measured was from 10-0 to l0- m-s-I . With proper care, multiple measure-

ments may be made on one sample by changing the load after taking sufficient

readings at one load. Measurements were made every few hours for very slow

velocities and every half minute or so for very fast velocities. Again,

testing was done in air and water at room temperature (-22 0C).

Measurement of the crack velocity was made with a traveling microscope.

I"" Lt;a ,tnor Scientific Corp., Chicago. IL

.
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The magnification was 32X. The accuracy of the microscope was ±0.O005mm.

I Readings were made to the nearest micrometer.

The above procedure will provide crack velocity data for stress intensity

factors less than Kc. Values for the critical stress intensity factor, Kc9

were determined using this apparatus attached to an Instron machine. An

initial load was applied to begin the crack propagation, then the crosshead

was turned on at a constant speed of 0.02 inches per minute and the crack

was then propagated to failure. The highest value of the load (T) then is

substituted into Eq. (3) and the value for Kc determined.

III. RESULTS

(1) Dynamic Fatigue.

In Fig. 4 are shown the plots of strength versus stressing rate for

all materials and environments. Values of N and In B derived from these

plots and Eq. (2) are presented in Table I. The N values are found to

vary with environment, crystallinity, and aging time in water. The strength

(at a given stressing rate and as tested in liquid nitrogen) also changed

as a function of these variables, as shown in Table II.

*" (2) Slow Crack Growth.

In Fig. 5 are examples of crack velocity versus stress intensity plots

for 33L Glass and glass-ceramics. The fracture parameters (N and In A) de-

rived from these plots and Eq. (1) are given in Table III. The values for N

determined in these experiments remained relatively constant compared to the

values derived from dynamic fatigue data.

Values for Kc were determined for 33L-Glass and 33L-92% crys.'line
1

materials only, and were found to be 0.78 MPa-m 2 and 4.19 MPa-ml respectively.

Instron Corp., Canton, MA
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(3) Proof Test Diagrams.

Design diagrams from Eq. (3) are given in Figs. 6 (dynamic fatigue data)

and 7 (slow crack growth data). Because of the large variability in N, B, and

-. A, it is very difficult to determine which plot is valid for a particular

material.

IV. DISCUSSION

(1) The Effect of Crystallization on Strength.

Reported in Table II are the average inert strength and strength

values for each ccndition tested at 16 MPa-s -I (these values will serve

.. to show the general trend). Only 33L-92% material loses strength dramati-

cally after aging one week. Strength decreases too, for 33L-60%, but not

so precipitously. This is likely to be due to phase boundary attack as

described by McCracken et al.
10

It is difficult to interpret the effect of crystallization on the

strength of this system because of the microcrack formation at high Vv and

the residual stress at low Vv. Previous investigators6'11'12 have analyzed

their materials' strength as a function of mean free path between dispersed

particles. That is, the flaw size is limited by the interparticle spacing.

Without sufficient nucleation, the crystal growth can result in formation of
i;.:i 11
microcracks which greatly reduce strength.

For 33L-10% crystalline, the residual stresses in the glassy phase

induced by the thermal expansion mismatch between the glass and spherulites

is most likely responsible for the strength increase over 33L-Glass. Freiman6'11

found an increase in Young's modulus with crystallinity, but not enough to

explain the strength increase (recall that the failure strength is propor-

tional to EI). Miyata and Jinno11 re-analyzed some of the work of Hasselman
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and Fulrath13 and observed a decrease in strength at low Vv (< 20%) with no

* connection to the mean free path. Rao 14 studying lithium disilicate contain-

ing 2-5m spherulites, attributed the strength increase to an increase in

fracture surface energy due to pinning by the crystals.

The decrease then increase in strength which occurs on exposure to

water in 33L-60% is analogous to that which occurs in 33L-Glass. The re-

sidual stress merely postpones the effect.

For 33L-60% and 33L-92% crystalline, microcracks are prevalent through-

out the material. It has been shown15 that microcracking can be effective

in toughening glass-ceramics. The microcracks provide multiple branches

(which acting by themselves will reduce the energy of a propagating crack)

leading to the spherulites which pin the crack.

The weakening on aging is due to the migration of water into the grain

I boundaries (via the microcracks), thus dissolving the residual glassy phase

and destroying the cohesiveness of the network. Even without stress, such

an interfacial attack of the glassy matrix in the spherulite crystals is

observed.
10

(2) The Effect of Crystallization on N.

The N values for all test conditions are shown in Table I. Except for

33L-Glass, the N value decreases or stays the same as the availability of

water increases. This underscores the importance of the kinetics of the

reaction at the crack tip.

While the glass shows an initial decrease in N from testing in air to

testing in water, the subsequent increase after aging one day is indicative

of another mechanism acting during aqueous corrosion.

Previous work has shown five types of glass-surface conditions, depending
on the composition of both the glass and the corrosive medium. 16 One type

e ue

'. .7
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involves the development of a protective silica-rich layer on the surface.

Sanders and Hench have shown that 33L-Glass undergoes this type of corrosion.

Apparently this reaction layer can slow down the ion exchange process at the

crack tip necessary for stress corrosion, thus resulting in a higher N value.

The partially crystalline materials do not exhibit this behavior because most

of the corrosive attack is along grain boundaries. 10 This intergranular at-

tack can only be detrimental to the strength, since the "crack tip" cannot be

rounded, only extended.

For the crystallized materials, N decreases or stays the same with aging

in water down to the range of values for glass. This implies that (eventually)

the residual glassy phase is the controlling material for stress corrosion in

. the glass-ceramics.

For 33L-92% crystalline, the microcracks and extensive grain boundary

-: surface area allow rapid takeover of the process by the residual glassy phase.

* The most significant point here is the loss in strength after aging one week

which was discussed earlier.

For 33L-10% crystalline, residual stresses in the glassy phase obviously

°" affect the kinetics of the aqueous corrosion (the effect of this stress on

the strength was discussed earlier). However, once sufficient aging has al-

*: lowed penetration of glass/crystal boundaries, some of the stress is then

* relieved, at which point the glass corrosion again becomes the controlling

" factor.

For 33L-60% crystalline, although testing was not done in air or in water

* without aging, it appears that the same phenomena are occuring as in 33L-10%

* crystalline. The interaction may proceed more slowly (N = 59.2 vs. N = 46.3

after aging one day), but the presence of considerably more grain boundary

area drops the N value to a lower one after one week (23.6 vs. 27.4). Micro-
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cracking is also likely to play a role in the stress corrosion process.

, * (3) The Effect of Crystallization on Lifetime Predictions.

Although in two cases there appear to be strength increases after

2 aging, the proof stress test ratio (a Ay ) indicates there is no advantage
p a

- gained over the long term (these are reported in Table IV). Except for

33L-Glass (in water versus aged), this ratio increases with increasing

availability of water. This means that to guarantee a particular lifetime,

a component must be tested at a much higher proof test stress. For example,

for 33L-Glass, even though testing in air and after aging one day result in

about the same strength, the proof test to guarantee ten years at 50 MPa

would be 140 MPa in air versus 275 MPa after aging.

Recalling Eq. (3), as N decreases, the time to failure under a given

" "load after a given proof test decreases dramatically. Correspondingly, the

proof test ratio for a given lifetime/load condition must increase. The same

is true as B decreases (as in B becomes more negative). This means that

even if a material becomes stronger (in short term testing) after aging, it

will be the fatigue parameters, N and B, which will control the material's

long term behavior.

(Note: At this point in time, the parameter B has not been well charac-

terized. In Eq. (3), it must have the units of MPa2-s, but is also has been

defined in terms of Kc raised to some power which depends on N. The theore-

tical approach employed here cannot resolve this problem.)

For 33L-Glass, the proof test stress ratio increased when tested in

water versus air because of the sharp drop in N. After aging one day, the

increase is due to the change in ln B.

For the crystallized materials, it is always a large change in N which

is responsible for the increased ratio. For these materials, in B is almost
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always increasing. It may be stated then, that for the lithium disilicate

glass/glass-ceramic system, the N value controls the predicted lifetime.

(4) Slow Crack Growth.

In the slow crack growth experiments, the value of N, the stress cor-

rosion susceptibility, was found to be unaffected by aging in water and only

slightly increased by crystallization. These observations are consistent

with previous investigations.

Crack front interaction with the microstructure made determination of

the V-K relationship difficult for all materials except 33L-Glass. Pletka

and Wiederhorn18 also notice this effect in a magnesium alumino-silicate

glass-ceramic. The crack arrest at the particle results in the stopping of

the crack followed by a release with sufficient energy built up to allow the

* crack velocity to increase by an inordinate amount. Theocaris and Milios'g

- have studied cracks propagating through a bi-material interface and have

ell quantified the increase in velocity as a function of relative ductilities of

the two materials. However, applications of their findings to materials with

a brittle matrix and brittle inclusions is not straightforward.

Ferber and Brown,20 using the double torsion method, conclude that because

of crack/microstructure interactions, reliable V-K data could not be obtained
, F ul l e 2 1  K e k 2 2

* on their alumina samples. Studies by Fuller and Pletka, Fuller, and Koepke

* also cast doubt on use of the double torsion method. The double cantilever

-* beam constant moment technique is similar to the souble torsion method in

* that is uses a constant K specimen. However, in the DCB method employed

herein, the crack growth is viewed and measured directly, which allows the

microstructural effects to be monitored more closely.

By marking the locations on the sample where the arrest-release events

occur, subsequent microscopic inspection of the crack surface can lead to

a better understanding and perhaps quantification of the crack/microstructure

".;--------- -- - .. . . . . . ..
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interaction.

3m (5) Comparing Dynamic Fatigue and Slow Crack Growth.

The N values obtained in the crack growth studies correspond best to

. .the lowest values obtained in dynamic fatigue. Pletka and Wiederhorn,18

- contrarily, found larger values for N in crack growth studies than in dy-

namic fatigue. Their explanation is that in a uniaxial stress field the

obstacles more readily arrest the crack, yielding a higher N value in crack

velocity experiments than in a four-point bend test or biaxial flesure.

For the case of the lithium disilicate system studied here, it is likely

that the kinetics of the corrosion reaction at the crack tip govern the

fatigue behavior rather than the macroscopic stress state. The time required

for slow crack growth allows more of a reaction at the crack tip, resulting

in smaller N values for the test which takes longer to complete. The short

fracture time (- j - 2 seconds) in dynamic fatigue is too rapid to allow

sufficient degradation of the material at the microscopic flaw at least

relative to the macroscopic crack. The occurence of aging effects in dy-

.I namic fatigue but not in slow crack growth confirms this interpretation.

The results of this study show that lifetime prediction diagrams drawn

' using crack growth data would be more conservative than those drawn using

dynamic fatigue data. At this time it is not known which would be more or

less accurate. The strengthening effect of water on the 33L-Glass (indeed,

on most glasses) complicates the decision. It is evident that each material

will need extensive testing of various types (those used here as well as

static fatigue) before an intelligent decision can be made regarding life-

times in critical applications.

In their work, Pletka and Wiederhorn18 studied a lithium alumino-sili-

- cate glass-ceramic and found very little difference between the parameters

L
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determined by crack growth and those determined by dynamic fatigue. They

attribute this to a more homogeneous microstructure compared with their

magnesium aluminosilicate. This underscores the need for a variety of tests

of whatever material is under investigation.

In order to use the present lifetime prediction theories, it must be

.. remembered that the empirical model developed to describe the fatigue behavior

of a ceramic under a static load assumes that the parameters derived from

short term tests remain constant over the lifetime of the material. Unfor-

tunately, some materials will react with their environment over time in such

a way that the parameters originally used must change. These changes will

then negate the original analysis. Each material will need to be character-

ized extensively as to how the parameters might change if the model is to be

valid. For example, if N increases (as with 33L-Glass after aging in water

one day), the original lifetime prediction will be conservative. If N de-

creases (as with 33L-92% crystalline after aging one week), the component's

lifetime may be drastically (and catastrophically) shortened.

Thus, the present model is not designed to handle a dynamic system. A

new model needs to be developed to account for changes in the parameters

which describe the process of subcritical crack growth. The results of this

study suggest that the following innovations should be considered:

1) the kinetics of the chemical reaction at the crack tip need to be
accounted for. These studies would establish the time dependence
of the fatigue parameters and (possibly) the tip radius and depth
of the flaw.

2) the stress dependence of the chemical reaction at the crack tip
must be established. This also affects the fatigue parameters
and flaw characteristics.

3) the chemical changes in the surface layer surrounding the flaws
must be characterized. A change in the chemistry (e.g. H+ repla-
cing Li or Na+) or state (e.g. glass to gel) will certainly affect
the growth of the flaw.
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4) the synergism of all three of the above needs to be considered
as well.

V. CONCLUSIONS

1. The testing of a material which readily reacts with an aqueous

-m environment has shown that the present model for describing fatigue by

[ subcritical crack growth needs to be revised to account for the dynamics

of interaction if the material with its environment. Because the fatigue

parameters (N and B) involved in calculating lifetimes have been observed

to change with time, a single analysis based on a short term test is not

adequate for reliable predictions. Two further developments are needed:

First, the model must be extended to account for the changes in the fatigue

parameters; second, a series of tests needs to be devised to characterize

these changes for a given material.-I
2. The strength of lithium disilicate materials increases as the per-

cent of crystallinity increases, but not in a simple straightforward manner.

At low levels of crystallinity, a compressive stress may be induced in the

glassy matrix, resulting in a stronger material. At high levels of crystal-

linity, microcracking appears to be an effective toughening mechanism.

'. ~..3. For the lithium disilicate glass/glass-ceramic system, the stress

* - corrosion susceptibility (N) is more dependent on aging in water than on the

percent of crystallinity. The kinetics of aqueous corrosion of the residual

glassy phase and any residual stresses present play important roles in deter-

mining the fatigue behavior of all materials tested.

4. For slow crack growth experiments, the interactions of the crack

front with the microstructure greatly influence the determination of the

I U V-K relationship. A method such as the constant moment double cantilever

beam technique wherein the crack growth is visually monitored is ideal for

° , . - , , - .
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monitoring this interaction. Marking the locations of features of interest

-. combined with subsequent fractographic analysis should provide a powerful

tool in studying crack/microstructure interactions.

5. The N values obtained in crack growth studies more closely corres-

pond to the lowest values obtained in dynamic fatigue. This is likely due

.. to the kinetics of aqueous corrosion governing the growth of the macroscopic

stress state controlling the fracture.

6. The empirical relationships used in these analyses for lifetime

-" prediction provide inconsistent results for materials tested under variable

conditions. The theory needs to be extended to account for a change in the

flaw configuration and surface composition if reliable predictive capabilities

" are to be achieved.
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Table I. Fracture Parameters from Dynamic Fatigue Experiments

N JnB

33L-Gl ass
Air 30.5 -2.07
Water 11.0 4.23
Aged 1 Day 37.4 -30.73

33L-10% Crystalline
Air 116.1 -34.43
Water 136.0 -53.93
Aged I Day 46.3 -14.88
Aged 1 Week 27.4 -1.13

, 33L-60% Crystalline
Aged 1 Day 59.2 -10.16
Aged 1 Week 23.6 0.06

33L-92% Crystalline
Air 70.6 -5.66
Water 25.7 2.10
Aged 1 Day 27.6 0.73
Aged 1 Week 22.3 2.37

• - .
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Table II. Strength of 33L-Glass and Glass-Ceramics

Inert Strength* Ambient Strength**

Glass
As prepared (Air) 179 125
Water --- 112
Aged 1 Day 211 129

33L-92% Crystalline
As prepared (Air) 274 226
Water --- 199
Aged 1 Day 280 203
Aged 1 Week 221 160

33L-10% Crystalline
As prepared (Air) 233 155
Water --- 141
Aged 1 Day --- 136
Aged 1 Week --- 153

33L-60% Crystalline
Aged 1 Day 210 148
Aged I Week 216 131

*Average strength (MPa), tested in liquid nitrogen at 16 MPa-s 1

**Average strength (MPa), tested at room temperature at 16 MPa-s 1

-°.

'S
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Table III. Fracture Parameters from Slow Crack Growth Experiments

N I A-

33L Glass 11.0 -157.35

331-10% Crystalline 12.1 -183.4

331-60% Crystalline 15.3 -232.6

S33L-92% Crystalline 14.4 -218.7
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Table IV. Proof Test Stress Ratios Derived from Dynamic Fatigue
and Slow Crack Growth Experiments

Dynamic Fatigue Slow Crack Growth
(a pOa)* (a p/Oa)*

'Th

33L-Glass
Air 2.8 0.63
Water 14.1
Aged 1 Day 5.5

33L-10% Crystalline
Air 1.8 0.37
Water 1.9
Aged 1 Day 2.6
Aged 1 Week 3.0

33L-60% Crystalline
Aged 1 Day 1.9 0.84 (Air)
Aged 1 Week 3.4 --

33L-92% Crystalline
Air 1.7 1.05
Water 3.0
Aged 1 Day 2.9

, Aged 1 Week 3.4

*r

• i *For 10 years at 50 MPa

. . . 4 .. -
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SECTION VI

- PREPARATION OF z:Na2O-Q1 - x)Sl(02 GELS FOR THETH
GEL-GLASS PROCESS. 1. ATMOSPHERIC EFFECT O H
STRUCWURAL EVOWFION OF THE GELS

M. PRASSAS, J. PHALIPPOU, L.L. HENCH 0 and J. ZARZYCKI
Lauww of materiel Scence and cNRts Gid= abwe) universioy of montp.Iaierri, France

TU hegl of the binary system N&2O-SiO2 are difficult to prepare under reproducible
conditions because of the catalytic effect of the OH- ions. The gels were prepared in the whole
range of composition which corresponds to the vitrification range. The structural analogy between
the gal nd the corresponding gasswas snown by X-ray diffraction and IR spectroscopy. The
problemsslaed to the preparation of these: gel were stutdie&d following their structural evolution
during ageing. Thse action of atmiospheric agents (CO2 and H20) induces a cystalization of
cmaboate compounds. The crystafline phas which appears is Na3H(C0 3)22 H10 in the case of
gels containing less than 25 aol Na1O. For a higher sodium content the compound which
myistailis is Na3CO,-140. The interactson between the atmosphere and the gel emau at the
"suuface of the samples; as observd by the JR reflection spectroecopy.

1. kdodclm

P Different unconventional methods can be used to obtain vitreous materials
(I . Among these the gel route is of great interest as has already been shown
[2-4J

Oxide glasses which are difficult to prepare by the classical method of
fusion, e-g. SiO2, SiO 2-TiO2, SiO 2 -B2O3. SiO2-P205, can be obtained with
high silica content by hot-pressing the corresponding gels 18-10].

- One of the main advantages of the gel route is the synthesis of very
homogeneous materials.

-. Not much interest has been shown until now in the reactions at low
temperatures. eg. during ageing which may influence the ultimate homogeneity
of she material.

La The prosen t work was undertaken to clarify the role of the atmosphere in
the structural evolution of the gels in the binary system xNa2 O-(I - X)SO 2.

The structural evolution as a function of heat treatment and the gel-glass
* s-..transformation of thssystem will he prPeened in a separate paper.

.~ t%
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2. Preparatlon of gels

2. 1. Starting materials

The gels were synthesized by hydrolysis and polycondensation techniques of
organometallic compounds (MOD * method I l I D.

Tetramethoxysilane (TMS **) was used as a source of SiO2 and sodium
methylatet diluted in methanol (30% in volume) for Na.O. The gelification
was obtained in the presence of methanol * which is soluble with two
organometallics and the distilled water necessary for hydrolysis.

2.2. Gelation process

In the basic medium the polycondensation reaction of the polysilicic acids is -
very rapid 12). This is true for the case of the mixture CH3OH-Si(OCH 3)4 -
NaOCH 3-H20 according to the classical hydrolysis (1) and polycondensation
(2) reactions:

Si(OCH 3)4 + 4 H20 -. Si(OH) 4 + 4 CH 3OH (I)
Si-OH + OH-Si --=-- Si-O-Si + H20 (2)

together with the hydrolysis reaction of NaOCH 3:

NaOCH 3 + H20-.Na +OH- +CH 3OH. (3)
It is sometimes impossible to add the stoichiometric quantity of water for

the hydrolysis of TMS; the presence of OH - ions according to eq. (3) provokes
a rapid gelation, which cannot be controlled.

For these reasons, all the preparations were made at 0°C. The mixture were
prepared with 50% of organometallic derivatives in methanol. The quantity of
water used for hydrolysis was chosen so that the gelation of the mixture was
completed in about 5 to 10 min.

For these experimental conditions, the quantity of water necessary for
hydrolysis depends on the NaOCH 3 content (fig. la). However, it does never
exceed 4 mol H 20/mol TMS. It appears that the - Si-O-Si - bonds formed
during reaction (2) can break because of the depolymerization role of the Na +

ions according to reaction (4).

Si-O-Si-- +Na + +OH- -m Si-O- Na + + -Si-OH. (4)
The role played by the Na + ions, which is well known in the binary system
SiO 2-Na20 is to decrease the number of bridging oxygens when the Na 20
content increases (fig. Ib). The process of gelation would finally depend on the
reaction (I) and (4).

" Metallic-orpnic derived (MOD).
Si(OCH,): Fluka product, punam quality.
N&OCH,: Fluka produm paret. quality. W

" CHOH: Prolabo product. Normpur quality.
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Fig. 1. The amnount of water for hydrolysis (a) and percentage of bridging oxygens (b) Versus the
Na20 content.

To obtain samples of suitable dimensions the drying was preceded by an
ageing of the gel in the "parent solution" (solvent obtained from syneresis) at
* 55C for ShI.

LML

Fig, 2. Dried gub,
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The gels were then dried for 10 h at 130*C under methanolic atmosphere.
After drying, the gels were immediately placed in a dessicator and conserved
under a primary vacuum.

The gels thus obtained (fig. 2) are represented by "aN". where "a" denotes
the molar percentage of Na20.

4. Results and discussion

4. /. Structural characterization of the gels

This was essentially made by three different techniques: X-ray diffraction,
I R spectroscopy in transmission and reflection.

4. ,. 1. X.ray diffraction
The structural evolution of the gels was followed by X-ray diffraction using

a diffractometer (Philips 1140) with a proportional counter. Cuk, radiation
was used with a Ni filter.

The samples were prepared in the form of a powder having the same grain
size (< 60 1L) and placed in a flat identical support.

- Fig. 3 shows the X-ray diffraction spectra obtained for the freshly prepared
samples (immediately after the drying).

Their common characteristic is the presence of a "diffuse pattern" indicat-
4- ing the amorphous structure of the gels.t

-20

-.%

ISN

.1*1

ION2

CO A : 3"0 25 2"0 1

Fig. 3. X-ray ditfractin smpa of the eIds xN&2O-(l-x)SiO 2 .

"4.
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The analysis of these spectra shows that the maximum of the diffuse pattern
is displaced towards a higher angle of diffraction with the increase of the Na2O
content. This shift is of the order of 20 = 60 between the gel containing the
least amount of Na 20 (3.7N) and the gel 40N. This change is considered
significant and it can probably be related to the structural change occurring in
these gels due to the addition of Na' ions.

"., 4.1.2. IR transmission spectroscopy
- For the IR absorption spectra, the samples were prepared using the KBr

pellets technique. The spectra were recorded in a double beam spectrometer
(Perkin-Elmer 577). A pure KBr pellet was placed on the reference beam.

The IR transmission spectra of the gels SiO 2, 20 N and 40 N are shown in
fig. 4. The silica gel, included in the present study for comparison, was

~ .. prepared by the MOD method. In the spectrum of the silica gel, three
characteristic absorption bands of amorphous silica are observed between 400
and 1300 cm - .

The (S) band at 1080 cm-' is attributed to the stretching vibration of the
Si-O bands 113). The (D) band at 455 cm-' is attributed to the vibrational
modes of deformation of the O-Si-O and Si-O-Si bonds [13,14] and the (R)

4N

20 N

Si;t

44W- 260 3 n os i s ass 00eso ass lip 6086

.5-.

-5 ~Fig. 4. IR Vanms Spectra (K~r pellet Isduique) of ibe Wkt Sio 2, 20K aow dON.
%i

. -............ " -... " . - ...---- . . '" -"" "
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band located at 800 cm-I is attributed to the ring structure of the tetrahedra
(SiO4 ) [51. Lippencott et al. [131 attributed the latter to the stretching mode of
the - Si-O-Si--.

.',' Three other bands appear on the IR transmission spectra of the silica gel at
3500, 1620 and 950 cm-'. The bands at 3500 and 1620 cm-' are attributed
respectively to the stretching and deformation modes for hydroxyl groups and
molecular water 116).

The band at 950 cm-I is usually attributed to the vibration of the Si-O-
bonds for the glasses containing non-bridging oxygens (7]. In the silica gel it is
preferable to attribute this band to the stretching mode of the Si-O (OH)
bonds [1 8). This is in good agreement with the evolution of this band during
the densification treatment of the gel [8; it disappears at higher temperature.

In the case of the gel 20N, the (S) and (R) bands are shifted by 50 and 20
cm-' respectively towards lower wavenumbers with respect to those of pure
silica gel (fig. 4).

A similar shift observed in the binary glasses SiO2 -Na 2O [17,19] is related
to a decrease of the force constant of the bonds between the Si atom and
non-bridging oxygen [ 7].

The intensity of the (R) band decreases when the Na 2O content increases
up to 40 mol%. This effect indicates the depolymerizing role of the Na + ions in
the gels. The probability of a ring arrangement of tetrahedra becomes progres-
sively lower for the gels containing a higher amount of NaO.

A considerable modification of the band at 3500 cm-' is observed with an
increase of Na20 content. In fact, the intensity of this band increases and
becomes wider in the region of lower wavenumbers. The interaction between
silanol group, Si-O" and adsorbed water by hydrogen bonds are responsible
for the observed widening.

The IR band at 2800 cm -, the intensity of which increases as a function of
, Na2O content, is attributed to the vibrations of the OH groupings strongly

linked by the hydrogen bonds.
Finally, it should be noted that there is an absorption band located at 1450

cm ' which is not observed in the case of silica gel. The intensity of this band
depends on the concentration of Na 2O (fig. 5).

The IR spectra of the binary glasses SiO2-Na 2O also show a band at 1430
cm-', but this was not attributed to any particular vibration [17,20). This is
certainly the consequence of the attack on the material by atmospheric agents.
Indeed, for the sample 20N, the increase of the band at 1450 cm - t as a
function of exposure time in air shows that its presence depends on the
"history" of the gel (fig. 6). It is a band characteristic of the sodium carbonate
as shall be shown later.

4.1.3. JR reflection spectroscopy
In materials containing alkali ions, the study of IR transmission spectra by

the KBr technique can give rise to erroneous results. Indeed, it was shown that
there is a possibility of a reaction between the KBr and the gel [211. For this
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Fit. S. Evolution o( the IR band located at 1450 o- a s a function of the NazO content.

11% 6. Evolution of the IR band located at 1450 cm' in relation to expomm time in air for the
9dON.

reason, it seemed important to use the IR reflection technique, which has
recently been used for the study of the gels to follow the evolution of the
gel-las transformation (221.

The IR reflection spectra were recorded on the same spectrometer. All the
gels were polished using emery paper (240-400-600-1200). The intensity of
the reference beam was chosen at 1150 cn-' and corresponds to 0S of dte

_ reflection from a silica g1ass polished using emery paper 600.
The reflection spectra of the gels are shown in fig. 7. The positions of the

principal bands located between 1300 and 200 cm- 1 are in good agreement
with those obtained in transmission spectra. In a silica gel the (S), (R) and (D)
bands are located at 1070, 775 and 440 cm- , respectively. With respect to the
same bands in transmission, they are all shifted from 10 to 25 cm - 1 towards

the lower wavenumber. The increase of Na2 O content simultaneously induas

U

' ' . . .o .o. .. .. ,"-" . "," ° .. '- * -. .-. -. ". . "'. - . . .4 . . . ..° -i": : .. - i ' - ." - - -"
. %
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Fig. 7. IR reflection spectra of the gels xN&2O-(I -x)SiO 2.

a widening of the "band" centered around 1070 cm' and a shift towards the
lower wavenumber.

Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the (S), (D) and (R) bands and of the band due
to the non-bridging oxygens as a function of Na 2O content. The same
evolu~i has already been observed and discussed for glasses of similar
composition 1191. A structural similarity between the gels and glasses, follows
from this observation.

4.2. Behaviour of the gels during the ageing in air

In the study of the JR spectra of these gels, it was observed that spectra
were altered by the exposure of the samples to air. To understand this
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Fig. S. Frequency of the IRKS band in relation to the molar percentage of N&30: (a) stretching
vibration Si-0; (b) stretching vibration Si-O-; (c) vibration due to the ring structure (SiO4); (d)
defonuation vibration O-Si-O and Si-O-Si.

phenomenon the samples were studied by X-ray diffraction, as a function of
U their ageing in air. The humidity and the average temperature were 50% RH

and 256C respectively.
%. In the gel 15 N (fig. 9), a crystalline phase appears, the most intense peak of

which corresponds to a d-spacing of 2.63 A. This is observed after an exposure
time of 20 h. The intensity of this peak increases progressively as a function of
time. Other peaks appear simultaneously, which indicates an increase in the

- crystalline phase.
The spectra do not reveal any significant modification after 18 days

exposure in air. The nature of the crystalline phase was identified (ASTM) as a
mixed carbonate Na3H(CO3 )2 2 H20, commonly called trona.

The appearance of crystals in the gel 20N is more rapid than in the gel 15 N
(fig. 10). Three peaks corresponding to d-spacing 2.77-2.66 and 2.36 A emerge
from the diffuse pattern after 20 h exposure in air. Their evolution during the

-.. agein& of the gels in air shows that probably two kinds of crystals are present
initially: the thermonatrite Na 2CO3 H2O and trona. The latter increases at the
expense of the Na 2COH 20. At the end of the treatments only the compound

tron is observed on the spectra.

A ,

a-

' , • , • .% " . . . . . . • . ."f ' " . . . . .. - " •. . , • ,
..', o.*, . , .'-. , ... .. ',.... ..... ... . - . . . ,.' - "/ - - •• " .- . . : . • ,
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h .-. ageing process at the expense of thermonatrite, which progressively disappears.

't'." ; ' Finally, in the gel 4ON th carbonate which crystallizes is NaCO3 (fig. 12).

The amount of Na-carbonate increases regularly as a function of ageing

treatment. This compound becomes hydrated (fig. 12).

!. In contrast to the other gels, the compound trona does not appear even after

' ': an exposure time of one month it is noted that the bhaviour of the gel 4N is

, -
altogether different from that of the other gels. Indeed the probable attack by

."• ';.CO 2 and the water vapour present in air induces the appearance of a rigid

-. surface layer which is white in colour. The inside of the sample becomes

m. ""rapidly paste-ike as a result of this attack. It is known that glasses of the same

. .composition are extremely soluble in water (23]. Thus it seems that the attack

.:,.,by air, which creates a layer of carbonate on the surface, is followed by the

.-' -' dissolution of the gel by the water present in atmosphere.

• Table shows all the cysalline phases formed in these gels studied at the

-, .- 
beginning and end of the atmospheric attack (one month). The results concern-

a ,.. ing the gels IN and 33N are also included.

"' :The morphokloy of the crystals of sodium c a nae can e studied by

:.-S

:I::': cannin g electron mcro copy. The micro grphx shown in fi .13(a) and 13(c)
3 day

LIs
16720

4 06- -. . O.. .h. .. . ... ' . . .% ._ . . .. .€ . ...? _ .- , • . - -,
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Fig. 12. X-ray diffraction spectra aaa function of the exposure little iv air for the gel 40N.

indicate the different surface morphologies of the samples 15N and 40N
respectively, having been aged in air for 2 days.

The surface of the gel I SN, which was kept in the dessicator for one month,
-, does not display any crystalline structure except in iome parts where the

crystallization has just started (white colored grains can be seen in the ig.
-- S I13(b)].

Observation of a freshly fractured sample (40N), aged for 2 days, indicates

Table I
Various Na-carbonates formed in gels having different sodium contents after ageing in air

X Crystalline phase Crystalline Phase
after 20 h after one mbonth

0.10-0.15 iron& iron&
0.20 thermonatrite trons

+ troa
0.25 thermlonairite iron&
0.33 thermonatnite thermonasise
0.40 Na-cebonew thenmatrise
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JI

* . Fig. 13. SEM of dOe aged gels: (a) ISN for two days; (b) 15N aged for one miouth inside a
duauicator, (e) 40N aged for two days.

that the regions where the crystallization occurs, are very lim-ited and occur
preferentially at the surface, which is in direct contact with air. This behaviour
was confirmed by X-ray diffraction.

The samples 15N, 20N, 25N and 40N were exposed, on their supports, in
air for one month. The X-ray diffraction spectra were identical to the latter
spectra which are shown in figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12, respectively. On the other
hand, the spectra of the similarly treated samples after the homogenization of
the powders display considerable changes (fig. 14). It can be seen that there is
an apparent decrease of the intensity of the diffraction peaks of the gels 20N,.
258 and 408. The gel 15SN does not seem to be affected by the homogeniza-
tion of the powder.

This variation of the spetra indicates thai the "surface" layers of the gel in

Lm

c• • - . . -i~. . _. -]
+
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Fig. 14. X-ray diffraction spectra of the Sets aged for one month after homogenization.

contact with air contain more carbonates than those situated in the interior.
The homogenization of the powder produces, as a consequence, a redistribu-
tion of the crystals over the whole sample.

4 Fig. 15 shows the relative variation (before and after homogenization) in the
intensity of the peak (d= 2.63 A) for the samples ISN. 20N and 25N and that
of the peak (d = 2.76 A) for the gel 40N. This variation is proportional to the

concentration of Na 2 O. It is only significant above 15 mols Na 2 O.
It is not surprizing that it can be deduced that the concentration of the

carbonate differs from the inside to the surface of the gels. It has often been

indicated that, in the binary glasses SiO 2-Na 2 O , the diffusion of the Na 4 ions
takes place from the internal layer towards the surface. This is also true for an

attack by an aqueous solution [24 as well as by atmospheric agents (CO2 and

4H 20) [25). The migration of Na + ions must be more rapid in a gel than in a
glass, because the gel has an open texture which favours this diffusion.

To examine the structural changes arising from the crystallization of Na-

carbonates, IR reflection spectroscopy (IRRS) measurements were made.
The evolution of the IRRS spectra of the gels 15N, 20N, 25N and 40N

during the ageing in air is shown in figs. 16 and 17.
The changes in the reflection bands located between 9 and 12 p are

altogether indicative of the corrosive attack of the gels by atmospheric agents
(fig. 16). Indeed the (S) band increases in intensity during the first two days

and at the same time shifts towards a higher wavenumber. This band is located
at 1070 cm- after five days exposure in air, for gel I5N as well as for gel 20N.
It exactly corresponds to the position of the (S) band of the pure silica gel
(fig. 7). An analogous behaviour, observed in the corrosion study of the

Na 202 Si0 2 glass using aqueous solutions, has been attributed to the disap-

9.

S.. ,-- . . . 2 . .~-
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Fig. 17. MRRS of the 25N mad 40N gels as # function of their aging.

pearance of the Na' ions from the surface layers of the glass to the solution.
The exchange with the H 30 + ensures the neutrality of the non-bridging
oxygens (Si-O [ 24,261.

The intensity of the (S) band decreases after five days of exposure in air in
the samples 15N and 20N (ig. 16). This is probably due to the fact that the

*5. Na' ions remain at the surface of the gel in the form of carbonate which
produces a loss of intensity by the light scattering.

For the same reasons, the spectra of gels 25N and 40N do not show any
significant reflections after few hours (fig. 17).

- . S. Conclusion

A structural study of gels xNa2O-(l - x)SiO2 has shown that these materi-
als are particularly unstable under ambient conditions.

These gels, which are initially amorphous, display a pronounced reactivity
with respect to certain atmospheric agents, iLe, CO, and H 20.

Their interaction with the environment gives rise to the crystallization of
N4a-carbonates. The nature of these crystallized carbonates is related to the

si, :oncentration of Na 2O in the gels. When the Na2O content is < 25 molt the
:arbonate which precipitates is trona, while it is thermonatrite -for composi-
ions richer in Na.O after exposure to air for about one month.
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Tlhe corrosive action of air is restricted to the surface layer of the material,
except in the case of the gel 15N. This difference in behaviour can be explained
by a diffusional process of the Na* ions from the internal layers towards those
which are in contact with air.

The content of Na" -ions in the internal layers decreases as they are
replaced by H ' ions. It is possible, however, that the physically adsorbed
water plays a role in this transport.

* The evolution of the MRRS during ageing in air is altogether analogous to
that Usually found in the corrosion studies of the binary glasses Na 2O-S 2
employing aqueous solutions. However, in the case of the gel having a larp
porosity, this evolution is extremely rapid.

A comparison of the structure and the behaviour in the presence of a
corrosive medium between glasses and the gels of same compositions, shows
that a great similarity exists between these materials.
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PREPARATION OF xNa20-(l-x)SiO2 GELS FOR THE GEL-GLASS PROCESS

II. The Gel-Glass Conversion

N. Prassas* and J. Phalippou
Laboratory of Materials Science and CNRS Glass Laboratory

University of Montpellier II, France

and

L. L. Hench
Ceramics Division

Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Florida

Gainesville, FL 32611

Abstract

SiO2 gels containing from 317 to 40 mole Z Na20 have been synthesized

by the hydrolysis and polycondensation of metal organic precursors.

The effect of Na20 content on thermal processing variables includes:

evacuation of residual organic residues, decomposition of carbonates

(Tce), beginning of densification (Tdb) and initiation of crystallization

* (T ) Thermal control of the gel-glass conversion is shown to be aci

function of Na20 content and ATv - Tci - Tdb. At high Na20 content

- (>33 mole %) ATv is very small whereas at the Na20-SiO2 eutectic

. composition it is nearly 200*C. By using this method Na2 O-SiO2 glasses2" 2

.are obtained in the range of 440*-640*C.

" *Currently at Corning Europe Inc. Centre Europeen de Recherche, B.P.3,
77211 Avon Cedex, France
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I. Introduction

Practical aspects of the preparation of dense glasses via a gel route has

attracted attention by several investigators. As a result both single oxide

and multicomponent oxide gels have been successfully prepared and converted to

dense amorphous materials by various procedures. Special importance has

been given recently to the preparation of glass by sintering of monolithic

gels. 4 This technique is recognized to be advantageous as a means for

making very pure refractory materials at low process temperatures. For

example, high purity vitreous silica can be synthesized at temperatures as low

as 1150-1250C. -

In addition to its potential technological value the *gel-glass"

I conversion raises important scientific concerns about the structure of glass

and the nature of glass formation. In fact, the synthesis of glass by melting

crystals and subsequent cooling of the supercooled liquid versus densification

of gels to obtain *glass-like" materials, are two diametrically opposed

processes. In the first uase, the structural amorphous state is retained from

high temperatures. In the second case vitreous network formation occurs at

room temperature by chemical polymerisation.

The gel-glass conversion is achieved at temperatures slightly higher than

the T of the corresponding melted glass (Fig. 1), probably through an

intermediate supercooled liquid phase. The successful formation of glass by

sintering of gels is the result of a competition between phenomena which lead

to densification and those which promote crystallization. It has been shown

that both the densification process and the kinetics of crystallization depend
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essentially on the time-viscosity ratio.7  Nevertheless in practice, other

phenomena inherent to the physico-chemical nature of the starting gels appear

during the densification heat treatment and can play an important role in the

"gel-glass" conversion.

For example, the complete elimination of the residual liquid inside the

pores and the oxidation of the organic groups affect the integrity of the

initial material. The -OH content, and alkaline modifiers alter the viscosity

of the gel and consequently affect the sintering and crystallization

process. In addition, the experimental procedure followed during preparation

of gels is now recognized to have a significant effect on the "gel-glasso

conversion. 8 Each of these factors influence the physico-chemical properties

of the initial gelled material and therefore play an important role in its

* conversion to a dense glass.

The purpose of the present investigation is to study the "gel-glass"

*. conversion in relation to the chemical composition of the binary system Na 2 0-

S10 2 . A wide range of compositions from 3.7 mole % at 40 mole % Na 2 0 have

been prepared previously and their structural characterization presented in a

previous paper.9

II. Experimental Procedure".
11.1 Gel preparation

Tetramethoxysilane and sodium methylate were used as precursors of S10 2

and Ma2 0 oxides. Hydrolysis and polycondensation of the mixtures were

conducted at OOC. The resulting monolithic gels, after ageing and drying,

were kept in a desiccator under a low vacuum. Details of the preparation

procedure have been given elsewhere. In the present study samples wi .1 twi
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=! ,designated by xN with x = molar percentage of Na2 0; e.g. a 25N gel or 25N

glass refers to 25 mol % Na20-75% Si02.

11.2 Characterization techniques

q - Structural evolution of the gels as a function of temperature was

followed by x-ray diffraction. Crystalline species were identified by

comparison with the ASTM standard data files. A differential electronic

".* dilatometer (ADAMEL DI.10) was used to measure linear dimensional changes of

" the solids to monitor the sintering of the gels. The measurements were made

with a heating rate of 3°C min- Parallelepiped samples with 10-15 mm length

were used.

-Additional information concerning the chemical and structural changes

during the thermal treatment of the gels was obtained using DTA. Calcined

A1203 was the reference material. The heating rate was 150C mn-1.

.4p III. Results and Discussiun

111.1 Chemical and structural changes

During thermal treatment of gels, several phenomena occur.

Dehydratation, oxidation of the residual organic groups, carbonate
J.

decomposition, sintering and crystallization are the most important. In order

to determine the temperature range at which those chemical and structural

changes appear, DTA and x-ray diffraction measurements were undertaken.

111. 1.1 Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA)

The thermograms of the gels are generally not easily interpreted. They

frequently show significant drift of the base line and assignment of small

intensity thermal effects is difficult. Figure 2 shows the DTA thermograms of

the 15N, 20N, 25N, 33N and 40N gels.
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.* The following thermal events can be identified:

a) rtr all samples, a large eandothermic effect between 90 and 1OOOC appears
* systematically. It disappears during a second DTA measurement. This

effect, uhich is more intense for aged gels, is due to the evaporation of
the water-methanol liquid located inside the porous solid.

b) Between 2300 and 2506C an exothermic effect appears for the gels 15, 203
and 25N. Its position is shifted to 3000C in the case of 333 and 403

"* samples. At the sae temperature range, thernograms of pure silica gels
also show a similar I8xothernic effect which was related to the following
oxidation reaction.

'02

Si OCR(1)':" ~--Si OCH3 --- > i~tL0(1

c) At higher temperatures crystallization occurs. It appears in the
thermograms as an exothermic effect at 5090, 520 • and 60SaC for the 40M,
333 and 253 gels respectively. This effect is less intense for the gels
with lower concentrations of Ma20. During the cooling of samples with
higher silica content, the a*9 inversion of cristobalite appears around
210C9 on the DTh curves,

d) amdothermic effects between 730 and 8300C are related to the melting of
the crystals precipitated during the thermal treatment.

. e) Decomposition of sodium carbonate crystallities, identified by x-ray
diffraction, within the porous gel structure also occurs during a thermal
cycle. The temperature of this decomposition does not sho up clearly on
the DTA curves probably because it is not a true decomposition reaction
such as occurs for a pure material. it is more likely to be a mixed
reaction between Na2CO3 and the 802 network and therefore takes place
over a wide temperature range. Thus the rate of the reaction, and the
heat evolution, depends strongly on gel parameters such as porosity and.
specific area.

* 11X. 1.2 X-ray diffraction results

a) Structural evolution for 25< T < 5000C .

The x-ray diffraction spectra of all the compositions studied show

evidence of 3a2 C0 3 and 33003 crystals from 8SaC to 3000C. The structural

evolution of the 15 and 40H gels given in the Figure 3 is typical of all the

oompositions. The samples were heated at 2.5C win 1 and kept 1 hour at the

given temperature.
2A
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Figure 3 shows that beyond a certain temperature, 4000C for 15 and 4500C

for 40M, the spectra is a diffuse pattern characteristic of an amorphous

state. The temperature at which the x-ray spectra of the gels no longer show

0any diffraction peak due to the Na-carbonates, is a characteristic processing

parameter and will be designated by Tee. The value of Tce depends on the

chemical composition of the gel. If we assume that the following reaction

occurs during thermal treatment, the complete elimination of the Na2 003 by

reaction with S02 (eq. 2)

(Na CO + Si - a-Silicate + CO ) (2)2 3 2 4- 2
o* should also be related to the degree of eae in escape of the CO2 .

Consequently, the 25M gel which is the most porous (75%) eliminates the

carbonates at temperatures as low as 2509C (Table 1). Gels with a large

concentration of sodium carbonates tend to have a higher Te because there are

more carbonate species to decompose.9

b) Structural evolution at T> 500 C.

Another important parameter to control in the gel-glass conversion is the

temperature at which crystallization occurs. Since crystallization is a time-

-, temperature dependent process, the temperature for initiation of

-crystallization (Tci) is determined in 1 hour treatments in a manner similar

to the Te determination. To avoid any superposition of phenomena which oould

affect the crystallization kinetics, the gels were preheated at 4000C for two

hours. he values of Tci versus ooncentration of la2 0 are given in Table 1.

The first value corresponds to completely amorphous gels whereas the second

Indicates the temperature at which a mall intensity diffraction peak appears

In the x-ray spectra.

6.
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We have seen in previous studies that a minor addition of Na+ ions (4000

pm) greatly decreased the devitrification temperature of a silica gel. In

this case the gel-glass conversion could not be achieved due to the onset of

devitrification. However, the results of Table I show that there in little

effect of increasing amounts of 3a 20 on the initiation of crystallization

until as much as 33 mole % is present.

At temperatures higher than Tcit .the gels crystallize and gel-derived

ceramics can be obtained. However at temperatures close to the corresponding

liquidus, the crystallization rate is low, so the gel-glass conversion can be

conducted successfully by a rapid sintering and cooling schedule. Figure 4

shows a typical structural evolution of the 203 sample between 640 and 10500C.

Table I

1 Gel Porosity (t) TcO (C) 1ci(*C) Tdb(C)

M 3.73 ..--- ..--- 640-660 610 -

* 7.7V .... 620-640 545"

12.71N -- 620-640 510

s15 48 280-300 620-640 455

* 20 3 66 280-300 600-620 460

25 3 75 240-260 620-640 450

33 N 61 450-480 SO0-525 440

40 8 66 400-420 440-460 420

L
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At 6406C cristobalite is the primary crystalline phase. An increase in

the rate of crystallization at 7000C is indicated by thE substantially

increased intensity of the x-ray diffraction peaks. At 700°C a sodium

'1 disilicate crystal phase is identified. However, this phase disappears at

higher temperatures. For temperature higher than SOOC we observe a decrease

in the cristobalite peaks, and a concomitant appearance and grovth of

tridymite from 8850C upwards. Both allotropic phases of .silica are developed

until 1050C, a temperature where the crystallization rate is low.

*, Finally, as expected the material remains amorphous if it is treated

*, directly at temperatures slightly higher than 1OSOC. The behavior described

for the 208 gel (Fig. 4) is quite similar to that of other gel compositions.

iovever, the nature of the crystals precipitated depends on the Na20

moosrtion in the gel (Figure 5). The value of 'lei for gels with

- 25 mole % 3a2 0 appears controlled by the Si0 2 -Na 2 si 2 0 5 eutectic temperature

whereas .the higher Ma2 0 gels show a progressively decreasing Tci. The phases

develop"e upon crystallization are as predicted from the phase equilibria in

the Wa2 0-8i0 2 system 1 5 except cristobalite and tridymito occur at such lower

tesperatures than under equilibrium conditions.

II11. 1.3 Dilatometric behavior

In a previous paper, the detailed study of the gel-derived 33M

oomposition, vs saw that densification starts around 420-4500C.12 The

dialotomtric shrinkage curve of this composition shows at the same range of

temperatures an abrupt change of the shrinkage rate (Figure 6). A few degrees

above 420-450*C the gel can be converted to a Oglass" very rapidly, whereas

only a small change in the density is observed at 20-300C below this

temperature even for long-term thermal treatments.

U
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We have calculated using the shrinkage data, the viscosity of this

~ characteristic gel-glass transformation temperature. 13  Its value is similar

to the viscosity associated at the vitreous transition range (104_

1012 pose) 1 3 Thus this temperature, which corresponds to the beginning of the

densification process by a viscous flow mechanism, can be estimated easily by

the shrinkage data. We will call it Tdb-

Because Tdb is related to a given viscosity range, we expect that its

value will be a function of the a20 concentration of the gel. in fact as

shown in Figure 7 which summarizes the shrinkage curves of all the

compoitions, Tdb decreases from 610eC to 4209C with the increase of the Ma2o

concentration from 3.7 to 40 mole %. it is Interesting to note here that the

db value falls more rapidly in the concentration range 3o7-15 mole % of Na 20

whereas It seem to be relatively constant for the higher 3a.20 concentrations

(Figure 8).

Although the part of the shrinkage curve above Tdb indicates sintering by

a viscous flow mechanism, the first portion of the curve between 250C and Tdb

does not seem to have any apparent dependence on the gel composition. Zn

addition we observed that this part of the shrinkage curve is not reproducible

unless a given gel composition has the same processing "history. This fact

is most pronounced for the gels with a high concentration of 3a20.

As an example of the effect of processing history, Figure 9 shows the

shrinkage curves of a 403 sample which has undergone ageing in an ambient

atmosphere for three different times, non-aged, 5 hrs, and SO hours. For the

non-aged gel the shrinkage begins around 1OO*C and its rate increases slightly

with Increasing temperatures until 420oC. On the other hand, the gel with

.
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! nlimited aging, (5 hours in air) shows a large shrinkage (6-7%) from 100 to

2000C. Shrinkage occurs even more rapidly for the staple aged for 50 hours.

This behavior can be understood if we assume that in the N1a20-8i0 2 system

S- the gel network has considerable obility due to the large number of non-

bridging oxygen ions and deficient 8i-0-Si bonds. Consequently the gels swell

easily by 0 20 and CO2 sorption on Si-O-Na sites and shrink easily during

desorption of gases. Because of this apparent "plasticity", gel samples with

large Na 2 0 content do not break during shrinkage.

Removal of liquid from the pores of a 40H sample by sucessive heating and

the loss of sorption capacity due to partial sintering causes the first part

of the shrinkage curve to disappear (Figure 10). The reaction of Na-

carbonates, achieved during the thermal treatment, as we have seen previously

, by x-ray diffraction, seems to be responsible for the little shrinkage or even

small apparent expansion observed between 2000C and Tdb (Figures 5, 9 and

10). In fact, the Ma-carbonate crystals cover the surface of the particles9

' 'and do not allow the thermally induced condensation between neighboring

hydroxyl groups. At temperatures higher than 3000C, the reaction between the

a-carbonate crystals and the silica network occurs. The gaseous products of

this reaction and the water resulting from thermal condensation of -00 groups

at this temperature range cannot be eliminated easily (especially when the

heating rate is too high) end a relative expansion of the material is

observed. Residual gaseous species are the most difficult to evolve, because

of partial pore closure during previous runs, Figure 10, and consequently more

expansion is observed prior to final shrinkage.

U
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*+ These results are valid for gels of more than 10 mole S of Na2 0 and

illustrate the importance of controlled heating and atmospheric schedules to

produce a fully dense alkali-silicate glass from gel processing. A9

I1. 1.4 The gel-glass conversion

The above results provide the basis for establishing an optimum schedule

in order to densify the gel into glassy materials. We have defined previously

three characteristic temperatures which are important processing parameters: A
1) The temperature at which Na-carbonates are eliminated (Tce) j
2) The temperature for initiation of crystallization (Tci)

3) The temperature at which densification begins (Tdb)

These parameters can be combined to produce a thermal processing

diagran. Such a processing temperature-Na 2o concentration diagram shows four

regioms whose boundaries are curves describing Tceu Tci and Tdb as a function .1

of mole % Na2 0 (Figure 11 ). The gel-glass conversion can be achieved by

sintering only in the region between the Tdb and Tci curves. Figure 11 shows

that extrapolation of the Tdb and Tci curves indicates that gel-glass

conversion for gels of less than 2 mole % of Na20 is not possible at low

temperatures. In fact in this case the temperature at which the gel has an

* appropriate viscosity to be densified (T> Tdb), is below that at which

crystallization occurs. For the higher concentrations (>30 mole % of Ha 2 0)

sintering bigins when the Ma-carbonates have not been completely eliminated.

Therefore a preheating of the gel for a long time at T < Tdb should be applied

in order to obtain a homogeneous *glass".

Based upon the above analysis, a two-step densification schedule in U

adopteds

L. .o
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I31) Preheat the samples at 2.5*C min- until a temperature T -Tdb-30 for 100
" hours.o

2) Increase the temperature rapidly (10C min- 1) until Tdb and keep the gels
at the densification temperature for 1 hour.

The gel-glass conversion is considered achieved when the density reaches

a value which is 99% of the density of a glass prepared via melting. This

p -". densification schedule results in the conversion of the 15N, 20M, 25N and 33N

% "gels to "glass-like" materials. The minimum densification temperature (Tdb)

is given in Table 1.

,. The physical properties (refractive index, density) of the glass derived

- -: gels are similar to those of the glass prepared by conventional methods.

- iHowever 33N gel-derived glasses (as we should exp-ct from the Figure 11) may

retain a black coloration, a result of incomplete elimination of the Na-

carbonates. The ability of the gels to be converted to glass depends on the

range between the crystallization temperature and the densification

temperature. Therefore, we can define a semi-empirical criterion for gel

derived vitrification as the difference between the two temperatures; i.e.,

ATv - Tci-Tdb. The higher "TV, the easier the gel-glass conversion. As we

can see from Figure 11 the eutectic composition has the higher value of &TV-
According to our criteria this composition has the higher "vitrification

- abilityO for all the compositions of the Na20-SiO 2 systems.

Oo

Conclusions

• -, A thermal processing diagram can be constructed for the Na20-SiO2 gel

-glass system. The diagram is based upon three characteristic temperatures:

,1'
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1) Tce, the temperature at which Na-carbonates are eliminatedi 2) Tci, the

temperature for initiation of crystallization; and 3) Tdb, the temperature at

which densification begins. Because Tdb is nearly compositionally invariant

over a wide range from 15-35 mol % Na20 there is a broad compositional region

where gel-derived glasses can be prepared at temperatures in the range of 440-

6400C. By control of each of the three characteristic temperatures it is

possible to produce glasses with a wide range of physical properties, due to

. variations in Na20 contents with the same low temperature processing cycles.
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D.c. electrical conductivity data were obtained for MO- P2 0, glasses (M = Be, Mg. Ca, Sr, Ba)a containing small amounts of water. The results suggest that the mobility of protons in the glasses
increases with decreasing O-H bonding strength. The relation between the proton concentration
and the conductivity or the apparent activation energy was studied for calcium metaphosphate
glasses containing various amounts of water. The conductivity was found to be proportional to the
square of the proton concentration; the apparent activation energy decreased linearly with
increasing logarithm of proton concentration.

1. Introdiction

Electrical charge carriers of oxide glasses such as V205-P 20 s or FeO-P 20,
are usually electrons but in glasses such as Li 20-SiO2 and Na20-CaO-SiO 2
charge carriers are usually mobile cations [1]. However, electrical conductivity
measurements are also often affected by the presence of -OH groups, as for
example, in lead silicate 121, calcium silicate (31, barium aluminium borate (41
glasses. Namikawa and Asahara [5] suggested that the electrical carriers in

.'m. barium phosphate glasses are protons but as yet a quantitative relationship
" between conductivity and proton concentration has not exactly been shown.

No systematic work concerned with protonic conduction in glasses has been
done to date. It is possible that the conductivity by protons depends not only
on the concentration but also on the strength of 0--H bonding or OH ... 0
hydrogen bonding.

In the present paper, dc electrical conductivity data are ohtaincd I,,
MO. P20, glasses (M = Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba) containing water but not alkali
metal ions. The relationships between the proton concentration and the
conductivity or the apparent activation energy are studied for calcium
metaphosphate glasses containing various amounts of water, where the peak

0022-3093/82/0000 0000'/$02.75 ,' 1982 North-Holland
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wavenumber of IR absorption band due to O-H stretching is essentially the
same (P = 2920 cm-). It is known that peak wavenumber (P) of IR absorp- -

tion bands due to O-H stretching is a measure of O-H bonding strength [6].
Further, a relationship between the mobility of protons and the peak wave-
number due to the OH bond (P) is also discussed for MO. P,O glasses which
have a different P which depends on the kind of M 2 ions (Be > Mg > Ca > Sr
> Ba) [71. The findings obtained may be useful in developing proton conduc-
tive glasses as a solid electrolyte separator for H,-0 2 fuel cells.

2. Experimental

2.1. Glass preparation and dc conductivity measurement

The glasses of composition CaO. P20, (mol ratio) with variable OH content
were prepared by melting reagent grade Ca(H 2PO4 )2 • H20 in a platinum
crucible at 1200*C to 1300°C for various times (< I to 10 h) to control the
state of hydration. The other metaphosphate glasses were obtained by melting
a mixture of reagent grade metal carbonates and H3PO4 in a platinum crucible
at I 100*C (Ba) to 1450*C (Be) for an hour. After melting, the glasses were cast
in air onto a graphite slab and annealed in air at temperatures 20*C higher
than the respective glass transition temperature for 20 min and cooled with the
furnace. Discs (about 4 cm diameter X 0.4 cm thick) were cut from the blocks,
ground, and polished with < I pm Al203 paste. Gold electrodes with double
guard rings were evaporated onto the samples.
DC conductivity measurements were made with a vibrating reed electrome-

ter (Takeda TR-43, impedance l0
n") over a temperature range from 80*C to

2000 C. The time required for steady state conduction depends on the conduc-
tivity and temperature of the sample. Usually, it was established within 30 min
at 100°C and within I min at 200*C.

2.2. Determination of water content in glass

Water content in the glasses was determined by infrared spectroscopy [8].
Plate specimens (about I cm X I cm X 0.05 cm thick) were prepared by cutting
and polishing. Water content was estimated by the following Lambert Beer's
Law

E = cd (1)

where E is the absorbance (= - log T, where T = transmission); c is the molar
absorption coefficient (I mol-' cm-'); c is the concentration (as H 20, mol/I):
and d is the thickness of the specimen (cm). E was obtained experimentally by
using relation (2) to compensate for errors due to the surface roughness of the
glass specimen,

E, = lo( T,V T, ). (2)

• ~~~.. .. .. ......... . ... ..... .. .. .... ..... : :. .. .
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where , is a given wavenumber. The value of t depends on v (6.81: c (as H 20)
for Be-. Mg-. Ca-. and Ba-metaphosphate glasses was assumed to be 70. 100.
120. and 130 I mol - cm t , respectively.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. I shows IR spectra of calcium metaphosphate glasses, normalized to
100% transmittance at 4000 cm- for thickness and loss according to eqs. (1)
and (2), respectively. The broad bands at 2920 cm - ' are due to O-H
stretching. Scholze [6] established that there are three main bands due to OH

" -.' or "water" in glass, i.e., Band I in the range 3640-3390 cm-' , Band 2
(3000-2600 cm- 1), and Band 3 (2350 cm- t). For example, silica glass has only
Band I, but Na20-CaO-SiO2 glasses have all three bands [6]. Determination
of total water content requires a summation of all three bands. However, Band

S- 3 is not easily detected in an original spectrum, because various absorption
O bands due to network formers (i.e., Si-O-Si, P-O-P, B-O-B... ) are over-

lapped. For the metaphosphate glasses of this study, the OH - can be assumed
to be bound to chain ends [7]; this means the metaphosphate glasses have only
one band due to water, although the peak wavenumber of the band depends on
the glass composition. Therefore, the water content was taken to be propor-
tional to the absorbance of "Band 2" in the normalized spectra.

Generally, the electrical conductivity (o) depends on temperature as shown
by eq. (3) and on the number (N) of electric charge carriers per unit volume,
eq. (4);

a = 0o exp( - E&/RT), (3)

a = NeIp, (4)

2920

Aft* 50-

o a

4000 3000 2000 M

igF1. I. Examples of I R spectra of a calcium metaphosphate glass plate spectmen (The number
indicated in the figure denotes the sample number in table I) (0.5 mm thick specimen).

.
4
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Table I
Electrical conductivity (dc) data of alkaline earth metaphosphate glasses

Alkaline OH band [H + I content logo log 00 log A, Ed,
earth (peak) (mol/) at 417 K at 417 K (kcal/mol)
metal (cm-') (mho cm-)

Be- 3260 0.28 -16.01 -2.55 - 14.90 25.66
Mg- 3190 0.16 -14.55 1.17 -12.96 29.96
Ca-I 2920 0.46 -11.67 2.06 - 10.99 26.07
Ca-2 2920 0.42 -11.76 2.18 -11.00 26.53
Ca-3 2920 0.37 -11.88 2.16 -11.02 26.64
Ca-4 2920 0.36 - 11.90 2.26 - 11.00 26.87
Ca-5 2920 0.34 -11.90 2.13 -10.96 26.73
Ca-6 2920 0.29 -12.02 2.37 -10.94 27.10
Ca-7 2920 0.26 -12.09 2.18 -10.91 27.20
Ca-8 2920 0.21 - 12.38 2.13 -11.02 27.66
Ca-9 2920 0.16 -12.69 2.18 -11.08 28.24
Ca-10 2920 0.15 -12.78 2.16 -11.11 28.46
Ca-Il 2920 0.07 -13.32 1.75 -11.06 29.04
Sr- 2890 0.10 - 12.86 2.57 -10.86 29.41
Ba- 2800 0.24 -11.06 2.19 -9.82 25.25

. i

4- 2
o 0

=o
0  4 3

3

12

0

0 01 02 03 0.4 05
CH (MoI/,1

Fig. 2. Plot of equivalent conductivity versus proton concentration of calcium metaphosphate
Slasaa (the number indicated in the figure denotes the sample number in table I) (at 417 K).
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where Ed. is the apparent activation energy for dc electrical conduction; R is
the gas constant; T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin; a, is the pre-exponen-
tial term; e is the electrical charge; and p is mobility. Table I gives the
electrical conductivity data of alkaline earth metaphosphate glasses in relation

: p .to the water content of the glasses. Fig. 2 plots the equivalent conductivity, A
(mho cm '/mol I- ) at 417 K versus proton concentration IH of calcium
metaphosphate glasses, where A is a/[H+], i.e., conductivity per one mole

S•"proton per liter of glass. Eq. (5) was experimentally obtained from fig. 2:

X 1012 = 10.43[H +  -0.10. (5)

Therefore, the conductivity is expressed by eq. (6),

0417 = A0 [ H- 12 (6)

where 04,7 is conductivity at 417 K and A, is a constant of 1.04 X 10- (av.)
(mho cm- mo- 2 12) for calcium metaphosphate glasses.

By combining eq. (6) with eq. (4), we see that for calcium metaphosphate
glass the mobility of protons in the glass increases linearly with increasing
proton concentration. The dependence of EdC on [H+ is obtained by combin-
ing eq. (3) with eq. (6):

Ed, = 2.303 RT(log A0 - log[H' 12). (7)

- The values of a. and A. for calcium metaphosphate glasses are essentially
constant and independent of the water content or the conductivity, as shown in
table 1. Substituting into eq. (7) the average experimental values (table 1) of

m 30

29. 0

28

7J 

07

26

~~25, A

-1.2 10 -08 -0.6 -0.4 -02 0

Log (H*) (mot/[)

Fig. 3. Relation between apparent activation energy for electncal conduction (Ed, and proton
concentration (I H' 1) of calcium metaphosphate glasses. (P = 2920 cm 1) (the number indicated in
th, figure denotes s.ample number in table I).
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log 0 = 2.14. log A,,= II. and T= 417 K for calcium melaphosphate glasses.
which have the same OH absorption frequency (2920 cm ') and different
[H , eq. (8) is obtained:

Ed, = 2 5.0 - 3.8 log[HJ• ()

Fig. 3 shows the Ed, versus log[ H plot.
"fhus, E. , decreases linearly with log( I/ J when the 0-H bonding energy is

Iir .anic (I.C., wheni 1 is the same).
Wilh hc xeption of the calcium metaphosphate series, the other

metaphosphate glasses were not produced with various amounts of water.
However, the value of A0 in table I was calculated by assuming that eq. (6)
holds for all the metaphosphate glasses. As shown in table 1, it is apparent that
A0 and o0 increase with decreasing peak wavenumber of the OH absorption
band. That is to say. the weaker the O-H bonding is (or the stronger the
OH... 0 hydrogen bonding is), the more mobilt are the protons in the glasses.
The degree of proton mobility in the alkaline earth metaphosphate glasses is of
the order of Ba > Sr > Ca > Mg > Be. The relationship between E. and v must
be discussed for various glasses which have the same [H+], because E.
depends on [H' I as can be seen for calcium metaphosphate glasses [eq. (8)].

It was confirmed that the so-called Ohm's law holds in this experiment
(applied voltages: 9 to 54 V. See fig. 4). Some investigators may have doubts
that the electric carrier in these metaphosphate glasses is not the proton but

0 9 v

A 27 v

-12

I I I I

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5

10
3
/T W 1)(

Fig. 4. Plot of conductivity versus I / T for a calcium metaphosphate glass when different voltages
are applied.

J
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Fig. 5. Plot of melting time versus water content of CaO P203 glasses (melting temperature
1 3000C),

alkali impurities, on the basis of the fact that ionic conduction by protons in
solids is not a well-established phenomenon of the same general nature as
conduction by alkali ions as seen in a review by Bruinink (91. However,
suspicion is not a fact. In these phosphate glasses, neither alkali ion impurities
nor alkaline earth ions are electric carriers.

1 -9

0

0
0

6-12

- -0
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4 5 50 55

°~03 Moeltn il (rain.

Fig. 6. Plot of conductivitr versus Cao content in CaO-P0 glasses.
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Fig. 5 is an example of calcium metaphosphate glasse%. which shows how
proton concentration decreases with increasing melting time: the content of
alkali impurities, if present. should be essentially constant through the series of
the specimen, because the glasses were prepared by using the same raw
materials. The content of alkali impurities of the calcium metaphosphate
glasses was determined by flame photometry as Li (= 0.007 mol/l) < Na'

0.010 mol/) - K (0.001 mol/l), all of these alkali contents are much less
than that of H'. Fig. 6 shows that Ca 2 " is not a carrier in the CaO-P,O5
glasses; the different values of the conductivity at the same CaO content of 50
mol% are caused by the different amounts of H in the glasses. as can be seen
in fig. 2. Doremus [10] estimated that the mobility of Na' is l04 times that of
H' in silica glass. This may be true in silica glass, because O-H bonding in
silica glass is very strong; in ref. 11 we showed that log A, decreases linearly
with increasing s, and that the mobility of a proton in a certain phosphate glass
is approximately estimated to be 10l times that in silica glass. Protons in
phosphate glasses are very mobile because of the strong hydrogen bonding and
weak O-H bonding.

4. Conclusions

These results show that it is possible to control the proton conductivity in
alkaline earth metaphosphate glasses by varying the extent of dehydration
during melting. The conductivity of calcium metaphosphate glasses is directly
proportional to the square of the proton concentration as shown in eq. (6). The
apparent activation energy for the conduction for calcium metaphosphate
glasses decreases with increasing proton concentration as shown in eq. (8).
Mobility of protons in alkaline earth metaphosphate glasses increases with
decreasing O-H bonding strength or with increasing OH...0 hydrogen bond-
ing in the glasses. The value of a,, and A, seems to depend on s, but not on
proton concentration.

The authors thank the Center of Excellence in Engineering Program at the
University of Florida for partial financial support (YA) while preparing this
paper. One of the authors (LLH) also acknowledges support of AFOSR
Contract * F4%20-80-C-0047.
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SECTION IX

Photo- and Thermo-Coloring of Reduced
Phosphate Glasses

Y. ABE and R. EBISAWA
Nagoya Institute of lechnology, Inorganic Materials, Shows-ku. Nagoya 466 Japan

1). E. C'LARK and .. L. HENCI
University ol Florida. Gainesville, Fi. 32611

SVarious reduced phosphate glasses show striking phenomenon.
In the as-cast glasses which were made with a higher cooling rate
from the melts, phosphorus may be atomically dispersed or it may
form very fine particles; this leads to transparent and colorless
glasses when the glasses contain no coloring agents such as tran-
sition metal ions. However, phosphorus associates into colloidal

.; red phosphorus (1%50 nm) to give a reddish color to the glasses,
when the glasses are subjected to a heat-treatment at moderately
high temperatures (e.g., 400*-600"C) (1-3). This phenomenon is
known as "striking." The colored glasses are bleached to be
almost transparent and colorless again, when they are subjected
to a heat-treatment above 600C and subsequent quenching. These
bleached glasses are referred to as PTC-RP glasses Q), since
they were found to be Photo-and Thermo-Colorizable Reduced
Phosphate glasses. They are easily red-colored either by sun-
light (2) or UV light at room temperature or by heating above
200C (3). Thermo-coloring of reduced glasses having composition
of 3K20-12B 203 .69P205 and 6K20.22A120 3.72P 205 , both of which have
glass transition temperature >600C have been reported (D).

In the present paper, only a simple composition, as an
example of PTC-RP glass, is discussed. The dependence of sensi-
tivity on the irradiation light wavelength is described in this
paper.

Sample Preparation

The following three kinds of glasses were prepared.
(a) Glass reduced by silicon (CP-RS): A mixture of di-hydrogen
calcium phosphate, Ca(H2P 4)2-H20 and metallic silicon powder were
melted in an alumina crucible at 1200"-1250"C for 1 hour and
poured on a cold graphite plate. The silicon was 0.15 mole per
sole of P205, (Formula: CaO*P 205 015SiO2)
(b) Glass reduced by ammonium salt (CP-RN): A mixture of

I.

' . " "J " " ' . . . . - o... , o . . ° . , o • . . o . . . .
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Ca (H PO~ H 0, CaC~O1  and NNH HPOA were timed an raw materinIs.
20% of 2 5 of tegass was silppl led by timing NH4112P0 4 * lse
were prepared in a similar way to CP-RS. (Formula: Cao P205)
(c) Glass not reduced (CP-OS): Classes were prepared in the same
way as CP-RS except that S10 was substituted for Si in the batch.
(Formula: Cao P205 0.15S1023
All the glasses were annealed and all reagents were of reagent
grade.

Striking (Coloring by Colloid Formation)

Reduced phosphate glasses of which as-cast glasses are trans-
parent and colorless become tinged with red to yellow depending on
the reheating time and temperature. This "striking phenomenon" is
due to the formation of colloidal red phosphorus (1).

The specimens of CP-RS and CP-R4, both of which were prepared
under a reducing condition, exhibit striking phenomenon but CP-OS
does not. An example of the optical transmission curves of CP-RN
glass specimen heated at 580*C is given in Figure 1 * which shows
similar changes to that for CP-RS previously reported (2), namely.
that the absorption edge at shorter wavelength sides shifts to
longer wavelength with increasing time of reheating. Thus, the
specimens become tinged with red. The coloring is saturated for5 30-50 hours at 580-C.

Photo-Coloring (Photochromism)

The bleached specimens (PTC-RP glasses) were prepared by
* heating the saturated-red colored specimens at -.600% for several

minutes and subsequent quenching. Figure 2 gives an example of
the transmission curves in coloring of the bleached CP-R4 glass
specimen exposed to solar rays. The bleached specimen of CP-RS (2)
exhibited trends similar to that of CP-RN. Figure 3 shows the
dependence of coloring sensitivity bleached CP-RS glass on the
wavelength of the irradiating light, where Ae40 in the ordinate
gives a parameter of coloring sensitivity. This parameter is the
difference between the photon energy (ev) corresponding to wave-
length at 40Z of the transmission curve of a bleached glass before

-7 and after the Irradiation. As is shown, it was found to be moat
sensitively colored by irradiating with light ot -350 rim but it is
not colored by a wavelenagth lo~np*-r than 'AO(Y)I.

As an example of change In r:,jJoriy A~ :v M. IVIP tqt 1ato J
CP-RS glass by the irradiation with a given wnveIlpngth OS~,I/ ninj.

* .. a Plot Of Ali.T Is used as a measure of the absorption edge,
indicating a wavelength corresponding to half of the maximum
transmission of the spectrum (approximately a wavelength at a
transmission of 402).

m P " J = - q . * . . . . . . . " ... - • '-- -,-~~~~~~~~~~~~..-.-... .. ,.....-....... .. .. , •• . ......... ,• ... . . .
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Thermo-C.olorLng (Thermochromism)

As previously reported on some glasses of different compost-

tion (3), PTC-RP glass is colored also by heating above ?00 0 (".
For convenience, we define a coloring paramter a in eq. [1).

i -" " €; . ;' J) 1 ( •s -•o ............... [11

where, A, I. ! after heating for time T,

A•i s N before heating (initial specimen),

x is X of a well colored (saturated) specimen.

An apparent activation energy for the thermo-coloring was esti-
mated to be %35 Kcal/mol, according to the method described
previously (3). This value is almost the same as that of the
other glasses reported by Abe et al. (3).

Determination of Elemental Phosphorus Formed in the Reduced
Glasses

The permanganometric method developed by Venugopalan (A) was
modified in our laboratories. It was found that the reduced glass
contained 1W.2 wt % of elemental phosphorus.

Mechanism of Coloring and Bleaching

The coloring and bleaching phenomena are caused by changes in

molecular configuration of colloidal phosphorus formed in the
glasses. The P4 molecule (liquid or white phosphorus) is color-
less. It polymerizes thermally or photochemically to the

... I P- -.. configuration which gives a reddish color; It
P l

dissociates into P4 molecule again when melted.
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The presence of water in glass significantly affects certain of its properties

such as electrical conductivity, index of refraction, density and viscosity. To

evaluate quantitatively the effects of water on the properties of glass, both the

amount and structural positions of the water must be known. The precise measure-

ment of water content is very difficult and time consuming. A simple

fiethid prolo,.ed by Griffith1 for alkali-phosphate glasses involves determining the

weight loss on ignition of a mixture of fine glass powders and ZnO. The change

in weight upon ignition is assumed to be equivalent to the water content of the

glass. Although this method can be used for glasses containing large amounts of

water, it is not applicable to many commercially important glasses which contain

less than O.lwt%. Furthermore, this method does not provide any direct information

on the structural position of the water in the glass.

The molar absorption coefficient (CH 20 or EOil) is often used for the deter-

mination of water in glass. E1120 is obtained by plotting the absorbance due to

water versus the amount of water in the glass. Absorbance is commonly measured

by infrared spectroscopy using a flat glass plate specimen. The water content can

be measured directly by weighing the glass after heating inside a vacuum chamber.

The relationship between the absorbance (E) and the water content (c) is linear

and the slope is equal to c for a constant sample thickness (d). Once E has been

obtained for a specific glass composition it can be used for determining the amount

of water in other glass sheets with the same composition. The amount of water is

given by:

Ed (1)

c - water content (H20, mol/i).

E - dbsorbance at absorption peak due to the OH vibration
dtermined from the ir spectrum.
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L - molar absorption coefficient (as 1120, k/mol-cm).

p d - thickness of specimen (cm)

The values of E, which depend on the wavenumber of absorption band due to

water, have been determined by many investigators. Unfortunately, these do not

always agree with each other. In this paper, we use the value of ER 20 when given

and if E OH was used in original papers, this was converted to CH These data

are plotted in Fig. 1. The main absorption bands due to water are usually detected

in the range 2.75 to 2.95 Pm (Band 1), 3.35 to 3.85 pm (Band 2), and 4.25 Pm

(Band 3). Band 1 is due to a free OH, Band 2 is due to weak hydrogen bonding be-

tween OH and a nonbridging oxygen, and Band 3 is due to the strongest hydrogen

• bonding of.OH to a nonbridging oxygen. Scholze 2 did a systematic study of CH20L

for various silicate glasses and pointed out that the total water content should

be calculated by the sum of Band 1, Band 2, and Band 3. Silica glass has only one

band (Band 1) but silicate glasses containing network modifying ions usually have

all three bands which are often broad and superimposed. Scholze2 also showed that

the distribution of the absorbing species among the three bands remains constant

as the concentration of water in the glass changes when the basic glass composition

remains the same. Therefore, the determination of the total water concentration by

ir absorption can be based on a single band. He showed that for a 16 Na20"lOCaO'74

S102 glass the practical molar absorption coefficient (Epract) is 41 k/mol'cm

(6 in Fig. 1) at 2.85 pm (3500 cm-1 ) although his Cif20 at the same wavenumber is

75 k/mol'cm. Thus, it is easy to understand why different EH 0 values at the
120

same wavenumber have been reported by different inves'tigators. In Fig. 1, the

data points labelled 15 and 23 are Epract as pointed out by GCtz. 3 Dta points 47

md 53 should also be regarded as epract since the .gass compositions are compli-

cated and bands due to water are somewhat superimposed. The value H20 and £pract

-°,.
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at 3660 cm- I for silica glass are identical because it has only the one band.

(Jay and Stevels4 obtained a straight line by plotting the decrease in absorbance

at 2920cm- l versus the weight loss of Na20*P20 5 glass after it was heated. Data

point 74 .was calculated by assuming that the weight loss is caused only by the

loss of water from this glass. Data point 8 is Franz's9 Coll value changed to

c by Pasteur.8  Figure 1 suggests that c depends fundamentally on V but not on
1120 Patu.

glass composition.

The total water content for the Na20-CaO-SiO2 glass can be determined by

using only one coefficient (eC ) as a representative e, instead of using the
pract

respective CH20 at Band 1, Band 2, and Band 3. However, in order to determine

the respective contributions of water content due to Band 1, Band 2 and Band 3

separately: the infrared absorption bands must be resolved. We propose that for

the approximate determination of total water content cpract (dotted line, Fig. 1)

can be used, and that for the separate determination of water due to Band 1, Band

2 and Band 3, individual EH (solid line, Fig. 1) should be used. Investigators

determining the amount of water in glasses should specify which E value they

are reporting in order to prevent confusion.

1 (E(Band 1) + E (Band 2) + E (Band 3)
[,rc', d ( (Band 1) c (Band 2) c (Band 3)/(2)

1 *E
CApprox. E pract (3)
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Notation for Figure 1

-silicate glasses (Ref. 2)

a -ice

b -water at 30C

c -water at 60*C

* d -water in CCl4

1 -20Na 20-35B 20 3'45Si0 2 glass (Ref. 5)

2 - 5Na 20-9. 5CaO*72.25Si102 glass in wt % (Ref. 3)

3 -SiO 2 glass (Ref. 6)

4 -10. 8a03OK20.8ZnO-l.3 Al. 0 76.S gas(e.7
8N2 *2 2 3 *i 2 gas(e.7

* ~5 - 15Na O*9.5CaO-72.25Si02 gas(e.3

U6 - c rc for lONa 20-l6CaO*74Si0 2 glass in wt %(Ref. 2)

*7 - Na O-P 0 glass (Ref. 4)

8 B B20 3 glass (Ref. 8)
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SECTION XI

Noise in N-Type a-Silicon Carbide

By

J.S. Kim, G. Bosman, and C.M. Van Vliet
Department of Electrical Engineering, College of Engineering

University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611

I. Introduction

Silicon carbide [1] exhibits the phenomenon of polytypism [2], in which the

same chemical compound containing Si and C atoms crystallizes into different

crystallographic modifications known as polytypes. These polytypes are all

similar in the plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis but differ from each

other in the stacking sequence and cycle in the direction of the symmetry axis.

* * It is well-known [3-9] that various polytypes of SiC appreciably differ in

w* semiconducting properties such as energy bandgap, electron mobility, lumines-

cence and absorption spectra, etc. With a view to establishing a simple re-

lationship [5,7-9] between polytype structures and semiconducting properties,

the concept of a one-dimensional superlattice [10] seems appropriate to explain

a wide range of experimental facts regarding these differences.

However, virtually all crystals of SiC are known to exist in a syntactic

coalescence of different polytypes. The different polytypic modifications

usually appear to form together under nearly the same conditic-, This pheno-

menon was initially noted by Baumhauer [11] who described crystals which changed

in structures along the c-axis. Later, extensive studies were directed to under-

stand the formation of lamellae in connection with possible growth kinetics [12].

However, due to the ambiguity in defining the large number of factors which

H" --w
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compete in the growth process, the controlled growth of single polytypic

. Istructures is still not possible at present. Therefore one-dimensional

- inhomogenities have often given rise to conflicting evidence in defining

* the anisotropic nature of a given polytype (5,13], which can be predicted

-mby its superlattice structure. Consequently, although there has been

considerable interest in meaningful applications of SiC to electronic

devices [14], little is known about the detailed electrical conduction

• .. process in these composite SiC crystals.

"" In order to achieve a better understanding of the charge carrier

transport properties which are closely associated with crystal structure,

a noise analysis in n-type a-SiC crystals has been undertaken. The

* ;experimental results will be presented in the following section of

this report. A review of the electronic band structure of polytypic

SiC has also been prepared and will be included in next year's progress

- report.

ii

-.- -o-- .
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II. Experiment and Result

2.1 Preparation of sample

The sample used in this experiment was sliced from a thin platelet of a-SiC

crystal, in which a lamellar structure was visually discernable, by using a

diamond impregnated dicing wheel (Tempress 16852). The thickness of the blade

was about 5.5 mils. For reducing the forces exerted on the crystal surface, we

chose repetitive sweeps of the spindle to make a fine and gradual slice. The

sample was prepared as a rectangular bar having well-developed crystal faces.

After etching away an oxide film in HF-HClI solution, tungsten ohmic contacts

[151 were fabricated on both sides of the flat face of the crystal. The depo-

sition of tungsten was made by a sputtering technique. Figure 1 shows the sche-

*. matic of the sample structure mounted on an alumina plate with conductive pat-

terns of gold. It consists of four terminals; two for carrying current and the

other two for measuring the open circuit voltage developed across them.

2.2 Measurements of DC current-voltage characteristics

The DC current-voltage characteristics were measured at room temperature by

employing different terminals. In order to avoid a rise in lattice temperature

during the measurement a pulsed current was applied, especially at the high cur-

rent regime. The results are shown in figures 2-4. Figure 2 shows the I-V

characteristic along the symmetry axis. For low currents 123 versus V23 was

linear with a resistance of 1200 ohms. At high currents it shows a 123 V 231.5

characteristic. We also measured the 114 + I versus V characteristic under

the condition of V23 - V1 4 . The characteristic remained unchanged. Figure 3

shows similar results from 114 versus V2 3 and 141 versus V32. In the low cur-

rent region, the resistance was 1000 ohms for either case and it showed non-

symmetrical behavior with increasing current.

,....................-.... ................ ,-.......,... , * . -. . .. -'
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We observed a similar characteristic both in 112 versus V12 and 134 and V34

plots (Fig. 4). In this case within the range of current applied, no open cir-

cuit voltage was observed across the terminals at the opposite side. Also it

was found that the superlinearity was less pronounced in the 112 versus V1 2

characteristic.

From these observations we can confirm that: (1) the superlinearity in I-V

characteristics is ascribed in the lammelar structure: (2) the contact resis-

tance is negligible: and (3) the crystal structure is not bilateral along the

symmetry axis.

2.3 Impedance measurements

The impedance of the sample measured in the presence of several bias currents

is shown in figures 5 and 6. At low frequencies a frequency independent charac-

U teristic was present, followed by anasymptotical approach to a w-n law for in-

termediate frequencies. Finally the SiC sample reached a current and frequency

independent value for frequencies above 30 MHz. The total expression for fre-

* quency dependence of the impedance appears to be:

- -dt 1-- f(i )  (1)
Z(W) 2 j + 2T

cId.V 1+W
2 T i f(Ti)

where f(Ti) denotes a distribution of time constants, Ti, and dV/dI denotes the

AC resistance for the zero frequency.

2.4 Noise measurements

The magnitude of the equivalent noise current for several bias current levels

has been obtained in the frequency range from 1 Hz to 10 MHz. To cover this

wide frequency range, several spectrum analyzers were employed. These are an

HP-3582, GR 1925 multifilter accompanied by a GR 1926 rms detector, an HP 310A,
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and an HP 8557A. Each spectrum analyzer features a different method for the

evaluation of the power spectrum in the available frequency ranges. The sche-

matic of the noise measurement system, which includes the fundamental function

of the spectrum analyzer, is shown in figure 7. In connection with this the

equivalent noise circuit at the input of the amplifier is shown in figure 8.

* This measurement system enables us to calculate the absolute magnitude of the

excess noise level due to the bias current.

The measurement procedure consists of three consecutive steps. The first

step is the measurement of system noise which includes the thermal noise of

equivalent resistance at the input of amplifier. This condition represents

positioning both switches S1 and S at off-side as is shown in figure 7. Espe-

1 
2

cially for high currents, it is necessary to take into account the change in

the device impedance from the value at the equilibrium condition. To do this

'. we replaced the whole input circuit by a resister equal to the real value of

the parallel combination of Z23 (1), R ca + 50 ohms, and Ri as shown in figure 8.

The second step is the measurement of the excess noise in the presence of

bias current through the sample. This condition represents positioning the

switches S1 at on-side and S2 at off-side. At the last step the calibration

signal from the white-noise generator is superimposed on the noise from the

second step. In this case, the equivalent noise circuit is exactly the same

as is shown in figure 8. Since each noise generator in figure 8 is uncorrelated

with others, the three different noise levels measured from this procedure en-

able us to calculate the absolute magnitude of excess noise, Si2 , in the pre-
23

sence of the bias current, 114. Following the same idea, we also measured the

noise directly across the DC-current carrying terminals. The results are shown

in figures 9, 11, and 13.
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The noise spectra of S (figure 9) and of S (figure 11) clearly showSi2 Sil4

the 1/f type noise. The powers of the noise at several frequencies are plotted

versus bias current in figures 10 and 12. It is noted that the expected beha-S1 1 2 Ind S i l

viors for 1/f noise [16,17], S 12 and S 14 are well satisfied.
112 -1 14 -13

In contrast to the distinct 1/f type noise of S and S 'Si for 114"-" Sil2  S14 S23 14

shown in figure 13 appears to have several notable features. The 1/f slope

for all current levels is seen for low frequencies. For low currents the spec-

trum is proportional to 1/f over the wide range of frequency, and finally it

seems to turn into 1/f noise at the high frequencies. With increased bias

current, the slope tends to be steeper and approachs 1/f type, and the appear-

ance of a plateau can be seen clearly for the frequencies above 200KHz. The

plot of Si versus 114 at several frequencies (figure 14) does not represent

the simple relationship of S i14. This simultaneous contribution of 1/f

and g-r [18] type noises possibly gives rise to the distinct characteristics of

Si 2 3

I - . . . . . .
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III. Discussion

One of the major effects of the composite structure of polytypic SiC is sim-

ply the nonuniform distribution of mobile carriers along the c-axis direction.

In a n-type crystal, the region with high electron concentration acting as a

reservoir of electrons supplies all the electrons that the neighboring region

with high resistivity demands for any applied filed. These injected electrons

are drawn into that resistive media where they exercise possibly drift and dif-

fusion, generation and recombination, and dielectric relaxation. Therefore, in

addition to the majority carrier injection at the boundary, the electron con-

duction mechanism in that resistive region is supposed to control dominantly

the current-voltage, the impedance, and the noise characteristics.

It is worth noting that usually SiC crystallizes into one of the three com-

monly occurring structures (6H, 15R, and 4H). The unit cell dimensions along

the c-axis direction of these polytypes are relatively small. They are 15.12A,

37.30A, and 10.05A respectively [1]. The bulk property of a polytype can be

defined when the thickness of the polytypic layer is much larger than its own

unit cell length. Therefore, there is a good reason to believe that 6H, 15R,

and 4H satisfy this requirement. According to the principle of energy band

line up in isotypic heterostructures [19,20], a proposed band structure of a

SiC polytype-polytype junction at the equilibrium condition is shown in figure 15.

The depletion region in the polytype with the higher bandgap may give rise to

the large intensity of 1/f noise, which was observed in the spectra measured

across the current carrying terminals. This type of noise is similar to the

case of MSFET structures [21].

However, considering the different results obtained from the four terminal

measurements, the existence of energy barriers at polytype-polytype junctions
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may not cause substantial effects on the impedance to the charge carrier con-

duction along the c-axis direction.

According to the van Vlet's theory [22] on single injection diodes, there

is a good evidence to associate the limiting factor in the conduction with

the one-dimensional SCL flow in the presence of trapping. A quantitative com-

parison of the experimental data from impedance and noise measurements with the

theory will be made in the near future. The results will be described in Jae

Kim's Ph.D. thesis, which is presently in preparation.
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Width: .825mm
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-Fig. 1. The sample structure mounted on an alumina plate shoving
the lamellae along the c-axis direction and the arrangement
of tungsten contacts.
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SECTION XII

Low Temperature Oxidation of SiC

By

S.Y. Lee and L.L. Hench

Department of Materials Science and EngineeringUniversity of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611

Introduction

In order for SiC to be used as structural material for high temperature

applications such as heat engines or as a high band gap semiconductor for ad-

vanced electronics, it is essential to understand and control surface oxide

." formation. Several previous studies [1,2] have shown that minor changes in

atmospheric conditions, temperature, fabrication method, densification aids,

impurities, and polytypic boundaries can affect the oxidation kinetics and re-

sult in severe corrosion in some cases.

Because of these many variables affecting SiC oxidation, several models

have been developed to explain the kinetics of surface oxide formation on SiC.

Some emphasize the inward diffusion of oxygen through the silica scale as the

rate controlling step [3,4]. Other models are based upon the desorption of

CO from the SiC-SiO interface [5]. Recent work [6-8] suggests the formation
2

of a ternary mixed oxycarbide phase separating SiO2 and SiC. Previous work2I

in this project [9] supports the conclusion of Pampuch et al. [6,7] that an

intermediate Si-O-C compound forms between an outer amorphous SiO2 layer and

bulk crystalline SiC. An incubation or nucleation period of several hundred

minutes was required at 1100*C for the Si-O-C phase to form when dense poly-

crystalline SiC samples were oxidized in ambient air [91. The intermediate

S-oxycarbide phase was formed at the expense of specific Si-C bonds in the sur-

Z 711---Z-
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face and extended for approximately 6pm underneath an 11pm oxide layer [9].

The objective of the present work is to extend the investigation of low

temperature SiC oxidation to include single crystal aSiC as well as polycry-

stalline SiC samples. In order to improve our ability to interpret the surface

reactions taking place this study is conduted in pure 02. An additional ob-

jective is to compare surface reactions during continuous oxidation versus

sequential oxidation. The reason for this comparison is to test the possi-

bility that nucleation of the intermediate phase is critical for the growth of

the oxide layer.

Experimental Method

The samples studied include sintered polycrystalline SiC (General Electric,

GES-004; 0.93%B and -0.83% free C added for sintering) and small (-0.3 X 0.3

X 0.1 cm) aSiC single crystals (General Electric Company).

Oxidation was conducted isothermally at 1100*C in pure 02 in an Astro In-

dustries controlled atmosphere resistance furnace. The samples given sequentialp
oxidation were raised from room temperature to 1100*C, requiring about 3 hr,

and held at 1100*C for the times indicated, then cooled to room temperature

during a 3 hr period. Surface spectral measurements were made on the samples

with a Nicolet Fourier Transform IR Spectrometer (FTIRRS) in a reflection mode.

After the FTIRRS analyses the sequential samples were given another exposure

to 02 at 1100°C, and the procedure followed again to yield the cumulative oxida-

tion times indicated. In contrast, samples given continuous oxidation were

held continuously for the times indicated without any interruptions or reheating.

Each sample was analyzed with a 3mm aperture on the specular reflectance stage.

A total of 96 scans were made for each oxidation treatment and the spectra shown

are the computer summations of the 96 scans.

.. . .. . .. * . . . .. - .
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Results: Si-O peaks

Figures 1 and 2 show the FTIRRS spectra of two dense polycrystalline SiC

samples sequentially oxidized at 11000 C in 02 for 3, 7, 12, 18, and 25 hours.

There is excellent reproducibility between the two samples.

Both samples (P-A and P-B), show extensive Si-O molecular stretching vi-

" bration peaks at 1086 cm-  and Si-O molecular rocking vibration peaks at 470 cm-l

within just 3 hours oxidation in 0 . These peaks are much more fully-developed

than those observed for air oxidation within the same time period [9 ]. There

is a systematic shift of both Si-0 peaks towards higher wavenumbers as oxidation

progresses (Tables 1 and 2).

Continuous oxidation (sample P-C) at 1100C in air also produces extensive

surface oxide and Si-O peak formation within 3 hours (Figure 3). However, as

shown in Table 1, the Si-O rocking peak changes much more slowly with time than

*: was observed for the samples sequentially oxidized. The difference between

continu us and sequential oxidation is even more striking when the time depen-

dence of the location of the Si-O stretching peak is compared (Table 2). The peak

position for sequentially oxidized samples shifts upwards by 8cm'1 whereas the
.0

"" net change for continuous oxidation is only 2cm- 1.

Sequential oxidation of the SiC single ;rystal somewhat similar changes in

the Si-O rocking peak as is observed for the polycrystalline sample (Figure 4

and Table 1). he peak shift upward is just a little less. However, the Si-O

stretching peak shift is considerably greater for the single crystal sample,

"" Table 2.

The time dependent changes in the intensity of the Si-O rocking peak maxima

(466-478cm-1 ) and the Si-O stretching peak maxima (1086-1094cm-) are shown in

Figures 5 and 6. Figures 5A, B, and 6A, B are for sequentially oxidized poly-

crystalline SiC and Figures 5C and 6C are for continuously oxidized polycry-

stalline samples (denoted as samples H, I, J, K, L). Figures 5D and 6D show j
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results for the sequentially oxidized SiC single crystal.

Comparison of all the samples in Figures 5 and 6 show that there is little

marked difference in the time dependence of peak intensity. The abnormal change

in the single crystal curves may be due to an isolated experimental variation.
a

With the exception of that one point, a simple parabolic change in the Si-O

peaks seem to be the best fit for all the samples studied.

Si-C peak:

For polycrystalline SiC samples the primary Si-C molecular stretching

vibration peak is located in the range of 808 to 812 cm- l. Figures 1, 2, and 3

again show excellent reproducibility between the samples studied. The changes

in this peak during oxidation are generally the same for continuous or sequen-

tial oxidauion. Figures 7A, B, and C show that the change in intensity of the

1 0peak is generally linear for both types of oxidation. For the same time of

oxidation the intensity of the continuously oxidized samples is higher. Th.

indicates a somewhat slower reaction during continuous oxidation than with ti e

.P sequential exposure and its thermal cycles. There is no measureable shift

in peak location for any of the samples as a function of type of oxidation or

" -time of oxidation.

- It is quite clear from Figures 1, 2, and 3 that the spectral changes in

the Si-C vibrations during oxidation in 02 are entirely at the expense of the

- vibration modes associated with the higher wavenumber of the Si-C peak. The

peak intensity at 700 cm- is hardly changed whereas the peak intensity at

* 900cn- is only one-third of its pre-oxidation value. This change is more intense

than that previously observed in air oxidation experiments [8,9].

U The changes in the Si-C peak of the sequentially oxidized SiC peak of the

sequentially oxidized SiC single crystal (Figure 4) are dramatically different

from those observed in the polycrystalline samples (Figures 1-3). There are

L
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very many fewer vibrational modes attacked in the single crystal sample. Again,

no shift in the peak location is observed and if one assumes that the 12 hour

oxidation is an experimental artifact, as mentioned above, there is a contin-

ual nearly linear decrease in peak height (Figure 7D).

Si-O-C peaks:

Figures 1-4 show several manifestations of the intermediate Si-O-C phase.

After an incubation time varying from 0 to 12 hours depending on sample type

(Figure 8), a new peak appears around 964cm- 1. Both sequentially oxidized poly-

crystalline samples show the peak well developed between 7 to 12 hours (Figures

* 1, 2, and 7A, B). Continuous oxidation leads to a longer incubation time of

12-18 hours. The intensity of the Si-O-C peak for the continuously oxidized

sample is also less than for sequential oxidation indicating slower growth,

as observed above for the other phases.

Simultaneous with the development of the 964cm- peak is a small peak at

1204cm- 1 . Figure 9 shows that this peak behaves similarly to the 964cm- 1 with

an incubation period followed by linear growth.

The peak positions for the Si-O-C peak developed by the SiC single crystal .

are different from those of the polycrystalline samples. The single crystal

sample shows a broad peak ranging from 940 to 960cm-I. In order to understand

*: the difference in peak changes of the single crystal compared with polycrystal-

line SiC will require studies of the effects of crystal orientation on nucleation

* of the Si-O-C phase.

A shoulder appears at approximately 1060cm-1 on the Si-O-Si peak also as

the Si-O-C phase forms. It occurs after the incubation period and sharpens as

oxidation progresses (Figures 1-4). This feature is most noticeable for the

oxidized SiC single crystal (Figure 4) but can be seen clearly after 25 hours

sequential oxidation as well (Figures I and 2). The location of this shoulder

aL5........................................... -
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continuously decreases in wavenumber for all samples as oxidation progresses

P (Table 3). Thus this spectral feature also appears to be due to the nucleation

of the Si-O-C phase and structural changes of this phase as oxidation

progresses.
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Table 1

,r r-M r- P-C SINGLE

478 468 466

7" 468 468 470 468

472 4F 468 470

474 474 469 472

25 170 478 477 4

Table 2

OXIDE PEH SHIFTS

.HR.' P-s P-b P-C. SINGLE
0
3 1086 1086 1086 1088

7 1088 18 1086 1090

12 1090 1896 1089 1092

18 1ef2 189 1089 1098

25 1094 1094 1088 110

Table 3

PERK SHIFT OF THE SHOULDER

,HR"- P-M F-B P-C SINGLE

3 ]086 168 1086 l088

7 1084 1.674 1086 1068

12 1868 1072 1073 1067

1 1065 1067 1072 106.4

25 1063 1064 1070 1058
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SECTION XIII

i -% Intergranular Segregation of Boron
in Sintered Silicon Carbide

W. D. Carter and P. H. Holloway
Department of Materials Science and Engineering

University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611

and

C. White and R. Clausing
Materials and Ceramics Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Abstract

Scanning Auger spectroscopy was used to measure Boron concentrations

on In-situ fracture surfaces of oxidized sintered Silicon Carbide.

q Auger analysis was performed on both transgranular and small intergranular

fracture areas. These data show that Boron does not segregate to or

precipitate at a-B phase boundaries in sintered Silicon Carbide.
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Silicon Carbide (SiC) is now being considered for many high-temp-

erature structural applications, and conventional sintering is an econ-

omical method of producing these components. SiC is now commercially

produced with >95% theoretical densities when boron and carbon are

added to aid sintering.1'2 The C probably reduces S102 to SiC and CO,
2

while it has been suggested that B promotes solid state sintering by

reducing the grain boundary surface energy.
3'4

There have been many studies on the role of B and C in the sintering

of SiC, 1"5 but data on the effect of these additives on other SiC prop-

erties are scarce. Past research has led to the hypotheses that B in

SiC should affect such varied properties as high temperature oxidation 6,7

and the 6H-4H polytypic transformation.4'8 To justify these hypothesized

effects, the distribution of B in the SiC microstructure must be estab-

ltshed.4'7'g  It has been postulated that B over the solid solubility

limit will segregate to the grain boundaries in SiC and accelerate sin-

tering by increasing diffusivittes along the grain boundaries.I0 This U

leads to the theories that excess B will appear as a segregant7 or a B
3Irich phase at the grain boundaries.3 However, these theories have not

been supported by direct :experimental data.

One major difficulty in studying grain boundary segregation in

SiC is obtaining the grain boundary as a free surface large enough for

elemental analysis. Sintered SiC typically fractures transgranularly

with small areas of Intergranular fracture,11 and these intergranular

areas have been too small to resolve with most surface analytical

instruments. However, the development of the high-resolution Scanning

Auger Microprobe (SAM) has presented a method for studying compositional
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I12
variations over very small areas.

12

The purpose of this experiment was to use SAM to study segregation "7

of B to to the grain boundaries in sintered SiC. The results of this ex-

periment show that B does not segregate to these boundaries, but during

oxidation it does appear to segregate to the oxide at the surface.

Experimental Procedure

Sintered SiC (General Electric, GES-004; 0.93% B and 0.83% free C

added for sintering)*was cut, using a Buehler diamond wafering saw, into

0.28 x 0.28 x 1.91cm billets for in-situ fracture samples or into 1.0 x

1.0 x 0.06cm slabs for angle lapping. The billets were notched 0.5cm

from one end to control the fracture location. All of the samples were

then successively cleaned in trichloroethylene, acetone, methanol, and

ethanol agitated by ultrasonic waves. They were then rinsed in de-ionized

water.

Samples were oxidized in air at 1100C for 10, 15, or 50 hours, and

at 1300C for 10, 15, or 25 hours. The fracture billets were stored after

oxidation. The oxidized slabs were angle lapped (or bevel-polished) at a

shallow angle (x 4). The lapping procedure was to mount the slabs on

angled pistons using black-wax, and then insert the piston into a polish-

ing collar and polish with 600 grit SiC paper, 6pm and lpm diamond paste.

The lapped samples were then cleaned as previously described.

The fracture specimens were mounted on a fracture carousel, inser-

ted into the Perkin Elmer PHI-590 SAM, and a 12 hour bake to 200'C was

used to create a vacuum of =10 ll Torr. The specimens were then frac-

tured and positioned for Auger analysis. The high resolution of the

SAM (200nm beam diameter) allowed various composition profiles to be

obtained from intergranular a and transgranular a fracture areas within I

* All concentrations in this paper are expressed as atomic percent.

4q
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a fracture sample. A secondary electron detector on the SAM was used to

image the fracture surface and thus position the desired areas for analysis.

The lapped specimens were mounted on a standard 600 carousel and in-

serted into the chamber. The system was not baked after insertion, there-

fore the vacuum was =10 - Torr for analysis. For sputtering, the chamber

was backfilled with research grade Argon. Sputtering was performed at

5keV-26 pA/cm2 for 10 - 15 minutes and the chamber was then pumped down to

10-9 Torr for analysis.

The PHI-590 SAM allows analysis of very small areas, or analysis of

separate spots within any area. The analyzer energy range can be multi-

plexed to maximize the counting times at energies of interest (e.g. data

could be taken from 150-300eV for B and C peaks). These features of the

PHI-590 were used extensively since the B content in the samples was near

the detection limits of the system. The primary beam energies ranged

from 5 to lOkeV with currents of 4 or 5 nA, depending on the magnifica-

tion of the scan. The general procedure was to record a 0-2keV scan on

a given area and then use the multiplexer for analyzing the particular

elements in the area. The data were taken in the pulse-count mode and

then numerically differentiated and/or smoothed for plotting.

Results

The equation for reducing Auger peak intensities to quantitative

data is:

I I/Si

I '/Si
11

where Ii is the measured peak to peak height (dN/dE), S i is the sensiti-

vity factor for the ith element,
13 and C is the concentration of the i

th

. .. ..

.°. . . .
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element in the sample. Since only Si, C, B, and 0 were found on these

samples, the above equation can be written as:

1 1-(2);. Is/Ss + Ic/S ¢ + I /S 0 + IB/S B
Si Si 1 C' C 0 1/0 +

To reduce the number of sensitivity factors used, it was assumed that

C0 and CB were small and that the equation can be reduced as follows:

CcII S C (3)C Isi/Ss + Ic/TSC

and

c IB/SB (4)
Si Si IC SC

Finally. the B concentration can be written:

B SC IC/SC I B SCCB s I / S i + I/S - "CC (5)

The sensitivity factors used for initial quantification were pure

element Auger intensities from published data. 13 These factors are in-

accurate for SiC. Therefore, an additional correction factor was de-

termined by assuming the average B concentration on the polished and

transgranular fracture surfaces was equal to the concentration of B

added before sintering (0.93% B). This correction factor was determined

to be 0.81 and all the data in Tables 1 and 2 have been multiplied by

this factor.

In-Situ Fracture Analysis

* ° Grain boundary B concentrations from intergranular ct-fracture areas

in the SiC specimens were determined by these experiments. As part of

the experiment a scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to deter-

mine whether the a-fracture was inter- or transgranular. SiC specimens

.

... ,,,,,.-.. .+.,. ... .,. . , .- ... .,, .: ++,'+--"'i.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .".... .". . . ". " . "'." ".
. . . . . . . . ... -

- "
l+ +- -+ .
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(from the same lot used 'in the SAM study) were fractured ex-situ and

inserted into the SEM where a platelets were identified on complementary

fracture surfaces. To determine whether a platelets fractured at the

a-$ phase boundary or transgranularly, the specimens were removed from

the SEM, etched with a preferential a etch (boiling K3Fe(CJ)6 :NaOH, 1:1

saturated in H20) for short time intervals, and re-examined in the SEM

between etchings. The result of this study showed that a-grains appeared

immediately after the first etch on one of the fracture surfaces, while

the matching area on the second fracture surface would slowly (through

successive etches) etch away. From these results it was concluded that

the SiC a platelets oriented parallel to the fracture surface were

fracturing at the a-$ phase boundary. It could not be determined

whether the fracture surface within completely a regions were inter-

or transgranular because of small grain size. However, literature

data indicate that sintered SiC typically fractures transgranularly.

Two specimens were fractured and anzlyzed after 15 hours at 11000 C

and 1300*C respectively. A typical Auger spectrum of a fractured sur-

face is shown in Fig. la. The B peak from Fig. la is shown at a higher

*sensitivity in Fig. lb. Point analyses were performed on areas of

intergranular and transgranular fracture regions on both specimens

(see Fig 2). As can be seen from Fig. la, the fracture surfaces were

very clean. The only elements present in detectable quantities are

Si, C, and B. Some 0 was found on the 1300*C-15 h. sample; this was

believed to be contamination. The B peaks in most of the scans were

*small and in some cases indistinguishable from the background noise

(designated ND). Table I summarizes the B contents for intergranular

and transgranular fracture areas as well as areas containing both
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inter- and transgranular fracture.

Table 1; Boron Concentrations on In-Situ Fracture Surfaces

11000-15 h. 13000C-15 h.
TG IG MF' TG IG MF

C Average 0.97 0.73 0.89 0.89 0.73 1.53
' Range NDI-3.0 NDI- 1.9 0.6-1.3 ND 1- 1.7 ND1- 1.91 0.9-2.31

1: ND=not detectable above noise

2: Analysis over area containing both inter- and trans-
granular fracture; intergranular fracture typically
< 5% of area

The B concentration was mapped by monitoring the B peak intensity

as the primary beam was scanned over a 2000x area (analysis time - 80

minutes). This map showed that the B was uniformly distributed over the

scanned area, and that it did not form precipitates at the fracture

" surface.

Analysis of Polished Surfaces

Lapped samples were analyzed after 15 and 55 hours at 1100°C, and

10 and 25 hours at 13000C. Data was taken from the polished SiC, the

surface oxide, and on both sides of the surface oxide-SiC interface.

The data from these samples are presented in Table 2.

Table 2; Boron Concentrations in Lapped Samples

11000 13000C

15 h. 55 h. 10 h. 25 h.

Oxide average 1.1 0.5 1.4 0.6

CB (%) range 1.1-1.2 0.4-1.1 NA1  0.2-0.8

SIC average 0.9 0.4 2.6 1.8
Range 0.5-1.4 0.3-0.7 NA_ NAI

1: NA - data from a single scan

- .--
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The data from these samples are scattered and in some cases B could not

be detected above the background noise.

Discussion

The solid solubility of B in a-SiC is =0.6% at 21000C, and any

B over this amount has been postulated to segregate to, or precipitate

at the grain boundaries (e.g. SiC has 40.9% B added for sintering).

However, the literature has contained speculation that B will not seg-

regate to the grain boundaries in sintered SiC.3'10 The results of this

*. experiment support this view; no evidence of B segregating to the grain

* boundaries in sintered SiC was observed in this experiment. Further,

no evidence of B-rich precipitates was found (at a resolution of 2000x)

in this experiment. For example, the B concentrations in Table 1 show

that the B concentration on intergranular fracture surfaces was higher

*; but easily within the experimental error as compared to the point analy-

sis data on transgranular regions. It was about the same or lower than

for data from scanning analysis. Tht scanned area contained 9 95% trans-

granular fracture area. In addition, the B concentrations are also lower

.* than found for the polished areas shown in Table 2. Thus our conclu-

sion is that B did not segregate to the c-B phase boundary, nor did it

form precipitates to cause increased B concentrations.

The data from the SiC areas on the lapped samples correlates well

with the mixed fracture data from the fracture samples. This suggests

that the B-fracture was truly transgranular. The larger range of B

concentrations reported for the lapped samples is attributed to the

shorter data accumulation times; this causes a lower signal-to-noise

ratio and results in larger fluctuations in the calculated B concentrations.

Costello et al.6 have found that B segregates to the oxide in c.,-

dized sintered SiC. The data from the 1100*C lapped samples support these

.q ,. ,
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conclusions even though fluctuations in the data were observed. The data

of 1300% do not, however these data are more limited. Castello et. al. 6

did conclude that less segregation occurred at higher temperatures.

Conclusions

Fractured and oxidized sintered SiC samples were analyzed with a

scanning Auger microscope. The results of this experiment show that

" . Boron does not segregate to or precipitate at the a-a phase boundaries

in sintered SiC.
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SECTION XIV

"Mechanisms of Electron Stimulated Desorption

From Soda-Silica Glass Surfaces"

ent

Y.X. Wang , F. Ohuchi and P.H. Holloway
~Department of Materials Science and Engineering

University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611

Abstract

Electron stimulated desorption from soda-silica glass surfaces has

been investigated. It was shown that Na , 0+, and Si+ desorbed from the

surface as well as other species from impure or corroded surfaces. The

mechanisms of desorption include both inter-atomic and intra-atomic Auger

de-excitations. For example, Na+ desorbed from core-holes created either

in the 0 level or in the Si 2p levels, while 0+ and Si+ desorbed from

core-holes created in the 0 ls level. Si+ desorbed only after electron

bombardment created a Si-rich surface layer.

Introduction

It is well known that the alkali Auger signal from alkali-silica

0%p glass surfaces decreases during electron bombardment. 1- 6 The mechanism

proposed very early to explain this phenomena was ion-electron pair

5- 7
S"'formation due to electron bombardment, followed by electric field-enhanced

ionic transport.5 ,6  Ionic transport could be increased as a result of8

a temperature rise due to the electron beam heating. However, it has

* been recently shown that electron stimulated desorption (ESD)9 may also

deplete sodium at the surface. 10 A general model was developed to ac-

6
count for the simultaneous ionic transport and ESD. This general model

Visiting scientist from the Institute of Semiconductors, Chinese Academy
of Sciences, Beijing, China.
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successfully explained the incubation time observed during Auger analysis

of soda-silica glass surfaces at low temperatures. 3,6 The incubation time

resulted from the irradiation necessary to break the O-Na bonds and cause

either ESD or ionic diffusion to occur. This model has, for the first

time, put the incubation phenomena on a firm theoretical basis.

However, the mechanism of ESD of sodium from the surface has not been

extensively discussed. Knotek and Fiebelman.9 have recently proposed that

electron stimulated desorption from maximum-valence compounds results

from inter-atomic Auger de-excitations. Preliminary data from the

silica surfaces suggested that such inter-atomic Auger de-excitations also

explain the Na+ desorption from the glass, but the initial core-hole for

the de-excitation was located on the Si, which is the second nearest neigh-

bor of Va, rather than on a nearest neighbor. 0 The purpose of the pre-

sent study is to describe the mechanisms of ESD from glass surfaces in

more detail.

Experimental

Soda-silica glass samples (Na20-2SiO2) were produced by melting a

mixture of reagent grade Na2CO3 and high purity SiO 2 at 1400C for 24 hours

in platinum crucibles. This melt was cast into graphite molds and annealed

for 4 h at 250*C, or were drawn into fibers for in-situ fracture. Samples

were prepared from the molded glass by cutting slabs approximately lcm x

cm x 2mm and diamond polished to lm, followed by solvent cleaning. In

either case, the samples were mounted in an all metal UHV system which

-9was evacuated to <10 Tort. A PHI Model 545 scanning Auger spectrometer

was used for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) in the derivative mode

(4 eVpp modulation). The coaxial electron gun was used for ESD. Secondary

. ions desorbed from the surface were detected by a 3M Model 610 secondary
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ion mass spectrometer, which included a modified UTI Model 100C quadra-

pole mass spectrometer. In general, the electron beam was focused to a

mean diameter of - 20pm, then scanned over the surface. The current den-

sity was changed by varying the size of the scanned area. The beam energy

and current density were varied from 50 eV to 5 keV, 10- 8 to 10- 5 A, and

1 x 10 A/cm2 to I x 10 . A/cm2 , respectively. In general, the electron

beam struck the surface at 600 from the normal; the quadrapole was in a

plane approximately 20* from the vertical and approximately 25cm from the

sample.

Results

The mass to charge ratio of desorbed positive ions from the glass

fiber fractured in the vacuum is showm in Fig. 1. For data taken approxi-

mately 10 minutes after fracture at 1 x 10 Torr, major species were ob-

served at m/e - 1, 16, and 23 corresponding to H+ , 0+, and Na+. However,

after 90 minutes in this vacuum, positive ions representing a number of

other species were observed as shown in Fig. lb. The species at 17, 19,

and 28 have increased most significantly and probably correspond to OH+,

F+, and CO +/Si + (see below). The spectrum in Fig. lb is similar to that

from glass slabs cut and polished, except that the hydrogen and fluorine

signals were even higher from these surfaces.

The desorbed ion signal intensity versus electron beam bombardment

time is shown in Fig. 2 for Na+ and 0+ from a glass fiber fractured in-situ.

+
The obvious rise in the Na signal suggests that a conversion process is

occurring, and it has been suggested previously that this process consists

6 +of trapping holes on the 0 lone-pair orbitals. The mechanism for Na

desorption can be studied by measuring the rate of desorption versus the

energy of the primary electron beam, as shown in Fig. 3. Obviously, the

4. r
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rate increases dramatically at approximately 100 eV, which is near the

Si 2p critical energy. Thus we shall conclude that one mechanism of Na+

desorption is inter-atomic Auger de-excitation resulting from a core-hole

on the Si 2p level. However, the data in Fig. 3 also shows that a second

"" increase occurs at approximately 530 eV energy, coincident with excitation

of the 0 is level. Thus, another mechanism for Na desorption is intra-

atomic Auger de-excitation on the first nearest neighbor.

As shown in Fig. 1, 0+ desorbed from the surface along with Na+. The

0 signal intensity versus primary beam energy is shown in Fig. 4, along

with intensity of the m/e - 28 peak. Both show a dramatic increase in

signal intensity at primary energies greater than approximately 530 eV,

* suggesting excitation of the 0 Is level causes desorption of these two

species as well. However, the W/e - 28 peak wasn't observed initially

*from the surface as shown in Fig. 1, and its behavior versus electron bom-

bardment time is shown in Fig. 5 where ESD data are presented for desorp-

tion from polished soda-silica glass surfaces. Desorption of H + , F + , 0+

. Na+, and Si+ was observed from the surface. Initially, the H+, F+, 0 + ,

and Na desorption rates were low, went through a maximum, then decayed

at times greater than - 30 sec. The Si+ peak rose and became level at

.. times greater than - 300 sec. Over this period the 0 Auger signal de-

. creased as shown in Fig. 6, and the Si L2 ,3W Auger transition developed

a secondary peak at 92 eV, as shown in Fig. 7. The Auger peak at 92 eV

is associated with electron beam decomposition of SiO2, as discussed by
11-13

several authors. This decomposition is consistent with the decay in

the 0+ signal from the surface at times greater than 30 sec. (Fig. 5), and

with the observation of a decreased intensity for the 0 Auger electron peak

height (Fig. 6). The decomposition of SiO 2 in the glass was a function of
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the primary beam energy and current density as ahown in Figs. 8 and 9,

respectively. As the beam energy was increased from 0.8 to 1.5 keV, the

ratio of 92 eV (elemental Si) to 75 (Si in SiO2 ) eV LW peaks decreased,

indicating less electron beam decomposition occurred at higher energies.

S - As the current density was decreased from 1 x 10-3 A/cm2 to 1.6 x 10-4

A/cm2  this ratio also decreased. Similar variations were observed in

the intensity of the Si+ peak with respect to beam energy and current

density.

Discussion

The measurement of secondary ion current as a function of beam energy

(i.e. threshold measurements) suggests that the Auger de-excitation mcch-

anism causes ESD from soda-silica glass surfaces. This probably results

from a sequence of events such as shown in Fig. 10, where a primary elec-

tron incident upon the glass surface creates a Si 2p core-hole, and a

'' ide-exciting electron drops from the Si-O bonding orbitals or the 0 aon-

bonding orbitals. Such events would result in a Si4+-0-Na configuration,

at least in a very simplified scheme. However, the rate of Na+ desorption

initially showed an Increase followed by a decrease; the decrease would be

expected from ESD, but not the initial rise (Fig. 21. The increase was

postulated to result from holes being trapped on the 0 lone-pair orbitals. 10

As a result, the inter-atomic Auger de-excitation discussed above would

. "leave the surface complex in a Si4+-O+-Na+ configuration, and desorption

of Na+ and 0+ would be expected. Furthermore, the increase in the Na+

desorption rate when the primary electron energy crossed the critical

energy for excitation of the 0 Is level clearly shows that not only does

the inter-atomic Auger de-excitation cause Na+ desorption, but intra-atomic

de-excitation can also result in ESD. A mechanism similar to the inter-

atomic case would be envisioned here for the intra-atomic mechanism, where
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a hole would be initially trapped on the 0 lone-pair orbitals. The trapped

hole would have a long lifetime due to the presence of sodium and/or the

surface. Auger de-excitation of a hole in the 0 is core level would result

in an unstable positive charge configuration of the Si 4+-O +-Na+ surface

complex which again would dissociate.

Similarly, ESD of 0+ and Na+ would be expected when excitation occ ,

in the Na is level or the Si is level. However, due to a poor signal I

noise ratio, and problems with rapid decay of the Na surface concentrat

increases at the critical energies for these core levels were not deteL

* We speculate that core holes created in these levels would cause ESD, how-

ever, the desorption rates are much smaller than for the 0 ls or Si 2p

levels due to a lower ionization cross-section. An increase in the ESD

rate was not observed when the Si 2s critical energy was exceeded. A dra-

, matic increase was not anticipated since core holes created in the Si 2s

level rapidly decay by a Coster-Kronig transition to a core hole in the 2p

level. Such a transition only creates one positive charge in the Si-O

bonding orbitals, and as a result the ESD would not be expected to occur

as quickly. The 0 2s level may cause ESD, but its critical energy was too

low to measure with our equipment. Excitation of the 0 2s level may ex-

plain small yields in the secondary ions observed for primary energies

somewhat below 100 eV, but the energy is just barely adequate to cause

10desorption (an excess of only 2.2 eV).

Ohuchi and Holloway6 have reported Na+ desorption cross sections of

1x 10- 8 and 3.2 x 109 cm2 for 0.5 and 4 keV electron beam energies,

4. respectively. The desorption cross sections for the Auger de-excitation

mechanisms can be estimated. It is equal to the product of the inner

shell ionization cross section (Si 2p) and the probability of ion desorp-

tion without neutralization. Maguire14 has calculated the Si 2p ioniza-
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tion cross section; for primary energies of 0.5 and 4 keV, cross sections
Si-18 i-18 2

of 4 x 10 and 2 x 10 cm were reported. Similar values for the cross

section were obtained experimentally by Mayer and Vrakking. 1 5 ,16 Since
,:,2 17)

the inter-atomic transition rate is very fast ( approximately 
10- 1 4 sec. 1

the probability of Auger neutralization is limited only by the density of

states of the glass valence band. Because of the localized electron states

18
S-in this band, the probability of Auger neutralization is low. The survi-

val probability of an ion is estimated then to be between 0.01 and 0.1.17

Thus, the estimated sodium ESD cross section is approximately 10 cm or

less. This value is smaller than that determined by experiment, which

results from the fact that we have considered only one channel for ESD of

Na The total cross section for ESD should be the summation of all the

operative channels (inter-atomic and intra-atomic' and the summation would

increase the theoretical cross-secticon.

As reported earlier, it is well known that electron beams will cause

SiO2 to decompose. ESD has been reported to be the mechanism by which

this decomposition occurs. 1 1 ,1 2 However, the earlier postulates were based

upon the bonding orbital interaction model of ESD postulated earlier by

* Nnzl nd19 20 6,10Menzel and Gomer, and Redhead. Ohuchi and Holloway first postu-

lated that inter-atomic Auger de-excitation was the mechanism by which

ESD occured from glass surfaces. In addition, the desorption of Si+ from

- these surfaces has been reported in this study. We believe that the massV to charge peak at 28 a.m.u. is truly representative of Si+ desorption,

rather than desorption of a CO+ species, since (1) it is associated with

a primary beam whose energy exceeds that of the critical energy for the

0 ls level, (2) it correlates well with the Auger L2, 3 VV peak shape

change representative of decomposition of SiO2 , and (3) there was some

2 and (3 thr was som
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1 .1 evidence of Si isotopes in the desorbed spectra (although the signal to

noise ratio was very poor for isotope determination). Desorption of Si+

from the surface may well be expected, based upon the models shown in

Fig. 11. In this model, ESD from the surface causes a depletion in the

surface layer of both Na and 0 (see Fig. 6). As a result, it is antici-

. pated that the 92 eV elemental Si signal in the Auger spectra results

from Si which has a limited number of bonds to other Si atoms in the

surface and which has either a single or very few bonds with 0. The

increase in the Si signal for primary beam energy > 530 eV suggests that

creation of a core hole in the 0 ls level resulted in Si+ desorption.

It is postulated therefore, that Si bonded to a limited number of 0 atoms

on the surface would experience the creation of a core hole in the 0 to

which it was bound; inter-atomic Auger de-excitation on the 0 atom would

result in a positive silicon ion core being next to a positive oxygen

ion core. As a result, this unstable complex would cause desorption of

the silicon atom from the surface. Desorption of Si+ explains why a

steady state is commonly observed in the decomposition of SiO2 surfaces,

even though an 0 signal continues to be observed over long periods of

Ctime. Si+ desorption provides a mechanism by which the electron beam

by itself may continue to erode the glass surface.

The dependence of SiO2 decomposition upon the primary beam energy

and current density shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are consistent with data in

the literature by Thomas11 and Strausser and Johannessen.12  For example,

Strausser and Johannesser, report decomposition for electron doses greater

% than 1O19e/cm2 at energies greater than 2 keV. The data in Fig. 8 show

that decomposition was observed for the soda-silica glass surfaces at

16 2
electron doses greater than 10 c/cm for an energy of 1.4 keV. While
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this damaging electron dose is much less for soda-silica glass as compared

to SiO2, Strausser et. al21 also 'ave shown that electron beam damage wil

occur at lower doses for silicon oxides of lower stoichiometry. While

the data on current density shown in Fig. 9 are consistent with Thomas'

M -data in that decomposition became more severe as the current density was

increased, the dependence upon beam energy reported by Thomas is different

-. from those reported in the present study.

Knotek and Houston22 have reported that 0 +will desorb from silicon

++
, surfaces with a low oxygen coverage. However, they report that O0 does

not desorb unless H was also observed to desorb from the surface. The

dependence of ESD upon hydrogen being present was not investigated thor-

oughly in this study, however H was always present due to the ion ex-

change corrosive reaction which occurred on the surface, either in the

URV system or as a result of exposure to atmosphere. The effect of

hydrogen on ESD is unexplained, however the present data for ESD from

soda-silica glass may help to explain this effect. As reported above,

* the decomposition of the glass surface occurred at lower electron doses

than for a quartz surface.1 2 We have laso speculated that the electron

stimulated desorption occurs most rapidly when an electron hole is trapped

on the oxygen lone-pair orbitals. As demonstrated by Ohuchi and Holloway,
6

the lifetime of this trapped hole is relatively long. The trapped hole

causes faster rates of electron stimulated desorption (see Fig. 2), and

therefore faster decomposition of the glass surface. The effect of hydro-

gen in SiO2 may be to increase the lifetime of the hole trapped on the
/2

oxygen lone-pair orbitals, causing the desorption rates to be signifigantly

bhigher in this case.

Finally, a positive ion with a mass to charge of 19 was observed in this
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L+

study, and this species is assigned to F . Initially, it was thought

this peak was representative of H30+ desorbing from the surface. Many

23

of glass surfaces. To attempt to answer this question, surfaces of

corroded and uncorroded glasses were analyzed in the present study and

the peak at m/e - 19 increased for ESD from a corroded glass surface.

However, it is now apparent that F is a ubiquitous contaminant in ultra-

high vacuum systems; this confuses the issue of H30 desorption.

Summary

The mechanism of electron stimulated desorption from soda-silica

glass surfaces involves Auger de-excitaitons, but these de-excitations

can be either inter-atomic or intra-atomic Auger events. Na+ can be

desorbed by creating core holes in the second nearest neighbor Si atoms

"-."or on the first nearest neighbor 0 atom. Si+ descrbed only after the

.? electron beam created a Si-rich surface layer. The dependence of electron

stimulated desorption on beam energy and current density was discussed,

as were the magnitudes of the ESD cross sections.
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SECTION XV

SURFACE CHEMISTRY OF OXIDES IN WATER

G. Y. Onoda, Jr. and J. A. Casey

I1. INTRODUCTION7

This paper reviews recent theoretical concepts pertaining to elec-

trochemical reactions at oxide-water interfaces. Attention is restrict-

ed to simple system where the aqueous solution contains ions of the*

solid, H+ ions, OH- ions, and univalent,, symmetric electrolytes. The

solution is assumed to be free of multivalent ions, polyelectrolytes,

surfactants, and macromolecules to limit the scope of this review.

Interfacial phenomena at oxide-water interfaces are fundamental to

various phenomena in ceramic suspensions such as dispersion, coagula-

tion, and rheology. The behavior of suspensions depends in large part

on the electrical forces acting between particles, which in turn are

affected directly by surface chemical reactions.

At the present time, phenomena at oxide-water interfaces are not

completely understood. Theories have been modified considerably over

the past 30 years to obtain closer agreement between theory and experi-

sent. Theories have progressed to the point where the current limita- A

tlons are due largely to insufficient experimental data for well-defined

systems. It is hoped that experiments on the surface chemistry of mono-

dispersed, spherical powders will overcome these limitations in the near

future.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES FOR STUDYING SURFACE REACTIONS

The chemical reactions and the electrical characteristics of oxide-

water interfaces are measured by two separate approaches. Adsorption is
m

usually studied by solution depletion methods. Electrical character-

istics are determined by electrokinetic methods such as electrophoresis,

streaming potential, and electroosmosis.

A. Adsorption Measurements

In solution depletion experiments, a concentrated solution (ti-

trant) of a given soluble species is added in small aliquots to a sus-

pension. The concentrations of that species existing in the suspension

before and after the aliquot addition are measured. The amount of the

species in solution needed to bring about this concentration change is

calculated. When this amount is substracted from the amount added as

titrant, what remains is the amount adsorbed on the surfaces during this

change. This method is particularly suited for multivalent ions that

adsorb significantly at low solution concentrations, since adsorption

significantly depletes the solution.

The solution depletion method must be modified1 to measure the

adsorption and desorption of hydrogen ions. The amount of water formed

in a solution when hydrogen ions react with hydroxyl ions is insignifi-

cant compared with the amount of water already present; thus it cannot

be determined by solution analysis. Consequently, a complete mass

balance cannot be carried out for hydrogen ions following an addition of

concentrated acid. Similarly, a complete OH balance is not possible

after adding concentrated base. It is possible, however, to determine

. . .. . . . . .. . . . .~ . - - - - .. . " -. --- .-. _- . . -
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changes in the difference (excess) in the amount of H ions and OH ions

that occur during acid and base titrations. When H+ and OH- ions com-

bine to form water, the excess is not affected since an equal amount of

both ions are involved. It is therefore this excess quantity that is

monitored during pH titrations. This excess quantity in the system

changes a specific amount when acid or base is added as titrant. From

the change in pH, the amount of excess causing the pH change is calcu-

lated. The change in the excess at the surface is equal to the amount

added by the titrant minus the amount that accounts for the pH change.

B. Electrokinetic Measurements

In electrophoresis, a particle suspended in water migrates when an

electric field is applied by two immersed electrodes. The velocity of

the particle is proportional to the electric field. The proportionality

constant is called the electrophoretic mobility. The Smoluchowski

theory in its modified form 2 relates the electrophoretic mobility to the

.xeta" potential, the electric potential at a oshear" plane near the

surface of the particle. The shear plane is the furthermost distance

from the surface where the liquid is stagnant. Beyond the shear plane,

liquid moves relative to the solid when the particle migrates.

Electrophoresis is suitable for particle sizes commonly encountered

in ceramics (e.g., 0.1 to 5 on). Streaming potential methods 3 are more

suitable for coarser particles (e.g., 60-320 mesh), while electrosmosis

is better for extremely fine particles such as clay.4

- ". ' - * - -- -
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i III. NATURE OF OXIDE SURFACES

Electric charges on an oxide surface arise by the transfer of ions

between the surface and the surrounding aqueous medium. This transfer

is driven by chemical reactions involving active sites on the oxide sur-

face. A net charge develops when more positive charge (via cations) are

transferred than negative charge (via anions), or visa versa. The ex-

tent to which various reactions proceed depends on the concentrations of

L solution ions that are involved.

A. Chemisorbed Water

Surface OH groups have been identified through infrared spectro-

scopy studies5' 6 as one of the most important sites for chemical reac-

tions at oxide surfaces. These OH groups, which we shall represent by

SOH, are formed by the chemisorption of water molecules on the oxide

surface. The hydration mechanism, illustrated in Fig. 1, involves the

dissociation of an adsorbed water molecule, where an H+ ion bonds to an

oxygen ion on the surface and an OH- bonds to a metal ion on the sur-

face. It produces two SOH groups for every water molecule adsorbed. As

no net transfer of charge occurs by this hydration reaction, the hy-

drated surface remains neutral. The surface OH- ions serve as terminal

bonds for the metal ions at the surface.

B. Effects of Thermal and Chemical History

The concentration of SOH groups on oxide surfaces depends in large

part on the chemical and thermal history of the surface. 7 8 Oxide par-

ticles which have been precipitated in water or have been immersed in

water for a long time usually have fully hydrated surfaces (approxi-
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mately a monolayer of SOH). Upon drying of a powder, this chemisorbed

water is retained. Molecular water from the surrounding air is physi-

cally adsorbed on the dry powder through hydrogen bonding to an SOH

group. It can be driven off by heating the powder through the 120-2000C

range. The remaining chemisorbed water remains unaffected until a tem-

perature of around 4004C is reached. From around 400-7000C, depending

on the oxide, the SOH groups react to liberate water molecules to the

suroundings. Water removal continues as long as there are SOH groups on

the surface that are adjacent to each other, since it requires two SOH

groups to form a water molecule. When only isolated SOH groups remain,

further removal of water does not occur until high enough temperatures

are reached to provide sufficient surface diffusion for SOH groups.

Only through migration along the surface can two SOH groups react to-

gether to form water. This occurs in temperature ranges of around 800-

11000C, depending on the oxide.

When an oxide surface is completely dehydrated, it tends to become

hydrophobic. When cooled to room temperature, rehydration is slow even

though it is is favored thermodynamically. Without SOH groups, water

molecules lack surface sites for forming hydrogen bonds and therefore

physical adsorption of water is difficult. Since the formation of SOM

groups requires as a preliminary step the physical adsorption of water,

rehydration is retarded. Even in liquid water, dehydrated powders often

require weeks or months to rehydrate completely at the surface.
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IV. ACID/BASE SURFACE REACTIONS

The SON groups can undergo acid and base reactions. They accept a

hydrogen ion to become an BOH2 site having a positive charge, or they

release a hydrogen ion to become an SO- s4*e having a negative charge.

These reactions are written as

SON + H+(Aq) - SO 2+ (reaction 1)
2

SON - SO + H +(Aq) (reaction 2)

A. Charge Density

The concentrations of SOH2+ and SO- species depend in large part on
4."

the pH of the aqueous phase, as can be inferred by reactions 1 and 2.

The SOH2
+ species increases with lower pH (higher H+ activity), while

the SO- species increases with higher p1. It rsoH2 is the number of

SOH2 + species per unit area and rSO is the number of SO- species per

unit area, the net charge density cH (IC/cm2 ) due to ionized SO groups

is equal to

c11 - e! rSO 2 ()

where e is the charge (PC' of an electron.

B. Electrochemical Equilibrium

Reactions I and 2 cannot be expressed as a simple mass action law

with equilibrium constants for the following reason. 9, 10 The electric

potential where the SOB, SOH2 +, and SO- species reside is not equal to

the electric potential in the aqueous solution where the H+ ion resides

since a net transfer of charge occurred in establishing qH. Because of

an electric potential difference, the principles of electrochemical

equilibrium must be applied, where the electrical work as well as chemi-

cal work mst be considered.

4-
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For electrochemical equilibrium, necessary conditions for reactions

1 and 2 are

PSOH + PE = SO 2  (2)

: SOH =H 1 - + Pso

where is the electrochemical potential for species i. The electro-

chemical potential is divided into a chemical and electrical

contribution:

'i P i + ZiF*

where pi and Zi are the chemical potential and valence (including the

sign) of species i, F is the Faraday constant, and * is the electric

potential.

A common convention is to let the electric potential of the aqueous

phase be zero so that a potential * at some location within the inter-

face is relative to that of the aqueous phase. Following this conven-

tion, let H be the average electric potential where the species SON,

SOH2 , and SO reside. The electrochemical potentials of the four

species expressed in Reactions 1 and 2 are

- 0

'S P SOH + RT 2SOH

- 0"":'' ""2 "2+ RT ln a + F,_.
'iSOH - 'SOH .g Tl SOH + *H

2 2 2

- 0

PSO " PSO + RT ln aso -F*H

'-H - i + RT In aH

where are the standard chemical potentials, ai are the activities, R

is the gas constant, and T is temperature.

"2.''.,..-" ''.." '.''' .. ' "-"''".. .. '.... .' . . 2..... .. ".... . . . . . . . . . .
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Substituting the above equations for ji into equations 2 and 3 and

recalling that F/R - e/k, where k is the Boltzmann constant, we obtain

iaSOH 2 a e*H

S a K exp(- (4)
a SOH a H 1 k

a aH KSO - 2 (5)

a.SO exp(- e---
ex~ kT

where K1 and K2 are constants equal to

0 ,
0  

0S- +0 PH PSOH2
~H H 802

K1 M exp( RT

0 0K2 "exp [ 5so - 5o 1

K 2 RT

C. Mass-Action Relation

R To utilize equations 4 and 5, the activities must be related to

concentrations. Statistical mechanics arguments9' I lead to the conclu-

sion that the activities of SOH, S012 and SO could be related, at

*least to a first approximation, to their mole fraction at the surface.

If FT is the total density of sites given by

T -sr +r + r (6)
T OH SOHl 2 soIT,, rO rro r. anda2 H2

the activities are given by aSO1 - rSOH/rT , aso2 rs  FT, and so

rso/rT. using these expressions, equations 4 and 5 become
r SOH2 -e.

r 2aH K I exp(--) (7)
SOH

S2(8)

J* SOHl *Ha1 exp( -)
H kT

i . .,-.. ...-.. .;: ... ,: .. . ., .- , : .' '. .... . .. .-. , .. . . "... ,:- ..
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The charge density, given by equation 1, is determined by substi-

tuting in equations 6-8 to yield

K 
2

UT [aHK1 exp(-e#H/kT) - e
a exp(-e/kT) (9)

OH = K2
2[1 + K a exp(-e*H/kT) +

1 H + a H ex(eH/kT)

where 0rT erT, the maximum possible surface charge density. We see

from this equation that H cannot be evaluated from the pH (or a.) and

the constants K1 , K2 , and 0T alone. The reason is that there is another

variable *, so that at least another independent equation is needed

relating the same variables. This leads to the next step, the formula-

tion of specific physical models for all of the charge sites within the

interface.

V. A SIMPLE REACTION WODEL 9- I

.. The approach for incorporating acid/base surface reactions into

physical models of the interface can be illustrated easiest by consider-

ing the simplest model first. The physical characteristics of the model

is illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of two distinct planes, the H

layer and the D layer. The H layer is the location where the charges

due to SOH2
+ and SO reside. The D layer is the distance of closest

approach for counter ions, which are ions that are only attracted elec-

trostatically to the charges in the H layer. Outside of the D layer is

a diffuse layer of charge resulting from counter ions.
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3 A. The Diffuse Layer

The diffuse layer of charge balances the net charge in the H layer.

* -The charge density (tC/cm in the diffuse layer, 0D , and the variation

of electric potential with distance from the surface is described by the

well-known Gouy-Chapman theory as modified by Grahame. 12 If the aqueous

solution is dominated by a symmetric electrolyte (e.g., NaCl), the

charge density is given by

o = -11.72 N1/ 2 sinhl(d/2kT) (10)

where N is the concentration (mole/I) of electrolyte and 4 is the elec-

tric potential (mV) at the D layer, the distance of closest approach to

the surface for the counter ions.

B. Equations of the Model

RThe combination of the acid/base reactions and the diffuse layer

results in a model having four interfacial variables %, 9D, #H, and 4b)

and two solution variables (pH and N). The constants that provide

*uniqueness to each system are KI, K2 and o from Eq. 9.

For charge neutrality

% 4+D 0 (11)

With equations 9, 10, and 11, we have three equations relating four

interfacial variables. To solve for these variables in terms of the

solution variables, one more equation is needed. This is given by a

capacitance equation
• OIH

C~i (12)
H *H D

With equations 9-12, it is now possible to solve for unique values

of the four interfacial variables given a set of solution variables and

*1*
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system constants. This is facilitated mathematically by letting 0r be

an independent variable and then solving for the other variables,

including pH, for given N and system constants. The steps for this

solution are:

(1) select a value for

(2) from equation 11 determine b= -OH

(3) from equation 10 determine = 2T h-1 C OD
-D e ih 11.72N 1/2

(4) express equation 9 in root form and rearranging as

,.t,2 + 4KK, x2o-a) (o +0sj '"

gH + H +U1 K2 OT H CT CH)a = 2K (0-0.) exp(-e./ kT)
1 TH H (13)

where pH - -log aH and all variables on the right side of the equation

are now known. Variations in the interface variables versus pH are

obtained by selecting other value for oH and repeating the above steps.

C. Features
-43

The predicted features of this model are illustrated in Fig. 3,

which gives calculated plots of H vs pH and % vs pH for different

. ionic strengths, assuming a given set of system co',stants. The first

4,4" distinguishable feature is that the curves for disferent ionic strength

,., intersect at a common point, called the point of zeo *harqe, and desig-

nated as pHpzc . At this intersection point, %=0 and 4b-0. It also

follows from equation 11 that oH=O and from equation 12 that V -=0 at

this point. With these conditions applied to equation 13, we can deduce

that the pHsc is related to the ratio of the equilibrium constants for

the acid and base surface reactions by
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K 2 1/2

PH -log(-)

D. Limitations

Although the simple reaction model agrees semi-quantitatively with

published results for adsorption and zeta potential isotherms, there

remains several deficiencies and unexplained phenomena. One pl ,blem is

the lack of quantitative agreement for the adsorption and zeta potential

isotherms. The second, major problem is the time dependent effects that

are often observed experimentally that are not explained by the simple

model.

For the limited data that is available in which both adsorption and

zeta potential information are given, quantitative agreement between

theory and experiment is not found. 9 10 The experimental adsorption

densities qH measured by titration are considerably larger than the

calculated from zeta potential, using the Gouy-Chapman equation and

assuming %-C. While it is sometimes possible to fit theory to

versus pH curves, or to & versus pH curves, the same set of system -on-

stants cannot be used to get both types of curves to agree.* If the

experimental data are valid, the disagreement suggests that the net sur-

face charge from immobilized ions is smaller than that given by a.

This can occur, for example, by having counter ions which partially neu-

tralize OH, penetrating below the electrokinetic shear plane and becom-

ing immobilized. This assumption is the basis for several models dis-

cussed in section VI-A.

Time dependent effects are frequently encountered in practice which

can cause serious experimental difficulties. Dramatic aging effects

" Ii ' '
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during potentiometric titratlons were first reported in detail for

Fe203 13 and has since been reported with other oxides.14-
17 When an .'

acid or base titrant is added, the pH ot the suspension changes rapidly

(within minutes) to a new value. Thereafter, the pH is found to change

gradually back toward the pH existing before the titrant was added.

This change can occur for weeks or months, eventually reaching some

intermediate pH value. The rapid pH change followed by a drift to an

.4 equilibrium value after long times indicates that there are two surface

reactions, one fast and one slow, involving hydrogen ions.

Experimentally, most adsorption isotherms by potentiometric titra-

tions are carried out rapidly so as to suppress the effects of the slow

reaction. The more rapid the titration measurements, the more revers-

ible is the isotherm. If the titration is carried out too slowly, con-

siderable hystersis results, presumably because of the effects of the

slow reaction.

Several hypotheses have been proposed for the fast and slow reac-

tions. Onoda and de Bruyn, 13 studying ferric oxide, suggested that the

slow step is due to diffusion of protons in or out of a diffuse layer of

protons on the solid side of the interface. Berube, Blok, and de Bruyn 1 5' 17

suggested that the slow reactions with titania and zinc oxide were due

to a slow ion exchange involving a "surface phase" which binds counter

ions. Trimbos and Stein 1 6 suggested that the slow step with zinc oxide

was associated with a diffuse electron layer on the solid side of the

interface.

J

4 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . .- , aL I-A
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As slow and fast reactions are observed with a wide variety of

I* -oxides, it is questionable whether any of the above proposed mechanisms

could apply to all cases. It would be simpler to explain the results if

a common mechanism existed.

Another time dependent effect is the slowly shifting electrokinetic

DHpzc as certain powders are aged in water for long times (weeks and

months). This effect appears to be correlated with the degree ot hydra-

tion of the oxide surface. 18 19 A powder precipitated in water or aged

in water for months has a certain pHpzc (e.g., pH 9.2 for alpha alumina).

If that same powder is dehydrated at 10000C, cooled, and reimmersed in

water, the electrokinetic pzc can be different (e.g., pH 6.8 for alpha

alumina) from the original value. With exposure time to water, the

pHu c measured periodically shifts back gradually toward the initial

value. 19 This shift is attributed to the progressive rehydration of the

surface.

3 VI. RECENT THBORETICAL MODIFICATIONS

A. Counter ion Penetration

The apparent problem of having too high adsorption densities for

17- corresponding zeta potentials has lead to modified models in which the

counter ions ot opposite charge penetrate below the electrokinetic shear

plane. In this way, the actual net charge within the shear plane is

smaller than what is calculated from the hydrogen ion adsorption den-

sity. This type of model allows much greater adsorption of hydrogen

ions without a corresponding large increase in O. Three models of this
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type are the gel model, the site binding model, and the specific adsorp-

tion model.

The gel model 9' 20-22 assumes a surface covered with a layer of

hydrolyzed material of finite thickness. Within this gel layer, acid/

base reactions occur. In addition, counter ions penetrate the gel, neu-

tralizing some of the charge due to the hydrogen ion transfer. With the

outer surface of the gel serving as the electrokinetic shear plane, this

model allows a considerable amount of excess or deficit H+ in the gel

without a large increase in the electric potential at the shear plane.

The site binding model 2 3- 2 5 assumes that a counter ion of opposite

charge chemically bonds to an SOH2+ or SO site. This immobilizes the

counter ion and neutralizes the surface charge. With a fraction of sur-

face sites neutralized, the density of SOH2+ sites or SO- sites can

increase considerably without a corresponding increase in

Simple specific adsorption of counter ions with a fixed number of

available sites have been proposed for a planar model 26 and for a gel

model. 27 The adsorption of counter ions is independent of the SOH sites

and their modification.

a. Aging and Non-Equilibrium

A pH drift occurring during potentiometric titrations indicates

* that the suspension is not at true equilibrium. It has recently been

suggested 28 that existing reaction models are incompl,, because all of

the conditions for equilibrium are not being satisfied. While the rela-

tions specified in these models are necessary for equilibrium, they are

not sufficient if the equilibrium of some reaction w&. not taken into

account.

* . . .
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EU IWhat has been ignored in recent models is the equilibrium condi-

Ni tions for the lattice ions of the solid. The electric potential differ-

. ence #o between the bulk solid phase and the water phase is not speci-

fled in recent models. It would be incorrect to assume that

Rather, as discussed by de Bruyn and Berube,14 * should be given by the

Nernst equation

o 2.303 (kT/e) (po - pH) (14)
0 0

where pH0 is the pH where - 0. This equation comes from the fact

that #o is related to the activities of the lattice ions in water, which

in turn are dependent on pH.

The transfer of lattice ions between the solid and water has not

been considered seriously as a charging mechanism in recent models.

Because of the low solubility of most oxides, it has been argued that

there are not enough metal ions in solution to account for appreciable

charge densities by their transfer. While this argument may be true in

many cases for the metal ions, it is not valid for the oxygen ions in

the solid. 2 8 Oxygen ions transfer to the liquid by the reaction

,2 (solid) + 2 H (water) - H20

_. or back to the solid by the reverse of this reaction. Whenever an

oxygen ion leaves the solid, two hydrogen ions in solution are consumed.

The amount of 0-2 ions transferred by this mechanism is essentially

unlimited. Since a charge contribution due to lattice ions depends on

the excess of metal ion charge minus the oxygen charge, a positive

charge can arise by having a deficit of oxygen ions. Similarly, a nega-

°• tive charge arisesby an excess of oxygen ions. In other words, a sur-

4

4
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face charge can develop by the transfer of the oxygen ion alone, without

a significant transfer of metal ions.

When oxygen is transferred to the solid, the pH of the solution is

altered in the same way as if H+ ions were desorbed, since the reaction

creates two H+ ions in water. Conversely, the transfer of 02- to water

has the same effect as two H+ ions adsorbing to the surface. Therefore,

although the H+ is not actually transferred, it has the same effect on a

potentiometric titration. Thus, adsorption isotherms calculated from

potentiometric titrations would have a contribution from the lattice ion

transfer mechanism as well as from the acid/base reaction.

If the charging mechanism by lattice ions occurs, then there are

two mechanisms for creating charge, the second being the acid/base reac-

tion. As the lattice ions lie below the H layer, the reaction involving

them might be slower than the acid/base reaction, therefore accounting

" . for the fast and slow step in potentiometric titration.

C. A Variable PZC Model
28

" This model incorporates the charging mechanism due to lattice ion

transfer with the simple reaction model. Another layer, the 0 layer, is

added to the simple reaction model, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Layer 0

is the layer where excess/deficit lattice ions are assumed to reside and

where the electric potential *o is given by the Nernst.equation. The

charge density due to lattice ions is given by oo .

The added layer requires the addition of two new equations, the

Nernst equation and an additional capacitance equation:

. 2.303 kT/e (pH - pH) (14)
0 0
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C a (/( -,)30 0 0 H (5

and a modification of equations 11 and 12 to give

H 0 + O() 1 - ) (16)

00 + H+ OD= 0 (17)

These, along with equation 9 (the H reaction equation) and equation 10

(the Gouy-Chapman equation) gives six independent equations relating co,

OH' OD' #01 4H, and # to pH and N. The method for solving these eq~ua-

tions is presented in reference 28.

Using reasonable values for the various constants, the general fea-

tures of the variable pzc model can be considered. The sum + ,

measured in potentiometric titrations, is plotted versus pH in Fig. 5a.

The corresponding +, versus pH curves are plotted in Fig. 5b. It can be

seen that both sets of curves have features quite similar to the curves

for the simple reaction model (Fig. 3). However, the location of the

pzc is not the same. In the reaction model, the pzc occurs at pH

-2.303 ln (K2/KI )/
2 . In a silver iodide model 29 where surface charging

is due exclusively to lattice ions, the pzc would be equal to pHo. What

we find in the present model is that the pzc lies between p1o and PHR"

The present model, because it has two charging mechanisms, is in effect

a composite model between the silver iodide model and the reaction model.

Given the values of pHo and pH R, the pH pzc depends on the ratio

Co/aT. The smaller this ratio, the closer is pH psc to pHR . The larger

this ratio, the closer is pHpzc to pHo .

Among the constants of the system, the one that can be altered

experimentally is qT , since this is equal to the extent ot hydration at

i7-
..- .- - - '- . . - - -- : . - - . . : .

o 
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the surface. When a surface is dehydrated by heating, 0T becomes small,

and so the pHz measured for this powder would be closer to pHo. As

the surface gradually rehydrates upon exposure to water, qT increases,

causing a shift in pHpzc in the direction of pH., as illustrated in Fig.

6. This mechanism can therefore explain the influence of the degree ot

surface hydration on the experimental PHpzc

If the acid/base reaction is fast, while the lattice ion transfer

is slow, a two step (fast and slow) mechanism would be expected in

potentiometric titrations. During an acid addition, the pH is decreased

while H+ ions adsorb into the H layer; %o does not change at first.

Slowly with time, a0 increases, causing an abstraction of hydrogen ions

from solution via reaction 1. This causes the pH to drift toward higher

values. Likewise, a base addition causes an initial pH increase and

rapid desorption of H+ from the H layer. This is followed by a gradual

formation of hydrogen ions in solution via reaction I in reverse, caus-

ing a drift to lower pH values.

"9 VII. CONCLUSIONS

.. The existing reaction theories and their modifications provide a

* sound founoation for describing the electrochemical equilibrium at

" oxide-water interfaces. What is needed now is more experimental work on

well defined systems to test the various hypotheses of these theories.

The availability of monodispersed powders of simple morphology and high

purity should open the way toward more meaningful experiments. In addi-

tion, potential sources for experimental error must be scrutinized in
I~o 9
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greater detail. These include ion complexations not taken into account

before and surface contaminants. The causes for time dependent effects

must be clearly resolved before the interpretations based on assumptions

of equilibrium can be made with confidence.

,,--4,
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Section XVI "

Silicon Nitride and Silicon Carbide
From Organometallic and Vapor Precursors

Charles L. Beatty
Department of Materials Science and Engineering

University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32611

Abstract

Three different methods for producing ceramic materials are presented.

One method involves the use of R.F. plasma polymerization to produce

thin, conformable, crosslinked polymer coatings up to M.,i thick. These

polymeric materials upon pyrolysis can be converted to ceramic-like

* materials that ESCA analysis indicates are SiC or Si3N4 depending upon

the precursor that is polymerized. Multilayer and compositionally

variable thin films of these ceramics can also be producei by this

technique. A second method of forming SiC involves the pyrolysis of

polysilastyrene or polycarbosilane polymers. Analytical and characterization

studies of these polymers indicate that they behave similar to classical

organic polymers and that they will pyrolyze to SiC. These polymers can

be fabricated by extrusion and other conventional polymer processing

operations into complex shapes (e.g., fibers) prior to pyrolysis. The

third method is a chemical vapor deposition technique for the formation

of uniform, although not monodisperse, powders of SiC. It has been

demonstrated that 0.2 to 10 diameter powders can be produced. The

sub-micron particles may be sintered (after compacting at room temperature),

into a ceramic body without application of external pressure during the

sintering process.

..............,**. ..- .. .... ... .. ... .. ... ..
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I! Introduction

My definition of ultrastructure processing is that controlled ultra

small structures may be necessary for effective processing or may develop

- as a result of processing. The purpose of this paper is to review the

work that my research group has performed during the last two years that

relates to ultrastructure formation and ultrastructure processing.

This research involves three different routes to ceramics and each

route yields a distinctly different geometry in the ultrastructure size

ranges as indicated below:

1. Radio Frequency (R.F.) plasma polymerization of small organometallic

molecules to form thin polymeric coatings that are pyrolyzable to

ceramic-like coatings.

5 2. The characterization and pyrolysis of polymeric precursors to

silicon carbide in either the coating or fiber form.

3. Use of a chemical vapor deposition process to produce sub-micron to

. x10 . uniform SiC particles.

R.F. Plasma Process

The R.F. plasma technique has been widely utilized to produce thin,

crosslinked organic polymer films that are generally uniform in thickness

"" even on rough surfaces (1). The uniformity of thickness is most often

attributed to vapor phase polymerization that is thought to occur in

R.F. plasma polymerization. In this particular system, the inductively

coupled reactor (Figure 1) is operated at sufficiently low power levels

(lOO watts) that the substrate and reactor remain nominally at room

temperature (2). However, the plasma produces a mixture of electrons,

. . . . .

. . . . . . .* * - .. * -- ... V q .
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ions and ultraviolet radiation that is extremely reactive. If fact,

these low power R.F. plasmas are sufficiently reactive that species may

be polymerized that cannot normally be polymerized by conventional

organic chemistry. Naturally this means that expensive, tailored monomers

are not necessary. However, R.F. plasma polymerization studies on

somewhat exotic chemical structures (Figure 2) as starting materials

will be reported here.

The variables that influence the R.F. plasma polymerization process

* include: the operating pressure of the reactant and/or any inert vapor

phase, the chemical composition of the substrate, the location of the

substrate in the reactor, the R.F. power level and the time of polymerization.

The time of polymerization and the R.F. power level are particularly

important variables as there are always two basic processes occuring

during R.F. plasma polymerization. One, the fragmentation of the reactant

molecule by the R.F. plasma followed by recombination (often accompanied

by a rearrangement) into a crosslinked polymeric network. Second, the

plasma can also interact with the polymer film that has already been

deposited. This concurrent modification process can for selected polymer

systems result in drastic changes in chemical structure as well as a

non-linear dependence of polymerization rate on power level. In fact,

even a maximum in deposition rate can be observed as power level is

increased for some systems (3). However, as illustrated in Figure 3,

all the organometallic starting materials yielded linear increases in

weight Z R.F. plasma polymerized polymer versus polymerization time as

R.F. power level is increased. This suggests that the modification

process is not very significant for the starting materials. Representative

data for the dimer and trimer of silizane is presented in Table 1.

.....................................
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Although initially uniform conformable coatings appear to occur on both

stainless-steel foil and sodium borosilicate glass slide surfaces, R.F.

plasma polymerization of thick films (Figure 4) indicate that a non-

uniform, rough surface occurs. The origin of this roughening effect is

unknown but it appears to be related to instabilities in deposition that

may be related to the surface energy of the substrate. An obvious route

for eliminating this problem (and the one we chose) is, of course, to

select a substrate that results in smooth, uniform coatings.

An extremely attractive route offered by the R.F. plasma polymer-

ization process is the possibility that gradients of chemical compo-

. sition can be achieved by varying the relative concentrations of a

second reactant during the deposition process. The contact angle data

in Figure 5 clearly illustrate that the surface energy of the R.F.

plasma deposited film can be varied simply by adding gas phases such as

nitrogen or ammonia to the R.F. plasma reactor (5). The tabulated data

(Table 2) illustrate the changes in critical surface tension as well as

the water limiting value of the contact angle. The variation of these

values with thickness of film formed indicates the effect of either

surface roughening or variation of chemical structure of the surface

layer as the R.F. plasma polymerization proceeded.

The R.F. plasma polymerized organometallic films are highly cross-

linked and are totally insoluble in solvents. In addition, the sorption

of solvent does not result in debonding or delamination of the R.F.

plasma polymerized film from the substrate. It is our belief, although

not proven, that the reactive species in the plasma (i.e., electrons,

ions, and UV radiation) clean and activate the substrate surface sufficiently

,.p.
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to achieve some chemical bonding between the R.F. polymerized polymer

and the substrate. Although this mechanism is speculative it certainly

is consistent with the excellent adhesion possessed by these R.F. plasma

polymerized coatings.

The high crosslink density and excellent adhesion of these R.F.

plasma polymerized films suggest that pyrolysis may result in coherent,

well-adhered ceramic films on the substrate. That, in fact, does occur,

which permits the characterization of the coating as a function of the

pyrolysis time, temperature and environment. As shown in Figure 6, the

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra taken after pyrolysis at

suceedingly higher temperatures demonstrate the conversion from the

polymeric to the ceramic state. This conversion is better illustrated

by taking the ratio of the absorbance of NH at 1180 cm-I to the absorb-

ance of SiN at 924 cm1 . The FTIR data clearly demonstrate that the NH

structure of silizane disappears and is replaced by the SiN linkages

that are present in silicon nitride (5).

The chemical composition and bonding of the R.F. plasma polymerized

films, including the effects of pyrolysis, have been studied by ESCA (or

XPS) (6). The XPS spectra of commercially available SiC (Figure 7a) and

Si3N4 (Figure 7b) was taken as a means of calibration and for comparison

with the pyrolyzed end-product. Note that oxygen and carbon are both

present at levels that indicate these commercial materials are not pure.

The two silicon peaks for SiC may be due to SiC and elemental Si but it

is more probable they are due to SiC and SiO The pyrolysis process

can be conveniently followed by XPS as illustrated in Figure 8. It is

worth noting that we have nearly enough control of the R.F.
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plasma polymerization conditions that ceramic-like materials can be

produced directly in the R.F. plasma without pyrolysis.

A major advantage of XPS is that the number of a particular type of

bound atom can be determined quantitively. Thus, in principle, we can

count the number of atoms at the binding energy of the bonds characteristic

of SiC and Si3N4 to determine the purity as well as the nature of the

ceramic that is formed. Unfortunately, carbon and oxygen are contaminants

common to all the specimens so this analysis is not quite so straightforward.

However, the binding energy data (Table 3) can be "calibrated" via the

carbon binding energy to draw some conclusions concerning the nature of

the pyrolyzed R.F. plasma coatings. The films formed initially from

tetramethylsilane, TMS, result in a structure that appears to be inter-

* mediate between SiC and SiO 2 whereas the films formed from hexamethyldisilizane,

HMDS, appear to approximate silicon nitride rather well.

* In addition to characterizing the type of ceramic formed, XPS has

also proved valuable in improving our RF plasma polymerization technique.S
* Figure 9 illustrates the changes in the oxygen binding energy as a

function of argon purging (to flush oxygen out of the reactor) and

purging followed by scavenging residual oxygen with hydrogen in the

argon carrier gas.

An interesting and hopefully practical application of ceramic

coatings relates to some of their unique properties. Clearly, the R.F.

plasma polymerized polymer films exhibit excellent adhesion. What about

the ceramic coatings formed from them? Such a ceramic coating on 0.02

mil stainless steel shim stock was quenched from room temperature into

liquid nitrogen repeatedly without delamination, although delamination

was expected due to the differences in coefficient of expansion of the

.... . . ,- , . ....>i.., i ,, ,i,.. - • , - " , , . , - , . " i i. . _ *. ,. *. * N V
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-S,

steel and of the ceramic coating. Subsequently, the ceramic coated steel

was folded back on itself and the quenching in liquid nitrogen was

repeated again without delamination. Next the sample was folded back on

itself in the reverse direction and again quenched in liquid nitrogen

from room temperature without any apparent delamination. Although no

gross delamination was observable by the naked eye, microcracking of the

ceramic coating might have occured. This was checked by placing the

straightened-out test piece in a bath of saturated salt water with an

uncoated piece of the same substrate placed in a separate saturated salt

bath. After two months there was no indication of corrosion on the

. coated steel substrate indicating that microcracking did not occur. The

uncoated steel was totally covered with rust in less than one week.

Patent protection is being sought on the R.F. plasma process for producing

ceramic coatings as well as for producing anti-corrosion barriers that

allow some deformation and are thermal-shock resistant.

Another important ultrastructure characteristic of the R.F. plasma

process is that multilayer laminates of different ceramics can be fabricated
0 0

with controlled uniform thickness in the range of 500 A to 10,000 A

for each layer. The properties of such multilayers have not been investigated

but analogous polymeric composites possess quite different and valuable

properties compared to bulk combinations of the same materials.

Probably the most far-ranging application of the R.F. plasma ceramic

coating route in ultrastructure processing lies in the area of providing

enhanced interfacial strength for ceramic-ceramic and glass-ceramic

composites. These concepts have been applied in polymeric composites as

.. . . .. .-. . * - ,-- . . . .4 . , - , ,
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• illustrated in Figures 10 and 11. The tensile properties (i.e., strength

and modulus) can either be increased or decreased by increasing or

decreasing the quality of bonding between phases. This difference is

large (e.g., an order of magnitude change in tensile strength) and is

achieved by a very thin (1%,2000 A) interfacial coating deposited by the

R.F. plasma process (7). Dynamic mechanical spectroscopic results of

these composites are summarized on the transition map in Figure 11. It

is worth noting that the glass transition temperature of the composite

with strong interfacial adhesion is substantially higher than the unmod-

ified filler surface composite whereas the coating that produces a weak

adhesive layer has the lowest composite glass transition temperature.

There is no guarantee that trends of a similar magnitude will occur in

ceramic-ceramic composites but the direction of the trend in polymer-

ceramic composites is unmistakable.

Characterization of Polymeric. Precursors of SiC

As discussed previously, (8) poly(silastyrene) and poly(carbosilane)

are two polymeric routes for producing silicon carbide. Poly(silastyrene)

of variable dimethyl and methyl-phenyl composition was supplied by

Professor West, University of Wisconsin and a sample of polycarbosilane

was provided by Dr. C. L. Shilling of Union Carbide Corporation. Previouslyh

personal experience with poly(dimethylsiloxane) systems suggested that

the competition between pyrolysis and degradation reactions via chain scission

might be influenced by the metal impurity level. Particle (proton)

Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) measurements indicate that the poly(silastyrene)

sample contains iron as its major metal contaminant at a level of approximately

50 ppm with a few other metals present at lower concentrations as indicated

4---
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in Figure 12a. The poly(carbosilane) was contaminated to about the 2000

ppm level of iron (Figure 12b) with relatively larger amounts of other

metals compared to the poly(silastyrene). Another sample of poly(carbosilane)

has been supplied that visually appears to be less contaminated but PIXE

analysis has not been completed. Study of the poly(carbosilane) materials

of different metal contamination levels may be helpful in understanding

both the crosslinking and pyrolysis reactions.

The poly(silastyrene) family of polymers has been studied as a

function of chemical composition (Table 4) ranging from the phenylmethyl

homopolymer to a supposedly random copolymer that is composed of over

three fourths (i.e., 0.78) silicon atoms in the chain having dimethyl
K

substitution. An obvious discrepancy in our data compared to the data

of West (8) is in molecular weight. The almost order of magnitude

reduction in molecular weight of our samples may be due, in part, to

chain scission due tG degradation via UV radiation. Samples #1 and #2

contained microgels of a size that was not readily removable by filtering

hence accurate molecular weights could not be achieved. All samples

were reprecipitated at least three times prior to the intrinsic viscosity

measurements.

Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy was utilized to determine if

poly(silastyrene) exhibited normal organic polymer relaxation behavior.

The dielectric tan 6 versus temperature data (Figure 13) indicate that

the glass transition relaxation process shifts to higher temperatures as

the measurement frequency is increased. However, it also appears that

as the frequency of measurment is increased the single relaxation

process observed at low frequency (i.e., 10kHz) begins to split into two

relaxation processes which is only barely discernable in the 100 kHz
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i * data. The dielectric relaxation data is summarized for samples 1 through

4 on the transition map (Figure 14). Sample I (n - 0.78) and sample 4

-" (n - 0.1) both appear to exhibit the curvilinear relationship that is

typical of Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) behavior (i.e., glass transi4ion

behavior). It is tempting to assume that the glass transition curve for

the transition shifts systematically as the composition of the copolymer

is varied with a concomittant smooth change in activation energy at each

. .-. measurement frequency (i.e., slope of the curve). However, due to the

uncertainty in the molecular weights of these systems, this type of

analysis is questionable at this time. The glass transition temperature

-~ .- as determined by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) agrees well

with the dielectric relaxation data for samples #1 and 14. The DSC Tg

values for samples 12 and #3 appeared to occur at substantially higher

temperatures than expected.

Poly(silastyrene) can be extruded into fibers as illustrated in

Figure 15a which upon pyrolysis coverts into a silicon carbide type

structure as determined by FTIR (Figure 15b). The weight loss experienced

upon pyrolysis of the poly(silastyrene) samples (Table #5) appears to

be significantly higher than expected. This may be due to incomplete

"" .i. crosslinking prior to pyrolysis. The Union Carbide poly(carbosilane)

appears easier to crosslink with a lower loss in weight upon pyrolysis.

- It is worth noting for comparison purposes that the weight loss upon

pyrolysis of the R.F. plasma polymerized films is normally in the 10 to

30 wt % loss region.

% %
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CVD Process for Producing Small , Uniform Silicon Carbide Powders

The basic system utilized for producing SiC powders from silanes is

illustrated in the schematic block diagram in Figure 16. The diameter

of particles produced in this simple apparatus can be varied from

supra-micron (up to l0p) to sub-micron (\0.2p) by control of process

parameters. Scanning electron micrographs of particles in both size

ranges (Figure 17a and L7b respectively) indicate that uniform (but not

monodisperse) particle size is achievable. It should be noted that the

sub-micron powders exhibit a greater tendency to agglomerate than do the

supra-micron powders. Optical micrographs of large diameter powders

indicate that the particles have a green color which has been inferred

to mean a lack of free carbon or graphite and reasonably high purity.

The sub-micron powder (Figure 17b) was compacted at room temperature,

removed from the press and sintered at 1500*C as a free-standing body at

ambient pressure. It is clear from Figure 18 that sintering has occurred

as the grain diameter is approximately four times the starting powder

diameter. The possibility of achieving a process patent for this route

to uniform SiC powder is being pursued.

Summary

It has hopefully been demonstrated that there are varied routes to

achieve ultrastructure as well as ultrastructure processing. Each of

*the three routes that have been discussed are still basically in their

. infancy with each route exhibiting its own unique properties or benefits.

The two polymeric routes differ considerably in the polymer synthesis

.. and crosslinking steps but are rather similar in the pyrolysis step.

-L. A-.

. . .
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Specifically, it has been demonstrated that:

(1) R.F. plasma polymerization followed by pyrolysis results in

well-bonded SiC or Si3N4 ceramic-like coatings on substrates.

- (2) Poly(silastyrene) appears to exhibit typical variations in the

glass transition temperature as a function of frequency and com-

position analogous to common organic polymers.

(3) Fibers of poly(silastyrene) can be formed and pyrolyzed to SiC.

(4) A simple CVD process can be used to produce uniform SIC particles

ranging in size from O.211 to l01 dependent upon process variables.

(5) Sub-micron SiC powder can be compacted at room temperature and

subsequently sintered at atmospheric pressure to form a sintered

ceramic body.
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a,

System Thickness- m Ycdyn/cm eH20 Limiting Valve

PHMDS 0.08 24.0 + 1.3 94 + 1

PHMDS 0.177 27.0 + 1.0 93 + 1

PHMDS 0.233 28.0 + 1.6 95 + 2

PHMDS 0.532 27.5 + 1.1 95 + 2

PHMDS-N2  0.930 22. + .05 92 + 2

PHMDS-NH3  0.072 17 ± 1.0 90 ± I

PHMDS-NH3  0.087 20.5 + 1.0 86 + 2

i PHMDS-NH3  0.550 18 + 0.6 84 + 2

PHDS-NH3  1.96 18 + 1.3 87 + 1

Table 2. Zisman critical surface tension (y and water contact angle on

PHMDS film on stainless-steel foil.

I ."
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. Material Si(2p) C(s) N(s) O(ls)

SI (a) 98.0 (285.0)

SIC (b) 99.0 (+103.1) 282 (+285) 532.8

- Si2 (c) 103.1 (285.0) 533.3

Si3N4 (b) 102.0 (285.0) 397.8 532.9

" PP films

"SIC" (d) 101.4 (c.285.0) c.400 532.2

-Si3N 4 (e) 102.3 (285.0) 398.0 532.5

(a) F. Grunthaener (1981)

(b) P. Blerstedt (unpublished)'

*(c) P E reference

(d) film #13 (TMS)

(e) film #7 (HMDS)

S

Table 3. Binding energies (EB) in eV relative to "adventitious" carbon
set at 285.0 eV.

o. . . . ..O
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SAMPLE N/M M. W. C. S. T.

#1 0.78 28.5

#2 0.4 27.1

#3 0.2 32,700 31.7

#4 0.1 63,200 33.3

#5 N=0 6,400 34.6

Table 4. Characteristics of the poly(silastyrenes) that are
reported in this work. N is number of dimethyl groups,
and M is the number of phenylmethyl groups pendat
to the silicon chain; M.W. is the average molecular weight
as measured intrinsic viscosity and CST is the critical
surface tension in dyne/cm.

S. * . ' . . . . . .
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sample weight loss Percent M~

- soluble solid
polycarbosilane 67

rS (7986-51)

polysi lastyrene 8

(n/rn = 0.78)

polysllastyrene 85
(n/rn = 0.20)

Table 5. Weight loss experienced upon pyrolysis of
4 polycarbosilane and polysilastyrene.

4.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the R.F. Plasma Polymerization

Reactor System.
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Figure 2. Chemical structure of the reactants for R.F. Plasma
Polymerization.
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Figure 4. SEK photographs of a plasma - deposited "'1.5 Uzm thick
(PHMCTS), film on (a) glass slide; (b) stainless-steel
foil.
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Figure 5. Zisman plot for PP - HKDS deposited on stainless-steel
foil in presence of (a) ammonia (0.55 Im thick),
(b) nitrogen (0.53 Um, thick) and (c) argon (0.53 Um thick).
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Figure 7. The ESCA binding energy spectra for conmercially available
(a) SiC and (b) Si 3 N4 .
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Figure 8. Changes in nitrogen binding energy N(19), as a function
of pyrolysis.
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Figure 9. XPS spectra for oxygen (is) as a function R.F. plasma polymerization
(1) of monomer (2) of monomer after argon purging and (3) of monomer
after purging with argon and hydron gas mixture.
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friFigure 10. Tensile stress-strain behavior of R.F. plasma coated
CaSO4 filler in polymethylmethacrylate. Good bonding
methylmethacrylate R.F. plasm treated filler) result
in better interfacial adhesion than a poor adhering
R.F. plasm "tefla-like" coating on the filler.
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Figure 11. The transition map for the glass transition temperature
Tg of poly(methyI .etharylate), PMMA and R. F. plasma
tested filler. Note that the good interfacial adhesion
coating results in a higher Tg whereas the poor interfacialadhesion coating results in a lower Tg for the composite.
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Figure 12. PIXE spectra for (a) poly(silastyrene) and (b) poly(carbosilane)
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Figure 14. Transition map of the glass transition temperature,
% Tg. the poly(silastyrene) polymers. The data points

at zero measurment frequency, f, are differential
scanning calorimetry measurements of Tg.
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Figure 15(a). Photograph of fibers extruded from poly(silastyrene)
sample number one.
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*Figure 15(b). Fourier Transform Infrared Spectra of pyrolyzed
poly(silastyrene).
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Figure 16. Schematic diagram of the thermal reactor

system for producing SiC powder.
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Figure 18. Scanning Electron M~icrograph o7 the N-O.2)J powder (shown in
Figure 17b) after compacting at room temperature followed
by sintering at 15000C.
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Section XVII

Compatibility of a Random Copolymer of
Varying Composition with Each Homopolymer

K. Fujioka, N. Noethiger, Y. Baba*, A. Kagemoto* and C. L. Beatty

Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Florida

Gainesville, Florida 32611

*Department of Chemistry
Osaka Institute of Technology
Asahi-ku, Osaka 535 JAPAN

Abstract

The compatibility between polymers, especially poly(styrene),

poly(n-butylmethacrylate), and poly(styrene-co-n-butylmethacrylate) was

studied using Visible Spectroscopy, Differential Scanning Calorimetry,

, Inverse Gas Chromatography and Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy. Both

the composition of the copolymer and homopolymer with which it was

blended and also the percentage of copolymer chains in the blend affected

the compatibility. That is, the range of compatibility of the styrene/n-

butyluet1. icrylate random copolymer -ith polystyrene increases as the

styrene content of the copolymer increases. The range of compatibility

" - of styrene/n-butylmethacrylate random copolymers blended with poly(n-

butylmethacrylate is greater than that achieved for polystyrene indicating

that interactions between n-butylmethacry]ate species in the polymer

chain are more effective than styrene species in promoting compatibility

in polymer blends. Each of the experimental techniques provide slightly

different results concerning the degree of compatibility as well as the

range of compatibility. These results suggest that a variety of experimental

techniques yield are needed to establish the extent and nature of the

compatibility of mixed polymers. TYe dielectric relaxation data
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suggest that the compositional regions deemed compatible by other techniques

and high frequency dielectric measurements appear to be phase separated

when examined at low frequencies. These results indicate that the

compatibility of polymers may not be limited to strictly compatible or

incompatible behavior but may also include intermediate behaviour such

as partially mixed regions that coexist with phase separated domains.

Introduction

The question of compatibility between polymers has been well studied

for a number of years by utilizing bulk parameters such as the solubility

parameter and the free energy interaction parameter as guides to possible

compatibility (1). The lack of success of these approaches for some

systems has led to the concept that compatibility may be related to

interaction between the specific moieties on the different polymer

chains. All of these approaches have had their limitations and have not

been universally proven.

However, it is clear that the length of the chain plays a key role,

as many oligomers are compatible with polymers of greatly dissimilar

chemical composition, yet the high molecular weight polymeric analogues

are not compatible (1,2). Therefire, an ideal system for studying the

compatibility would be one for which the degree of compatibility wou'.d

be varied in a continuous fashion and independent of the length of the

polymer chain by keeping the length of the polymer chains used to make

the blends constant.

An approach that may satisfy the criteria set forth above may be a

random copolymer composed of mers of basically incompatible polymers.

Thus, polymer chains of a controlled, although variable chemical com-

position and of a selected molecular weight could be used in blends

.. -¢ -. _ .. .-. -. - . . . . . .. . , .. . . .
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with the homopolymer formed from each mer or with random copolymers of

different mer ratio. Such a random copolymer would be expected to be

compatible with homopolymers of one of its mers (3) over some range of

composition of the blend. Thus, a limited range of compositional com-

patibility could be obtained by blending a pure homopolymer chain (A)

made up of U mers, (A = (U) = UUU...) with a random copolymer (B) composed

of U and V mers, (B = (VIx, U) = uUVUUV...) where x is a number fraction

of U units. In addition, this partial range of compositional compat-

* ibility would also be obtained between random copolymers by making the

difference between x values sufficiently small. In addition, it may be

possible to determine if partial degrees of compatability exist versus

strictly compatible or incompatible states in blended polymer systems.

In this paper, poly(styrene) and poly(n-butyl methacrylate) were

used as the homopolymers (A and A') and poly(styrene-co-n-butylmethacrylate)

I I
of variable chemical composition we- used as (B). The compatibility.

bhetween these polymers [i.e. (A)-(B), (A')-(B) or (B)-(B)] was studied

by using visible spectroscopy, Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC),

Inverse Gas Chromatography (IGC) and Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy

(DRS).

EXPERIEN!TAL

Materials

The poly(styrene) (PS) used in this study was purchased from Foster

Grant (Cat. No. 8170), which had a number average molecular weight of

approximately 100K and a molecular weight distribution (Mw/Mn) of 2.5.

The poly(n-butyluethacrylate) [P(nBKA)] homopolymer was purchased from

Polysicences, Inc. and its number average molecular weight was also

-~ approximately lOOK. Poly(styrene-co-n-butylmethacrylate), [P(S/nBZ .;

random copolymers used in this study was purchased from Scientific

A
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Polymer Products, Inc., and also had a number average molecular weight

of lOOK. The chemical composition ratio (styrene/nBMA) of random

copolymers are summarized in Table 1. The molecular weight distribution

of all of these polymers was basically unimodal with little skewing of

the molecular weight distribution.

Table 1

Chemical Composition of P(S/nBMA)

denotation 99/1 95/5 90/10 85/15 80/20 60/40 40/80 20/80 10/90 5/95

styrene wt% 99 95 90 85 80 60 40 20 10 5

nBMAwtZ 1 5 10 15 20 40 60 80 90 95

Visible Spectroscopy

Blending was accomplished by dissolving the polymers in chloroform,

which is a good solvent for PS, P(nBMA) and the random copolymer (solubility

parameters calculated from the group contribution method (4,5) and heat

of vapourization (6) are 9.7, 9.0 and 9.2 at 25*C for PS, P(nBMA), and

chloroform, respectively). Films of PS, P(nBMA), P(S/nBMA) and blends

between polymers were cast from 5 wt% solutions in chloroform, followed

by slow evaporation of the chloroform with protection crom contamination

by dust. The resulting film was dried under vacuum at room temperature

for approximately four days. A Model 552 Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer

was used to measure the visible light transmittance of the cast films.

For these measurements, the film thickness was about 0.05 mm for all the

polymer films examined.
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Sample preparation was carried out in the same manner as used for

Visible Spectroscopy. A Perkin Elmer DSC Il was used for measuring the

glass transition temperatures of these films. Temperature calibration

was achieved using indium, zinc and cyclohexane. Approximately 10 as

(20 mo portions of the cast film were placed into the aluminum pans and

sealed. The heating rate and sensitivity range of DSC were 10C/min.

and 0.5 m cal/s (2 mcal/s) for each measurement, respectively. Values

given in parentheses were used for P(rBk)-P(S/nBMA) system. Samples were

- heated from 30C (-730C) to 1600C (1070C) and then cooled back to 30*C

- (-730C) at 160OC/ain. After holding for 30 min. at 300C (-739C) to

" achieve equilibrium, the samples were heated to 1600C (1070C) at 10OC/min

and Immediately cooled back to 30*C (-73*C) at 160*C/ain. The values of

the reported glass transition temperature, Tg, .were determined by this

repeated temperature sequence. The glass transition temperature was

determined as that temperature corresponding to the midpoint between

N initial and final baselines of the DSC thermogram.

- Inverse Gas Chromatography (IC)

A Hitachi (Model 163) gas chromatograph equipped with a thermal-

- conductivity detector was used for the inverse gas chromatography studies.

The column temperacure was detected by a copper-constantan thermocouple.,

-,The average error In column temperature was + 0.50C. The flow rate of

helium carrier gas was measured by a soap-bubble flowmeter. The column

" pressure was measured differentially against the atmospheric outlet

pressure with a U-tube manometer filled with mercury.
J1

J1
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The columns were prepared as reported elsewhere (7,8). The polymers

were coated from a benzene (solubility parimeter 9.2 at 25C) (5) solution

onto Chromosorb G (AW-IMCS treated, 70-80 mash) purchased from Gasukuro

Kogyo Co., Ltd. After drying under vacuum for 5 days at room temperature,

the coated support was packed into 4 m I.D. stainless steel columns.

The total percent loading of polymer (ca, 12%) on the support was determined

by calcination. The relative concentration of polymer in the blends is

assumed to be identical with that In the original solution. The columns

were conditioned under helium for 5 hours at a temperature above the

glass transition temperature of polymers.

Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy

The dielectric relaxation cell was purchased from Balsbaugh Company,

Inc. A Hewlett Packard (HP) Model 4272A multifrequency digital meter

(frequency range 10 2 z-10 5H z) was used as the frequency source. This

meter has automatic bridge balancing capabilities and was interfaced

with a UP 9915A computer for data collection and processing. Plotting

of the data was achieved with a HP 9872S plotter.

Dielectric relaxation measurements were made by scanning the temp-

erature at a constant rate of 0.35* C/min in a Delta Design temperature

. chamber (Model No. 5100) as controlled by the Delta Design at. Programin$

Accessory. The temperature of the sample was measured with an accuracy

of 4.lC by a Fluke 2190A digital thermometer interfaced with the HP

991-A computer that was used for :ontroling the dielectric system and for

data acquisition. The samples used in this measurement were prepared in

the sam manner as described for the visible spectroscopy specimens.

• .. :..:,-.. .. ,.:..:% -. ,.: ' ;- :.:,. .. • •. . . . - ..-.. .. ,.. _.... . . -. ,. - .... .- . . . ..
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Visible Spectroscopy

A common test of compatibility is opacity, since scattering of

light occurs from domains of differing refractive index or the lack of

light scattering if the domains are approximately less than the wavelength

of the radiation used. In this study, visible light of Y - 400nm and y

- 600m was used to measure the transmittance of cast films.

The transmittance of cast films are shown in Fig. I and 2 for the

PS-P(S/nEMA), P(nMk)-P(S/niMA) and P(S/nBA)-P(S/nB(A) systems, respec-

tively. As seen in Fig. 1 for the PS-P(S/nEHA) system, the 99, 95, 90

and 85 vt.Z sytrene P(S/nBKA) copolymers are compatible with PS over the

entire composition range when blended with PS as detected by the visible

spectroscopy. In contrast, the 80, 60, 40 and 20 wt.Z styrene P(S/nBMA)

copolymers when blended with PS seem to be compatible only in a definite

range which becomes s.aller as the styrene content in P(S/nMA) random

copolymer decreases.

As seen in Fig. 2 for P(nEMA)-P(S/nMA) blends the 5 and 10 wt.Z

styrene copolymer are compatible with P(nB3A) over the entire compo-

sition range. However, the 20, 40 and 60 wt% styrene P(S/nA*A) random

copolymers seem to be compatible with P(nBHA) over a portion of the

: composition range which becomes smaller as the styrene wtZ of the P(S/nEMA)

random copolymer increases. The results for a copolymer/copolymer blend

system is also shown in Fig. 2 and the range of composition that exhibits

.3 compatibility of blends formed from 40 wt.Z styrene P(S/nBMA) and 60

wt.Z styrene P(S/nBMA) (i.e., the region of high transparency) is greater

-.I-d%

-.4+ . / ' , ." - 2 ." ' - . . " " - ". .. . ." • " " -" - .. . .
...ft " ".- • ' ' ', + ' " I ' ' " " i'
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than that observed for blends formed from 20 wt.% styrene P(S/nBMA) and 80

wt.Z styrene P(S/nBMA) random copolymers. This result is consistent

-ith the hypothesis that as compositional difference between polymers

becomes larger the region of compatibility becomes smaller. To quantify

' the compatibility for PS-P(S/nOMA), P(nBMA)-P(S/nBMA), and P(S/nBEA)-
P(S/nBMA) systems mentioned above, the following quantity (defined by

eq. 1) was formulated to express the extent or degree of compatibility,

as determined by these visible spectrometry measurements. The derived
parameter, C, ranges from 0 to 1 with values of 1 being achieved when

- the blend is optically opaque and a value of 0 representing an optically

compatible blend system.

* i2 Tm
C - 1 -Tr = I Ta + Th (1)

where Ta, Tb and Tm are the transmittance of A polymer, B polymer and

S"-the transmittance of a blend of A polymer with B

* polymer at 50 wt.Z of A polymer in.blend and T is the measured relative

transmittance at 50 wt.% for the blends. An equation of this form was

selected to aid in the comparison of the visible spectroscopy and the

_Flory-Huggins interaction parameter results. The C values obtained are

plotted against styrene wt.Z in P(S/nBA) random copolymer as

illustrated in Figure 3. The compatibility between polymers (Figure 3)

could be obtained by making the composition difference between the

blended polymers small. In addition, it will be noticed that the composition

range for compatibility for the P(nBKA)-P(S/nKA) system is wider than

that for PS-P(S/nKA) system. The wider coroosition range for compatibility

i -.

-.-

S
o  

-
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is thought to be related to the more active or stronger Interactions

that are possible between n-butmethylacrylate segments than that Is

possible between styrene repeating units. It is suspected that these

interactions are probably of the hydrogen bonding type although that

has not been investigated in this work.

Obviously increased interaction between segments in a polymer chain

should affect the interaction parameter between chains. The interaction

. parameter, XA is related to the solubility by the following equation.

Vr 2 (2)- XAB RT -"(A -BS) 2

. where, Vr is the molar volume of repeating unit, 6 is the solubility

parameter, R is the molar gas constant and T is the absolute temper-

ature, respectively. The solubility parameter of PS and PnBRA were

calculated from the group contribuiton method (4,5) by using the following

equation (3).

6- PE F/M (3)

I (ZV )l/2  
(3)'

where p is the density of polymer, M is the molecular weight of the

repeatinS unit, F is related to cohesive energy (Ei) of each functional

by eq. (3)' and v is the molar volume of the group. Equation (4) was
';-0

used for the calculation of the solubility parameter, 6c, of the random

copolymer, P(S/nA)

65 " P1 (zFti,/Ml) 01 + P2 (EFi.2/M2 ) '2 (4)

U.'/. .... , ,.-.
I~i ....' ° ' --' '._-.",'"" " ..' ' ' :a " ", i. ...
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where, *1 and 42 are the volume fraction of each component in the
random copolymer. The densities of PS, P(nIKA) required for the cal-

culation were obtained from the literatures (9,10) and the density of

P(S/nEMA) was estimated via the role of linear mixtures. The values

of Vr and T used for the calculation were 100 cm3/mol and 298K, respectively.

The calculated values of XAB are plotted against styrene wt.% in

the P(S/nBHA) used in the three blends system described previously in Figure

4. The value of (XB)cr (also shown in Figure 4), was estimated as XA

mX -m 1000, by using eq. 5,

r-' (ABor I [1 + 1I 2 (5)

(XAB)CTr - 2 XA 12 X1/2

In general, if XAB > (XAB)cr then the two polymers should be incompatible

and the greater the difference between XAB and (XAb)cr, the more

'. incompatible the polymer should become. If XAB 'S (XAB)cr, then the two

- -' polymers should be compatible at that composition. Comparing Figure

3 and Figure 4, it seem that the values of C (obtained from visible

spectroscopy are in fair agreement with that of XAB prediction of com-

patibility (i.e., for values of XAB below (XAB)cr). The similarity

of the observed and trends extends to the breath of the composition ranges

for blending with PnuA compared to PS as well as the compatibility of

the copolymer/copolyner blends as a function of composition. Thus, it

is suggested that the visible spectroscopy ay be a convenient and simple

method to measure not only the compatibility between polymers but also

the degree of incompatibility that is achieved.

~~~~~~.. . . ........... .... .. .--•- - .-. . . . - ..- • ... . ..-. ,.-*; . .i.:
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Glass Transition Temperature by DSC

To confirm the results of visible spectroscopy, the glass tran-

sition temperature of the blends were measured with DSC. The glass

transition temperatures obtained were shown in Figure 5 and 6. As

seen in Figure 5 in the case of 60, 80 and 85 wt% styrene P(S/nBHA)-PS

blends two glass transition temperatures were observed (indicative of

phase separation) yet for blends of 90, 95 and 99 wt.% styrene P(S/nIKA)

copolymers with PS only one glass transition temperature was observed.

This suggests that the range of compatibility is dependent upon the

chemical composition of the copolymer as measured by the range of existence

of one or two glass transiton temperatures. The 60, 80 and 85 wt.Z

.*. styrene P(S/nEMA) appear to be compatible with PS in the range of 10-20,

10-15 and 50-60 wt.Z PS in the blend, respectively. On the other hand,

it appears that 90, 95 and 99 wt.Z styrene P(S/nDK&) are totally compatible

with PS as determined by DSC measurements.

The single glass transition observed for P(nMA)-20/80 P(S/nA)

system (shown in Fig. 6) indicate that these polymers are compatible.

Thus, it appears that the composition range for the compatibility for

the P(nBMA)-P(S/nBKA) system is wider than that for PS-P(S/nMA) system

4 analogous to that was found via visible spectroscopy.

Inverse Gas Chromatorahy (IGC)

The existence of either compatible (i.e., one glass transition

teperature) or an incompatible blending (i.e., two glass transition

temperatures) dependent upon the chemical composition of the random

copolymer used in the blend suggests that the interaction parameter

-M
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between the random copolymer and the homopolymer is a function of the

chemical composition of the random copolymer. Thus, inverse gas phase

chromatography has been utilized to determine the interaction parameter,

X '2 3 , of the random copolymer and the homopolymer in the PS-80/20 P(S/nBMA)

and PS-60/40 P(S/nBMA) blend systems.

Specific retention volume, V0 (cm 3/g) was computed from the familiar

method (11). Flory-Huggins interaction parameters, X, (12) at infinite

dilution of the probe were determined in the usual manner (13) from the

measured specific retention volume for benzene in each of the pure phases

(i.e., X12 and X13) (13) as well as for the mixed stationary

phase (X1 (23)) (14) using eq. (6), (6)' and (7).

RTV2  ____X 2 i [ . . - (1 ) -! (B -v (6)
12V 0 V P 0 RvRT ( 1 1 - V

g 1________

X 1  inVP3 V3 - (B1 V (6)
i , RT(W2 V2"JW3V3 )

1(23 1 2 2 13 3 23 2 3 i
P1 V 

r9

(1-V- 0.2 - (Bl _ Vl (7)
2 22 3 3.1

where, I: aS constant, T: temperature in K, V°0 : specific retention
9

volum, V2 , V3 ; specific volume of polymer (2) and polymer (3), P:

vapour pressure of pure solvent, V1 - molar volume of solvent, BI:

second virlal coeffecient of solvent, R2' R3: molecular weight of polymers,

402o W3: weight fraction of polymers In mixed stationary phase.

9 .
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The .X23 values for the PS-80/20 P(S/nBKA) and the 60/40 P(S/nBMA)

blend systems are shown in Figure 7. In the PS-80/20 P(S/n'A) system,

for blend compositions less than 90 wt.Z PS wt. fraction, the X23 value

are positive or zero, (i.e., incompatibility should be found) whereas in

the range of more than 90 wt.Z PS the X value are negative, (i.e.,

these systems should be compatible). In the PS 60/40 P(S/nEM) system

the value of X versus PS vt.% depends on the temperature of measurement.

The results obtained at 3931K and 4130K indicate that compatibility can

be achived at greater than 85 wt% PS in the PS-60/40 P(S/nBKA) blend.

However, the result at 445°K shows that these two polymers are incompatible

over the entire composition range. It is suspected that at 445*K the

lover critical solution temperature (LCST) has been exceeded. These

results suggest that inverse gas phase chromatography can be used to

study critical solution temperatures (CST) (15,16).

Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy

Dielectric relaxation spectroscopic measurements were made on the

PS-80/20 P(S/uNA) blend system as a function of blend composition to

determine if the other techniques utilized (i.e., vs. DSC, and IGC)

were sufficiently sensitive to interactions at the segmental and molecular

level. The effect of frequency on the dielectric tan 6 versus temperature

plots is presented for this blend system in Figure 8(a) and 8(b)

which show the results of PS homopolymer and 80/20 P(S/nM&), random

copolymer, respectively. Figure 8(c) and 8(d) show the results of blends,

80 wt.Z, PS-80/20 P(S/nBMA) and 60 wt.% PS-80/20 P(S/nEMA) blends,

respectively. As seen in Figure 8a, the shift of the glass transition

,e.,,'-V .- ',.,r;.-_.- :4- -;.-- , _ - .-...2.. ,.--.-..; ,.'.;i;- .,: , , , ' ' " " " ' " " " ' .'-" " ; ; "" " =-I
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temperature appears to shift to higher temperatures as the measurement

frequency is increased as was expected for all the homopolymers and

random copolymers. In all of the blends which have the blend composition

of 40 at 70 PS or greater in the blend, there is only one apparent glass

transition temperature at high frequencies (e.g., 100 kHz). However, in

*.. nearly all cases (i.e. ,'<90 wt.A PS) the blends exhibit two peaks at low

frequencies (i.e., _<400 Hz). Clearly this low frequency dielectric

relaxation data suggests that phase separation occurs at the molecular

level with the merger of the two glass transition peaks at the higher

measurement frequencies. These results also clearly indicate that the

detection of phase separation depends upon the sensitivity and volume of

": material that is probed by the particular technique that is utilized.

Thus, it appears that, of the techniques utilized in this work that the

dielectric relaxation data at high frequencies agrees better with the

calorimetric and visible spectroscopy data in terms of compatible vs.

incompatible behavior whereas the low frequency data allows detection of

phase separation at the segmental or molecular level even in the blend

composition ranges that appear to be compatible via the other two techniques.

To better understand the affect of measurement frequency or the

detection of one or two phases (i.e., Tg's), transition maps were con-

structed for this series of blends of the homopolymer polystyrene blended

with the 80 wt.Z styrene/20 vt.Z n-butylmethacrylate random copolymer.

The data In Fig. 9a indicates that both PS and the 80/20 P(S/nMA)

random copolymer exhibit typical Williams-Landel-Ferry type behavior for

their glass transition relaxation process. This data is shown on the
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succeeding transition maps for the blends as dashed lines as reference

lines to facilitate comparison of the blend data with the homopolymer

behavior. The 90 wt.Z PS homopolymer-lO vt.Z P(S/nKA) random copolymer

blend transition map data in Figure 9b illustrates that (1) the high

frequency single peak almost perfectly coincides with the PS homopolymer

data and (2) the high frequency copolymer peak is not observable.

Bowever, the low frequency data does not coincide well with the previously

obtained data for the unblended polymers. The data suggests that the

polystyrene rich phase, or the polystyrene-like relaxation process, may

be anti-plasticized whereas the random copolymer-rich phase, or the

random copolymer-like relaxation process, may be plasticized. The

transition map for the 80 wt.Z PS/20Z (80/20) P(S/nBKA) random copolymer

blend (Figure 9c) illustrates different behavior in that the highest

frequency glass transition temperature, peak is depressed to values below

the 80/20 P(S/nWA) random copolymer glass transition temperature which

suggests that plasticization may be evident even in the high frequency

measurement regime. In addition, two relaxation process that are observed

-* at frequencies below IOOkHz both occur at lower temperatures than the

relaxation process that are observed for the unblended polymers. In

Figures 9d and 9c it becomes apparent that when data is taken at closer

frequency Intervals a transition from a two peak to a single merged

* apparent relaxation process can be observed. In these data as well as

tn Figure 9f the blends formed are incompatible as measured by both the

* calorimetric and visible spectroscopic techniques. The transition map

,* data is summarizeduin. Figure 10a and 10b. It is interesting to note that

1 ' ' " 't 
' ' ' ' ' - ' ' ' ' ' "

t '' ' : ' ' : ' ' " ' ' ' " ' ' " ". . . ' ' .. . " " '
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the relaxation process that occurs at high temperature in the low frequency

regime for all of these blend compositions (the upper set of curves in

Figure 10b) is nearly identical with the PS homopolymer data (i.e., 100

Z PS) suggesting that little mixing occurs at the phase boundary and

that the polystyrene rich phase is quite incompatible. In contrast, the

low frequency data for the random copolymer rich phase occurs at a lower

temperature for all the blend compositions at 200 Hz. This suggests as

mentioned previously that plasticization may be occuring. However,

plasticization by a higher glass transition polymer such as polystyrene

sem unlikely. A more likely plasticizing species would be water (as

. PnBMA is hydroscopic) but all of blended as well as the polystyrene and

random copolymer species that were blended were carefully vacuum dried

and handled identically. Thus, the mechanism for a reduction of the

temperature of this blend relaxation process is unresolved.

The high frequency (single relaxation process) glass transition

temperature appears to gradually decrease in the high weight percent

polystyrene (k 90 wt.%) blend region. This result would be expected for

a compatible blend system. The composition range over which this behavior

occurs corresponds rather well with the range of compatibility of these

two polymers as determined by both the calorimetry and visible spectroscopy.

In the composition range where incompatibility is observed, by DSC and

VS, the high frequency data indicate that the combined relaxation process

occurs at a lower temperature than the PS glass transition temperature.

The temperature of this combined relaxation process appears to pass

through a minimum in the 60-80 wt.% PS for this blend pair with a gradual

°1

.*.....-.................................
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to the copolymer Tg as the PS content is decreased in the blend system.

This minim- in the high frequency data (i.e., 40 KHz) corresponds

roughly to the copolymer rich phase in the low frequency (i.e., 200 Hz)

data. These minima indicate that although the two polymers appear to

phase separate there may be significant mixing occuring at the phase

boundary near the 70 wt.% PS blend composition. The results on this

blend system to date suggest that similar additional research on polymer

blends by a variety of investigative methods is warranted.
m .. ""Summary

1) Visible Spectroscopy, VS, allows the determination of the con-

centration range for which a random copolymer remains transparent

when mixed with a homopolymer of one mer from the copolymer.

* 2) Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and Inverse Gas Chromatography

(IGC) suggest that the concentration range of compatibility may be

smaller than that determined by visible spectroscopy but does

exist.

3) Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy Spectroscopic data indicate that

the range of compatibility is smaller yet (if it exist at all) than

- the range of compatibility detected by VS and DSC. The detectability

of two phases (i.e., two Tg's) is dependent upon the frequency of

measurement.

- 4) At concentrations less than 10 wt.% of the 80/20 P(S/nMA) random

copolymer blended with PS, the high frequency Tg approaches the

value for PS. At higher concentrations of the P(S/nEMA), copolymer, the Tg

of the blend is lower than that of P(S/nN(A) copolymer at all

frequencies of measurement.

. .- ,.'.'.- ....' -, . . -, , . ''- - , .. ; ," , - ' .--,. . °- ..: . ." , - " , - "
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5) All of these results suggest that a variety of experimental techniques

give more insight into the extent and nature of the compatibility

of polymers. Further research will be needed to examine the

interaction between specific moieties on the polymer chain via FTIR,

ESCA, etc.
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